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SPECIAL NOTICE

This volume has been prepared by the U. S. Training and
Employment Service in cooperation with the AmeAcan Hos-
pital Association, primarily for the use of public employment
offices and as a source of occupational information for hos-
pital personnel administrators.

Each job description has been compiled from a number
of different sources and therefore describes the occupation
in a generalized, cc mposite form. Consequently, no descrip-
tion can be expected to coincide exactly with any specific
job in a particular establishment or in a particular locality.
To be of greatest use, the descriptions should be supplemented
by local information concerning the specific jobs in the
community.

The U. S. Training and Employment Service has no re-
sponsibility for the settling of jurisdictional mhtters or the
setting _of wages and hours. In the preparation of job de-
scriptions, 'no facts concerning such matters were collected.
It should he clearly understood, therefore, that because of
their nature, job descriptions published by the U. S. Training
and Employment Service cannot be considered standards
for the determination of hours, wages, or jurisdictional
matters.
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For-word
The need for uniformity of hospital organizational structure,

and of job titles and the functions to which those titles refer,
continues to exist. However, the variablessize, control, location,
objectives, physical plant, type of assignment, and a number of
other factorsexisting among hospitals throughout the country
make it extremely difficult to attain standardization or for any
single study to fit the needs of every hospital.

Because of the difficulties inherent in preparing and determin-
ing job titles and job descriptions, many attempts Lc) do so has r
been unsuccessful in that they have failed to answer adequately
the need for information about hospital jobs and hospital func-
tions. This compilation, which replaces the one published in 195'2,
marks the first successful attempt to complete and publish a
definitive study in the field.

Since 1952, both the organizational structure and the functions
performed in hospitals have changed dramatically to met new
and improved developments and thinking in the field. These
changes prompted the present revision and updating of this vol-
ume. Because of rapidly changing concepts of the role of hospitals
in providing health care services, further revisions will doubt-
lessly be necessary from time to time.

This publication represents a notable contribution to hospital
literature and, while not totally answering the need for stand-
ardization, will serve as a guide to hospitals in developing or-
ganizational patterns and in allocating functional responsibilities.
It can serve as a pattern against which a hospital represen-
tative may review and compare his institution's work assign-
mentsboth internally and with other hospitals. The infor-
mation will be helpful in comparing job titles and the duties
performed under these titles. Other uses, outlined in the intro-
duction, may be made of this volume.

It is hoped that hospitals, schools, colleges and universities,
employment officers, libraries, and related groups not only will
find this document valuable to them, but also will assist in
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future revision by forwarding comments and suggestions de-
signed to make the data more current and reflective of the
national scene.

We are pleased to have collaborated in the preparation of both
the original study and this revision.

MARNE BERKE
President, American Hospital Associatio



Preface
Great strides in medical research, technological aids to diag-

nosis and treatment, extension of hospital and health insurance
plans (including the Medicare and Medicaid programs), and the
expansion of a more health conscious population, along with
higher per capita income, have made health services one of the
fastest growing sectors of the economy. As a result, chronic
shortages of medical and health personnel have been intensified
despite the training of new health personnel, which has not pro-
ceeded fast enough.

This revision of Job Descriptions nd Organizational Analysis
for Hospitals and Related Health Services (hereafter referred to
as Hospital Job Descriptions) has been prepared by the U.S.
Training and Employment Service of the Manpower Adminis-
tration in collaboration with the American Hospital Association
to fill the need for basic job information pertaining to hospital
and related health service occupations.

The original edition, published in 1952, proved to be a useful
tool by providing reliable occupational information for hospital
administration, for management at various levels, and for per-
sonnel of the public employment serviceall of whom used it
in their placement, counseling, and related activities. These ac-
tivities included recruitment, interviewing, referral, job and em-
ployee evaluation, training, and utilization of hospital workers.

Since 1952, numerous changes have taken place in job content,
Performance requirements, and responsibilities. In addition, new
jobs have emerged. These changes and additions are due largely
to increased knowledge and technological advances. Passage of
legislation, such as the Manpower Development and Training Act,
has expanded resources in health manpower. These factors com-
bine to emphasize the urgent need for current information about
hospital occupations. Also, this type of occupational information
is sought by high school and college guidance counselors in as-
sisting young people to plan study courses and research projects;
librarians need it to support and supplement other job informa-
tion on library shelves; and vocational counselors use it to set
up training courses in health occupations, both for school sys-
tems and the many subsidized training and assistance programs
throughout the country.

A number of factors combine to account for the rap d growth
AO,xiii
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of the health service industry. The growing affluence of our
society has been accompanied by greater demand for high-quality
health care. The expansion of health insurance coverage has
helped to finance this carea large majority of Americans cur-
rently have at least some coverage under health insurance plans.
The population explosion has had its effect. Government sub-
sidies for hospital construction have raised marnower require-
ments. A significant increase of older and younger people in the
population has added to the demand for health services, as has
the rapid growth of the research and development sector of the
industry. Additional demand has resulted from the expansion of
health services for low-income persons under the Economic Op-
portunity Act and the current increase for military and veteran
health services. Finally a major expansion in the number, the
capacity, and the type of services of nursing homes has sharply
increased requirements. And it appears that these demands will
continue to mount over the next decade_

Approximately 3.7 million persons are now engaged in health
services, 2.4 million of whom are employed in hospitals. Projec-
tions for 1975 indicate that jobs in health services will increase
to 5.5 million, 3.4 million of which will be in hospitals. Accord-
ingly in 1975, hospital employment of health service personnel
will have increased an estimated 40 percent over the current
level of employment. This increase will be reflected in every
hospital health service occupation, ranging from an estimated
5-percent increase in pharmacists to an estimated 50-pereent in-
crease in attendants and nurses.

Most people tend to think of health services in terms of doctors,
dentists, and nurses. It is true that this highly trained core of
professionals is a key element of the health service work force.
But they account for little more than a third of total health
service personnel. The other two-thirds is composed mainly of
practical nurses, attendants, and nurse aides ; technicians and
therapists skilled in X-ray and laboratory procedures, rehabilita-
tive treatments, and other specialities ; and a wide range of
supportive personnel concerned with recordkeeping, administra-
tion, food handling, supplies, housekeeping, maintenance, and re-
lated tasks. These jobs range from unskilled labor to highly
skilled profeqsionals, and they constitute a dynamic element in
the total work force.

Proper utilization of these workers' skill is e'Asential both to
the quality of the services rendered by the hospitals and to the
morale and efficiency of the employees. The data in this volume
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will provide the basic occupational information about hospital
jobs and hospital functions that is essential to effective personnel
administration and to the solution of the manpower problems
facing hospitals and other health services.

Advances in medical science and health technology are bringing
about constant changes in the kinds of work done by health
workers and the emergence of many new jobs. Such changes are
altering traditional occupational patterns in the health service
industry and are reflected in this volume.

Some of the new jobs added in a large number of hospitals
since 1952 include inhahvtion therapist, communications coordina-
tor, medical-record technician, cathetherization technician, di-
alysis technician, audiologist, speech pathologist, therapy techni-
cian, director of staff development, heart-lung machine operator,
surgical technician, specialized therapists, and jobs dealing with
radioactive materials.

This study will contribute substantially toward the development
of standards for job titles and duties in the hospital and releated
health service fields. The proper use of this information, with
whatever modifications are necessary to reflect the individuality
of specific organizations, will inevitably result in more objective
decisions relating to a variety of personnel matters. Moreover,
the understanding of mutual problems which results from such
utilization will necessarily increase the effectiveness of the re-
lationship between hospitals and their community employment
service offices.

Contributions to this revision came from many sources. The
primary source data were obtained through job analysis
studying the jobs in hospitals., For this information, we should
like to thank the staffs of the occupational analysis field centers
of State employment security agencies in the following States:
California at Los Angeles ; M:_higan at Detroit ; Miswuri at
St Louig; New Jersey at Bloomfield; North Carolina at Raleigh;
Texas at Austin; Washington at Seattle; and Wisconsin at
Madison. Special appreciation goes to the staffs of the following
hospitals who cooperated with the occupational analysts from the
field centers in their areas:
California

Cedars-Sinai Medical CenterMount Sinai Divis on at Los
Angeles

Crenshaw Center Hospital at Los Angeles
Glendale Sanitarium and Hospital at Glendale
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Memori al Hospital of Lopg Beach
St. Luke's Hospital at Pasadena

Michigan
Crittenton General Hospital at Detroit
Harper Hospital at Detroit
Mount Carmel Mercy Hospital at Detroit
Park Community Hospital at Detroit

Missouri
Deaconess Hospital at St. Louis
Faith Hospital at St. Louis
Jewish Hospital of St. Louis

New Jersey
Cherry Hill Hospital at Cherry Hill
Hunterdon Medical Center at Flemington
Metropolitan Hospital at Philadelphia
Princeton Hospital at Princeton
United Hospitals of Newark

North Carolina
Memorial Hospital of W ke County

Texas
University of Texas M D. Anderson Hospital at Houston

Washington
Children's Medical Hospital at Seattle
St. Luke's Hospital at Spokane
University of Washington Hospital at Seattle

Wisconsin
Methodist Hospital at Madison
St. Anthony's Hospital at Milwaukee
University Hospital at Madison

Acknowledgment is also made of the contributions by person-
nel of the following hospitals and organizations who reviewed
draft materials.

Michael Reese Hospital and Medical Center at Chicago
Little Company of Mary Hospital at Evergreen Park, Ill.
University of Chicago Hospitals and Clinics at Chicago
Louis A. Weiss Memorial Hospital at Chicago
Presbyterian-St. Luke's Hospital at Chicago
Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago
American Dental Association
Hospital Financial Management Association
The American Society for Hcspital Food Service Ad is-

trators
The American Society fo
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The American College of Hospital Administrators
Appreciation is extended also to the many other organizations

and numerous individuals who assisted in preparing this publica-
tion.

This doculnent was prepared by the U.S. Training and Em-
ployment Service in the Office of Technical Support, Harold K.
Montross, Director, and Vladimir D. Chavrid, Assistant Director
for Technical Development and Analysis, OTS. It was developed
under the leadership of Carl A. Heinz, Chief, Division of Occupa-
tional Analysis and Career Information, with guidance and gen-
eral supervision by Charles R. Beckley, Assistant Chief, and direct
supervision by Walter S. Studdiford. The contents of this book
were organized, written, and prepared for publication by Virginia
B. Nichols.

During the period of preparation, suggestions were made and
assistance given by numerous American Hospital Association
staff members whose experience nd expertise in hospital and
other health matters made their cooperation invaluable.



Introduction
NATURE AND FORMAT OF THE VOLUME

The general scope of the Hospital Job Descriptions revision
project covered complete revisal of the 1952 edition. Each job
that appeared in the previous publication was restudied to in-
sure that both its content and the peripheral data were current
in every respect. The introductory materials, the department
narratives, and the organization charts were also reexamined
and streamlined. A major effort was made to idertify and de-
velop descriptions for hospital occupations that have developed
since 1952.

The job descriptions prepared for this study are based on data
assembled from many sources and from different parts of the
country. The U.S. Training and Employment Service compiled
a comprehensive inventory of the job titles most frequently
found in hospitals. This original compilation of hospital job titles
covered approximately 800 different titles and was based upon
reexamination of job descriptions found in (1) the 1952 edition
of the Hospital Job Descriptions, (2) the revised edition of the
Health Careers Guidebook,1 (3) special hospital studies con-
ducted by approximately 25 State employment services, and (4)
occupational information provided by specialists in the hospital
field. The inventory was subdivided into departments or organi-
zational groupings and parceled out, together with available
source materials, to State employment security agencies' occupa-
tional analysis field centers for study.

The American Hospital Association selected 27 hospitals
located near eight occupational analysis field centers (California,
Michigan, Missouri, New Jersey, North Carolina, Texas, Wash-
ington, and Wisconsin). These hospitals ranged in size from
48 to 748 beds. Each center was instructed to conduct a job
analysis study of all jobs within specified hospital departments
of each hospital in its assignment. Each department was as-
signed to more than one center, insuring geographical as well
as institutional occupational variations. The job analysis infor-
mation was recorded on a U.S. Training and Employrnent Serv-
ice Job Analysis Schedule, and a composite job description

z Health Careern Guidelao
striation, 1965).

U.S. Department of Labor. Blanpow Adm ni-
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was prepared using the schedules as source material. The
national office received more than 1,000 of these schedules which
were combined into more than 300 comnasite job descriptions,
with accompanying organizational charts and narrative reports.

Some of these composites were again "composited," resulting
in a total of 238 job descriptions-55 more than the number
contained in the 1952 edition. This increase is accounted for
by jobs, mainly technical, that have emerged since 1952, such
as Inhalation Therapist, Cytotechnologist, Nuclear Medical
Technologist, and Audiologist ; job breakdowns such as Hospital
Guide, Dietetic Clerk, Medical Record Clerk, and Dispensary
Clerk ; and the inclusion of jobs not new to the economy in .
general, but new to the hospital locale, such as Parking Lot
Attendant, Public Relations Director, Health Physicist, and In-.
dustrial Engineer.

Since these job descriptions reflect the occupational situation
as it exists in a variety of localities, they are composites and
cannot be expected to coincide exactly with any single position
in a specific institution. Therefore, usually it will be necessary
to adapt descriptions to fit individual orgonization patterns and
jobs before they can be used with complete accuracy. For that
reason it is important that those who use this material be
familiar with the meanings and purposes of the various sections
included in the volume tmd with the several parts of the in-
dividual job descriptions.

There were decisions to be made about the jobs to be included
or excluded from this volume. A hospital, whether a single
building or a large complex, must of necessity be somewhat
self-contained and self-sustaining. The people to be employed
include those who are involved with direct patient care, such
as the nursing service, laboratory, and technical personnel ; also
those necessary to support patient care, such as business, ad-
ministration, service, and plant operation and maintenance.
Thus, a variety of jobs is included that relate directly and in-
directly to patient care and treatment, plus those members of
the medic& profession who have accepted the hospital responsi-
bility to be department heads, such as Radiologist, Physiatrist,
Anesthesiologist, Pharmacist, Dentist, and Pathologist. Excluded
from definition are physicians, surgeons, and members of spe-
cialized medical and other professions who provide day-to-day
and consultative services to hospitalized patients. These profes-
sional people have private practices outside the hospital, give
care and treatment to hospitalized patients for whom they are



r sponsible, and thus are accountable to the Chief of Medical
Staff; but they have no other responsibility to the hospital
a dm ini stration.

This study is mainly concerned with employees on payrolls in
patient care establishments. It does not include self-employed
professionals, proprietors of health establishments, or students,
volunteers, or other unpaid personnel.

The information presented in this publication is in terms of
those occupational situations occurring in an average-size gen-
eral hospital. The organization of the information is in accord-
ance with the three major hospital divisionsAdministration,
Professional Care, and Plant Operation and Maintenance. With-
in these divisions are the related departments arranged in
alphabetical order, with the exception of the Executive Depart-
ment which is placed first in the Administrative Divisin. Each
department is described in narrative form with a suggested
ovganization chart and followed by descriptions of the jobs in
that department.

DEPARTMENT NARRATIVES

The narrative description of a department defines the func-
tions and purposes of that department and establishes its limits
of responsibility. In this manner it serves to set the framework
within which departmental structures may be established. In
addition, the narrative presents the lines of authority; relation-
ships with other departments and groups; accrediting agencies
governing specialized activity, together with some indication of
the minimum essential requirements for an accredited denart-
ment extent of supervision and direction given personnel in
the department; and the relative significance of the departmen
within the overall institutional structure. In this manner, the
narrative serves to inform the reader,of the general organization
and objectives of a hospital and to establish the pattern for the
individual job descriptions that follow.

The narrative provides an opporturn esent useful oc-
cupational information which, because of its nature, is general
to every job in that department and which would present only
repetition and bulk if repeated for each of the related Job de-
scriptions. This information concerni administration, personnel
policies and practices, peculiarities of the department or organi-

0zational grouping, special equipment, general hazards working
conditions, and other features considered helpful to those who
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use this publication. Thus, informatiion in the narrative is neces-
sary to present a full picture of each individual job in the
department.

General Clerical, Outpatient, and Technical Services Depart-
ments have been arbitrarily devised i order to assemble into
homogeneous groups those jobs that exist in any one or a number
of different departments. Very likely, neither group of workers
exists as a separate department in hospitals. They are grouped in
this way for greater clarity in presenting descriptions of the jobs
allocated to these activities. No department narrative has been
formulated, nor has an organization chart been prepared for either
group, strice specific assignments and lines of supervision will
depend upon where and to whom the workers are assigned. For
each group, a cover page lists the jobs in alphabetical order
followed by a short statement indicating how the jobs should
be treated.

ORGANIZATION CHARTS

The organization chart presents a picture of the department
as an integral, functioning part of the total operation of the
institution and shows at a glance the vertical and horizontal
lines of authority and responsibility among the workers. Gener-
ally, the orgFnization chart shows the descending order of
authority and responsibility from supervisor through subsidiary
workers.

A suggested organization chart for each department, using the
titles of the jobs presented in this volume, follows the depart-
ment narrative. These charts are not necessarily reflections of
the structure in any one institution but present the pattern
implied by the specific jobs covered in this study. The organiza-
tion charts represent a composite picture of what is typically
found in the hospital and related health services. Solid lines
denote lines of direct supervision. Broken lines denote a may
or multi element of supervision. Each chart carries a word of
caution for its application.

JOB DESCRIPTIONS

The descriptions for the department's jobs follow the narra-
tive and organization chart. Although there may be as many
kinds of job descriptions as there are uses for them, an attempt



was made to develop a format for these descriptions which will
be useful and understandable by a number of audiences.

The arrangement of the job descriptions in each department
is primarily alphabetical. The description for the department
head is always placed first, followed in alphabetical order by
the remainder of the jobs in the department, regardless of pro-
fessional or supervisory status. There are two exceptions to this
arrangement: in Nursing Service, the Directors, Supervisors,
and Nurses are grouped first because of their close relationships;
and in RadiologyNuclear Medicine, the three jobs belonging
to Nuclear Medicine are grouped together because they could be
a separate department. Assistance in locating specific descrip-
tions on a departmental basis is provided by means of a table
of contents in the front of the book; there is also an alphabetical
index of job descriptions at the back.

Many phases of personnel management are predicated on the
availability and use of accurate and reasonably detailed job
information. The need for such information exists even though
supervisors may feel that they fully understand the jobs that
they supervise. Continual changes in procedures and techniques
result in realignment of tasks to meet a variety of situations,
and active and ambitious workers may enlarge the scope of their
own activities while other workers lose or forego portions of
theirs. If personnel decisions are to possess any validity, they
must be based on comprehensive job descriptions that are
systematically revised to reflect the current job situation in as
accurate a manner as possible. The descriptions contained in this
volume may well serve as a starting point from which interested
persons may prepare descriptions more reflective of their own
situations. There is a section entitled "Instructions for Prepara-
tion of Job Descriptions" for guidance if desired.

Titlirni

In general, titles for the job descriptions were selected on the
basis of general usage or acceptance in hospitals. This title is
called main title and appears in capital letters, centered, at the
head of each description, and in capital letters wherever it is
found throughout the volume. Beneath this main title will ap-
pear a number of alternate titles, in lowercase letters, which
are names by which the same job may be known. A title fol-
lowed by a code number appears in the upper right-hand corner
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of the first page of each job description. This title may or may
not match the main title; it is the title by which the job appears
in the Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT). 2 Some jobs
are so new that they do not appear in the current edition of
the DOT ; they will appear in future releases.

Contents of the Job Description

Each job description has six sections in order to group the
information p.-esented. These six sections are titled: Job Duties;
Machines, Tools, Equipment, and Work Aids; Education, Train-
ing, and Experience; Worker Traits (Aptitudes, Interests,
Temperaments, Physical Demands, and Working Conditions
Job Relationships ; and Professional Affiliation.

JOB DUTIES: This section begins with an introductory state-
ment which summarizes the activities of the job and immedi-
ately orients the reader in regard to the scope of the job. It
contains information specific to (I) duties performed by the
worker ; (2) the objective or purpose of the job what i6ets done
as a result of the worker's actions; (3) the devices (machines,
tools, equipment, and work aids) utilized by the worker; and
(4) the materials, products, or subject matter with which the
worker is concerned or the service which he renders. This state-
ment should provide the reader with an overall concept of the
purpose, nature, and extent of the duties performed, and how
the job differs generally from other jobs in the department or
organizational setup.

The remainder of the section expands upon the inroductory
statement and explains the important details of the job logically
and concisely. The material consists of an orderly presentation
of the tasks of the job and is composed of a series of statements
telling what the worker does and why and how he performs
the various tasks. The tasks that comprise a job are arranged
either in chronological or in functional order. Tasks can be
arranged chronologically when a job has a specific cycle or
sequence of operations that can be described in the order in
which the worker is called upon to do them, such as in many
routine clerical, housekeeping, laundry, and engineering and
maintenance jobs. A functional arrangement of job tasks and
duties is used for jobs having no regular cycle of operations,
which are more difficult to describe since they involve a con-

2 Dictionary of Occupational Titles (2 vols., Brd Washington: U.S. Department of
Labor. Manpower Administration, 1965).
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siderable variety of duties and responsibilities that generally
have no established sequence of operations. The functional ar-
rangement has been used for the most part to describe adminis-
trative, technical, and professional j ohs.

In preparing these composite job descriptions, tasks were
found that were not integral parts of the job and did not always
occur but could be performed by the worker under certain cir-
cumstances of the job situation. These tasks are listed usually
at the end of the Job Duties section and introduced by the
word May.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK Ams An indica-
tion of those items that the worker uses, or with vv iiich he works,

are listed here. The listing is not exhaustive.
EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE : Education refers to

the minimum amount of formal education usually required of
an applicant before the placement process can be started. Little
information is to be gained by a mere listing of preferred
academic achievements. Insofar as possible, specific subject mat-
ter is indicated that should have been mastered by the applicant.
In many instances wilre the required academic level is relatively
low, educational qualifications are stated in terms of ability to
speak, read, and write, and to make simple arithmetic calcula-

tions. In those instances where educational requirements have
been established by an accredited professional association, the
established qualifications have been stated.

In a similar manner, the Training and Experience items are
designed to present the experience qualifications usually required
of an applicant in addition to the training received either prior
to hiring or while on the job. Similar to the item on Education,
these may not coincide exactly with the qualifications estab-
lished by specific institutioris, but they do represent a concensus

arrived at after investigation of many different sources. Again,

it is minimum training and experience requirements necessary

for adequate performance on the job. Except for those require-
ments determined by accredited professional associations, the
qualifications represent the opinions of hospital administrators
and personnel directors engaged in selection and placement.
The various qualifications are not always standardized and con-
siderable variation exists among employers as to requirements.
However, an effort has been made to indicate the range of such
hiring requirements.

Included in this section are licensure requirements. This means
license required by a professional association, such as for



Therapist, certain Technicians, and many jobs in the laboratory ;
State and municipal licensing for Nurses and for some jobs in
engineering and maintenance ; and in some cases a license to
drive a car or truck, if driving is a necessary part of the job.

WORKER TRAITS : This section identifies the characteristics a
worker must possess in order to learn and to perform success-
fulh- the duties of the particular occupation. The ability of an
individual to adjust to a specific type of work is as significant
as the education and training qualifications he brings to the
occupation. Consequently, there have been judgments of a num-
ber of components : Aptitudes, interests, temperaments, physical
activities, and environmental conditions to which individual
workers must adjust. Information concerning basic 'abilities and
traits is essential for such programs as evaluating jobs, deter-
mining possible job transfers, and E-)lecting proper workers to
perform the jobs. A listing and definition of each factor for
the various components is contained in the section entitled Def-
inition of Worker Traits which appears at the back of the book.

This section replaces the Performance Requirements section
of the 1952 edition. Although the headings are different, the
basic concepts are the same. Some indications are presented of
the level of occupational difficulties by describing the demands
made by the job on the worker. The section indicates the in-
dividual's major responsibilities in terms of preferences for, and
abilities to, handle various types of situations through such
factors as dexterities; materials, equipment, and processes; and
cooperation with others. The responsibility factor relates in part
to the degree of supervision given and received and the decision
limits within which a job must conform.

An effort has been made to provide some indication of a number
of worker characteristics essential to successful performance on
the job. They have been described here in narrative form, using
Worker Traits terminology, to explain how each trait pertains
to that particular job. Insofar as possible, each factor selected
as relevant to the job has been accounted for by examples from
the Job Duties p 'ction. Those components chosen are not neces-
sarily exhaustive. A brief explanation of the components is:

Aptitudes mean the specific capacities and abilities required
of an individual in order to learn or perform adequately a task
or job duty. This component, made up of 11 specific aptitude
factors, includes the nine aptitude factors contained in the Gen-
eral Aptitude Test Battery (GATB) developed by the U.S. Train-
ing and Employment Service and two additional factors not
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measured by the GATB. Those aptitudes selected seemed signifi-
cant in the occupation and are identified in terms of specific
work situations. The factor of intelligence, however, was not
rated because of the difficulty in writiAg meaningful descriptive
statements for this relationship.

The interests component is defined as a preference for a parti-
cular type of work experience. It consists of five pairs of bipolar
factors, arranged so that a preference for one factor in a pair
generally indicates a lack of interest in the other factor in the
pair. Those interest factors selected seemed to be significant to
the job in question and are identified in terms of specific situa-
tions.

The temperament component consists of 12 factors that reflect
different work situations. Each work situation describes a type
of activity that demands a different adjustment on the part of
individual workers. Those temperament factors selected appeared
significant in the occupation and are identified in terms of specific
duties.

Physical demands and working conditions are two separate
components, combined for brevity and because of certain relation-
ships. Physical demands are physical activities and sensory per-
ceptions required of a worker by the work performed. These
demands serve as a means of expressing both the physical re-
quirements of the job and the physical capacities a worker must
have to meet the requir.ments. There are six physical activity
factors: Lifting, carrying, pushing and/or pulling (strength) ;
climbing and/or balancing; stooping, kneeling, crouching, and/or
crawling; reaching, handling, fingering, and/or feeling; talking
and/or hearing; and seeing. Working Conditions are complemen-
tary to physical demands but describe the surroundings in which
the job is perforrno and indicate any hazards inherent in the
work. There are seven factors describing environmental condi-
tions: Inside, outside, or both ; ex xemes of cold plus temperature
changes ; extremes of heat plus temperature changes; wet and
humid; noise and vibration; hazards; and fumes, odors, toxic
conditions, dust, and poor ventilation.

Those physical demands and working conditions factors selected
are significant to the job in question by meeting the established
criteria for successful performance and are identified in terms of
specif_c job duties. These components serve a useful purpose in
the employment of women, youth, elder workers, and particularly
the handicapped. Obvious working conditions such as "clean, well-
lighted, heated, and ventilated hospital rooms" as well as obvious
hazards for which standard precautions are taken such as "danger
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of falls on wet floors" or "exposure to communicable diseases"
have been omitted, in most cases, from the job descriptions. Spe-
cific hazards that apply to an entire department arc discussed in
the department narrative.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS : This section, along with the department
narrative, serves tn establish the occupation in question within
the total structure of the department in whiP-1-1 the job occurs
and, in addition, to indicate Thies of supervision and progression.
It is divided into four subsections: the first two are "Workers
Supervised" and "Supervised by." These subsections indicate the
probable lines of supervision and establish the areas of responsi-
bility for supervisory positions. Usually, exact titles, such as those
in this publication, have been used. Where entries may include a
considerable number of titles, a general statement, such as -cleri-
cal worker,, assigned to this department" has been made. The
third and fourth subsections are "Promotion from" and "Promo-
tion to." These serve to position the job within the promotional
hierarchy of the hospital organization and to indicate the pro-
inotional possibilities available to each individual. Jobs requiring
little academic achievement or previous experience have been
labeled "This may be an entry job." Again, wherever possible,
exact titles have been used.

PROFESSIONAL Aj VILIATION: There is a listing of names and ad-
dresses of professional associations or organizations usually as-
sociated with a professional occupation. The associations listed are
usually of national level, sinc.e it would be nearly impossible to in-
chide all the existing regional, State, or local associations.



THE HOSPITAL

The hospital is a complex organization utilizing combinations
of intricate, specialized scientific equipment and functioning
through a corps of highly trained personnel educated to the goals
and techniques of modern medical science. All these are blended
into the common purpose of restoration and maintenance of good
health.

As an organization, the hospital provides special facilities and
trained personnel to facilitate the work of the physician in his
care of the patient -who is the focal point about which all acti-
vities of the hospital revolve. In the delivery of medical services
to patients, therefore, the medical staff, including nurses and
other personnel, becomes a most important factor. The character
and extent of hospital services are adjusted continuously to keep
abreast of social changes and advances in medical science. This
requires frequent replacement and addition of equipment, effec-
tive training opportunities, and coordinated departmental organ-
ization.

Although primary emphasis is placed on the care of bed pa-
tients, the frontier of the hospital in recent years has been ex-
tended from the sick person in the hospital bed to the sick or po-
tentially sick person in his normal living situation. In addition to
outpatient clinics, for example, hospitals have been assuming more
and more responsibility for programs of preventive medicine. Thcy
serve as the medium in many communities through which physi-
cians and nurses, along with voluntary and official health agencies,
pool their efforts for improvement of the public health. This
public education aspect of hospital service is rapidly becoming
important in the service renciered to the community by the hospi-
tal.

An important correlative -function of the hospital is the educa-
tion of both professional and paramedical staffs. The medical and
nursing professions, as well as a number of other vocations, depend
heavily upon the hospital for education and training. The hospital
is the only locale in which students of medicine and nursing can
obtain the broad practical experience necessary to supplement and
round out their academic instruction. In many instances this ap-
plies equally to the business, administrative, and service staff of
the hospital. Technicians of all types must keep abreast of ad-
vances in their respective fields and these advances often take
place withi n the hospital. Only there can they obtain the requisite
on-the-job training necessary to become familiar with new de-

11
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velopments. The educational and training programs for each of
these groups require planning, organization, and direction. All
of the programs have a bearing upon the hospital's service and
must be fitted into the overall operation of the hospital.

Another broad Zunction of the hospital is to facilitate the in-
vestigative studies and research in the fields of medical services
while concerning itself with improving administrative procedures.
Some hospitals have the resources and facilities to support an ef-
fective program of basic research. Here it is necessary to zoordi-
nate the work of the scientist and the clinician in order to provide
opportunity for the development of projects of fundamental re-
search and to apply the knowledge gained to the practice of
medicine.

In most hospitals, opportuni ies are present for a variety of
clinical studies. Valuable data are accumulated in the medical
records of the thousands of patients cared for in hospitals. These
data are used to test the hypotheses and the scientific investiga-
tions that result from fundamental research. Most hospitals con-
tinuously encourage formal or informal research programs
designed to improve the overall services which hospitals make
available to the public.

Thus, the hospital brings together various types of personnel
and facilities. Here, then, are combined specific lifesaving efforts
with related public health, educational, and research activities.
Although there is no typical hospital which reflects the special
emphasis placed on the various phases of its comprehensive health
programs, all participate to some degree in all of the related
activities. Hospital personnel must work, therefore, in an atmos-
phere of coordinated effort of trained and experienced personnel,
whose interlocking efforts reflect the unusual breadth and depth
of hospital functions.

In some aspects, the hospital resembles and incorporates acti-
vities usually found in commercial enterprises. In addition to the
business, administrative, and service departments commonly found
in commercial enterprises, the hospital usually includes a power
plant, a dietary service, a paint shop, and a maintenance staff.
In this regard, a hospital incorporates industrial functions, but
the similarity does not extend througha-A its entire organization
and operation.

While industry is created through individual in tiati .e to pro-
vide a service or product for private gain, hospitals are established
as a result of group effort to provide a public service. Industry
produces tangible goods or services which it offers to the public
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at an established price and which the public accepts or rejects
according to its desire for the product and lo dgment of the
quality and cost of the item or service. Hospitals provide facilities
and personnel for a service which the recipient usually does not
elect to receive, which he often does not understand, and at a cost
which often is not predictable.

Industrial efforts are built upon regular time schedules and
carefully established production processes. Work programs of em-
ployees can be specific and binding. Hospital staffs must be
organized to meet emergencies rather than to follow routine pro-
duction schedules. This requires constant prograin planning, per-
sonal sacrifices on occasion, and extended hours of work. The
hospital functions 24 hours each day, 7 days each week, and 52
weeks each year. Hospital employees deal continuously with people
who are emotionally and physically upset, so that technical and
mechanical skills must be fitted within a framework of quiet per-
suasion and full understanding of abnormal human behavior.

Industry relies upon a clearly established direct line of author-
ity from top management to production employees. Such organi-
zational structure is not as readily established or easily defined in
the hospital. Two major authorities, one ii.volving administration
of the institution and the other dealing with the provision of
professional medical care, must coordinate efforts to produce de-
sired results. Hospital employees have responsibility to both au-
thorities, and must be constantly on the alert to serve both of
them well, to favor neither, and to understand the responsibilities
of each. In addition, hospital personnel must be sensitive to the
demands, desires, and needs of patients and their relatives so
that satisfaction is assured. To this end, hospital employees must
work to maintain a unity of purpose within their organizations.

If the greatest possible values are to accrue from the efforts
of hospital employees, it is necessary that there be awareness of,
and continued emphasis on problems of human relationships
among medical staff members as well as between hospital per-
sonnel and patients. And a coordinated team effort is essential
to accomplish the end objective of hospital carethe restoration
of the patient's health. A close working relationship is possible
only when all employees and all levels of management understand
the functions, responsibilities, and authority of each person, de-
partment, and division of the complex organization called a hos-
pital. The combined efforts of individuals aided by mechanical
devices, working on a background of a vast reservoir of scientific
and technical knowledge, is the hospital. It:3 level of performance
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is directly related to the interest, diligence, and competence of
the people who staff i t.
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ADMINrSTRATiVE DIVISION

EXECUTIVE
COMMUNICATIONS
DATA PROCESSING
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
GENERAL CLERICAL
PERSONNEL
PUBLTC RELATIONS
PURCHASING AND RECEIVING
TRAINING
VOLUNTEER SERVICES



EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT

PURPOSE : Direct all functions of the hosp tal in keeping- with
overall policies established by the governing board, in order that
objectives of health care, advancement of knowledge, and over-
all contribution to community wclfare may be achieved most ef-
fectively, economically, and to the satisfaction of patients, em-
ployees, and medical staff.
RESPONSIBILITY: Interpreting and administering policies of gov-
erning board, and acting as technical advisor and liaison offeer in
matters involving formulation of these policies_ To execute these
functions properly, the department is responsible for management
and supervision of all aspects of hospital activities, including
planning and direction, public relations, budget and finance, per-
sonnel administration, volunteer services, purchase and supply,
plant maintenance, housekeeping, general administrative services,
and coordination of medical staff activities into the pitient care
program.

More specifically, respon ibilities of the Executive Department
include:

1. Transmitting, interpreting, and implementing policies,
rules, and regulations affecting all hospital activities and per-
sonnel ; establishing procedures for systematic performance of
hospital duties ; and coordinating activities of all departments.

2. Acting as liaison among governing board, medical staff,
and hospital personnel, and encouraging maintenance of profes-
ional and medical standards through insistence on an organized

medical staff prepared to adhere to prescribed quality standards.
The ADMINISTRATOR is the chief executive officer of the board.
In cooperation with medical staff and governing board, the Ex-
ecutive Department contracts for services a members of medical
staff who are licensed to practice in the State.

3. Providing for equipment and facilities consistent with com-
munity needs and goals of the hospital, and insuring that high
professional standards are maintained for health care. The Ex-
ecutive Department has primary responsibility for the safety
and protection of hospital patients.

4. Formulating and maintaining an effective program of pub-
relations. This involves explaining hospital costs and functions

to the public, interpreting purpose and importance of the hospital
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in relation to community welfare, and participating in community
affairs.

5. Maintaining sound financial structure, including establish-
ing fee schedules, providing for careful, economical, and safe
adminiAration of funds, and maintaining accurate records of hos-
pital finances. i cooperation with all departments, the Executive
Department prepares a budget for approval by the board and
drafts recommendations covering future operations of the hospital.

6. Formulating sound personnel policies and disseminating
these policies to all hospital employees, developing an organiza-
tional structure with clearly defined lines of authority and areas
of responsibility which will enable the employees to work to-
gether toward common objectives, selecting and training qualified
department heads, coordinating all department activities, and es-
tablishing lines of communication between administrative and line
employees.

7. Supervising maintenance and protection of buildings and
grounds, giving final approval on equipment and supplies, and con-
tracting for new construction.

8. Keeping up to date with advances in management tech-
niques and business methods, technological changes, and economic
and political trends, and broadening the perspective and scope of
hospital services to meet expanding needs of the community.

9. Preparing periodic reports to the governing board cover-
ing progress and programs, as well as the activities of, and pro-
jected plans for, the hospital.

10. Maintaining liaison with local, State, and regional hospi-
tal and governmental health councils and planning agencies.
AUTHORITY: The ADMINISTRATOR reports directly to the gov-
erning authority, known as the Board of Directors, Board of
Governors, or Trustees, and responsibility is delegated to him for
carrying out established rules and regulations of the board. The
guiding and directing force for administration comes from the
governing authority as the primary policymaking body, and it
specifically expresses the aims and gcals to be achieved. The AD-
MINISTRATOR assists the governing authority in policy deter-
mination and initiates action on many matters which require an
expressed p9licy. He develops statements of policy for considera-
tion and approval by the governing authority. At the same time,
constant review and periodic modification of policies are essential.
After policies are adopted, the ADMINISTRATOR is delegated
full authority to conduct activities of the hospital to achieve de-
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sired results. The ADMINISTIA,ATOR, in turn, delegates to de-
partment heads authority over their respective departments.
INTERRELATIONSHIPS AND INTRARELATIONSHIPS : Ultimate respon-
sibility for all hospital activities rests with the ADMINISTRA-
TOR. Coordination of various sections or departments is a major
function of the Exeeuti --e Department, To accomplish this the Ex-
ecutive Dei atment maintains effective communication with all
departments of the hospital.

The personal contacts between the ADMINISTRATOR and gov-
erning authority, medical staff, department heads, auxiliaries, pa-
tients, public health officials, civic organizations, and numerous
other groups and individuals typify interrelationships in acti-
vities of the Executive Department.

The education and training functions of the hospital require
careful organization and followup of all programs to insure that
standards are achieved and maintained.

STANDARDS: Certain minimum standards for medical and pro-
fessional care established by the Joint Commission on Accredita-
tion of Hospitals, the American College of Surgeons, American
Medical Association, American Hospital Association, American
Osteopathic Hospital Association, and other accrediting and
licensing agencies are obligatory for the hospital. All standards
must be thoroughly understood to insure conformance.

In addition, the American College of Hospital Administrators
promotes increasing efficiency of hospital administration by en-
couraging programs for the continuing education of hospital ad-
m i n istrators

STAFFING: Staffing of the Executive Department will vary in
accordance with size, type, and activities of the hospital. In the
large hospital, the ADMINISTRATOR may have one or more
assistants in several primary administrative areas. In a small in-
stitution the ADMINISTRATOR may attend to details in many
functional areas.
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Executive Department Superintendent, Hospital 187.118

AD INISTRATOR

executive director
executive vice president
hospital administrator

JOB DUTIES

Administers, directs, and coordinates all activities of the hospital to
carry out its objectives in the provision of health care, furtherance of
education and research, and participation in community health programs :

Is responsible for the operaticn of the hospital, for the application and
implementation of established policies, and for liaison among the governing
authority, the medical staff, and the departments of the hospital.

Organizes the functions of the hospital through appropriate departmental7-
zation and the delegation of duties. Establishes formal means of account-
ability from those to whom he has assigned duties. Regulaily schedules
interdepartmental and departmental meetings, where appropriate, to
maintain liaison bz.tween the medical staff and other departments. Names
appropriate departmental representatives to the multidisciplinary committee
of the hospital.

Prepares reports fcr, and attends meetings with, the governing body
regarding the total acAivities of the institution as well as governmental
developments which affect health care. Provides for personnel policies and
practices that adequately support sound patient care and maintain accurate
and complete personnel records.

Reviews and acts upon the reports of authorized inspecting agencies.
Implements the control and effective utilization of the physical and

financial resources of the hospital. Employs a system of responsible ac-
counting, including budget and internal controls.

Participates, or is represented, in community, State, and national hospital
associations and professional activities which define the delivery of health
care services and aid in short- and long-range planning of health services
and facilities. Provides an acceptable public relations program.

Pursues a continuing program of formal and informal education in
health care, administrative, and management areas to maintain, strengthen,
and broaden his concepts, philosophy, and ability as a health care ad-
ministrator.

Delegates administrative responsibilities to ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRA-
TORS and to departraent heads.

None.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS
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EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Graduation from an accredited college or university, with graduate work
in an accredited program in hospital administration.

Education and experience requirements may vary according to individual
background, size of hospital, and section of the country. However, a minimum
of 3 years of serving in subordinate administrative Positions is required
by most hospitals. Larger hospitals may require 1 year of resident or
administrative internship experience.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability is required to express ideas and views effectively
when speaking to groups, hospital directors, and personne3. Must be able to
gather and analyze data contained in reports.

Numerical ability required to evaluate statistical date and to make
various computations in planning hospital operations and budget.

Clerical ability is necessary to read reports and utilize data accurately
for other purposes.

interests : A preference for activities involving esteem of others in re-
quired to lead professional and vonprofessional workers and to participate
in community activities.

Temperaments: Organizational ability to plan and control the total activ ty
of the hospital and the activities of all its personnel.

Ability to relate to people in a manner so as to win confidence and
establish support.

Ability to evaluate reports, research studies, and other data against
both judgmental and verifiable criteria.

Flexibility to adjust to changing conditions and the various details o:
the job.

Physical Demands and Working Conditio : This is light work. Sits and
walks throughout the working day.

Talking and hearing to converse with individual members of hospital
staff and to address various groups.

Handling office equipment and supplies.
Works inside. Usually has own office.
Visual acuity to prepare and read reports.
Hours of duty may be long and irregular.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: All employees of hospital through ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATORS and department heads.

Supervised by: Governing authority of hospital.
Promotion from: ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR.
Promotion to: No formal line of promotion. This is the highest occupa-

tion level in the hospital.
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PROFES

American College of Hospital
Administrators

849 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. 60611

25

0- AL AFFILIATIONS

Association of University Programs
in Hospital Administration

1642 East 56th Street
Chicago, Ill. 60637
Local, state, and natio al hospital

associations.
Local and State civic and services

organh.ations.



Executive Department Administrative Assistant 169.168

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

JOB DUTIES

Carries through to completion specifie work projects assigned by AD-
MINISTRATOR relative to operation of total hospital or specific patient
services, to provide information for evaluation and revision of regulations,
procedures, and practices:

Assembles data relative to various phases of hospital activities. Investi-
gates and reports on patient and visitor complaints ; analyzes admission
procedures to formulate plans for more efficient admitting methods; studies
relationship between various departmental records with view toward con-
solidation and reduction of amount of clerical activity; gathers data on
consumption of Tytilities and makes comparative survey against other in-
stitutions of approximate size; investigates advisability, in terms of cost
and service, of use of commercial services as against hospital operated
services such as laundry, dietary, or some maintenance and housekeeping
operations; develops more effective systems of handling clerical details ;
investigates and recommends arrangements for parking of automobiles on
hospital grounds; determines operating cost, distribution of personnel, and
work schedules for specified departments; assists departrielent heads in
assembling data relative to specific problem areas.

Prepares statistical and other special reports to complete work assign-
ments. Performs related duties as directed.

None.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

EDUCATION, TRAIN NG, AND EXPERIENCE

...Traduation from an accredited college, university, medical school,
school of nursing. Completion of a course in hospital administration is
preferred.

Some hospital administrative experience is desirable, but this job is
usually considered an adm inistrative trainee position. The worker receives
on-the-job training in hospital administration and procedures through spe-
cific work assignments.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes Verbal ability is necessary to understand a variety of technical
subjects relating to various departments, to communicate with hospital

26
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personnel and personnel of outside agencies, to prepare evaluation reports
of data assembled and recommendations for revisions of regulations and
other directives.

Numerical ability is necessary to prepare statistical reports of findings.
Interests: A preference for technical activities to support effective analysis

and evaluation of hospital operational problems.
Temperaments : As a trainee under supervision, helps evaluate hospital

operational problems by assembling and analyzing data; making recom-
mendations relative to revision of regulations, policies, and procedures;
and devising methods for carrying out investigations.

Some problems involve working to precise accuracy of data.
Meets and deals with staff members, department heads, and a variety

of types of visitors and patients.
Physical Demands and Working Conditions: This is light ork. Sits

and walks throughout the working day.
Talking and hearing, to converse with staff members, visitors, and

patients.
Handling office supplies and equipment.
Visual acuity to prepare and read reports.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by : ADMINISTRATOR or ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR.
Promotion froin: No formal line of promotion. This is considered a

trainee position.
Promotion to: May be promoted to ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

None.



Executive Department Secretary 201.368

ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY

secretarial assistant

JOB DUTIES

Assists ADMINISTRATOR by performing secretarial and minor execu-
tive duties

Takes minutes of board, staff, and executive committee -neetings, trans-
cribes material using a typewriter, and distributes minutes to designated
personnel. Assembles material for reports, such as those of American
Hospital Association, American Medical Association, and American College
of Surgeons, and annual reports on interns and rIsidents, and special
auestionnaires.

Interviews people coming into the office and directs them to the pertinent
departments. Keeps records of appointments and meetings and reminds
ADMINISTRATOR of them. Notifies board and staff of meetings.

Maintains files of correspondence and related materials. Opens and sorts
mail, pointing out items of unusual interest. Answers routine correspond-
ence on own initiative.

In smaller hospitals, may perform clerical duties incident to such ac-
tivities as purchasing, personnel, and training programs.

May train and supervise clerical we,.kers.
Performs a variety of related clerical duties.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Typewriter and other office machines needed by particular offi e. Also
office equipment and supplies such as filecards, folders, staplers, and the
like.

EDUCATIGN, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Graduation from high school or commercial school, including courses in
typing, stenography, and business English. Two years of college education
is preferred.

At least 1 year's experience as a STENOGRAPHER or SECRETARY.
On-the-job training in hospital office procedures, from 1 to 3 months.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes : Verbal ability is required to prepare reports, to take notes
on meetings, and to compose letters, using proper rules of grammar, spell-
ing, and punctuation.



Numerical ability is required to make simple arithmetic calculations
when compiling and auditing budget reports and expei,se accounts.

Cleric:Al perception is required to copy data from rough notes and t
prepare records and reports accurately.

Form perception is required to take shorthand and transcribe symbols
into a rneaningf-1 form.

Motor coordination and finger dexterity are required to coordinate ey
and finger motions wher, operating a typewriter.

Interests: Preference for business contacts with people, in order to ef-
fectively act as receptionist and secretary to the governing board.

Preference for the communication of ideas, in order to take shorthand
and prepare reports.

Preference for prestige a tivities, by working with hospital policy alcovs.
Temperaments: Performs a variety of duties such as interviewing, steno-

graphy, and assembling reports.
Works with people in tactful, diplomatic manner.
Exercises judgment and discretion when mak..,.g reports and answering

correspondence.
Physical Demands and Working Conditions: This is light work.
Reaching, handling, and fingering are necessary to operate various office

machines.
Talking and hearing are necessary to take minutes of meetings, take

dictation, and communicate with staff and other persons.
Near-visual acuity is needed to perform various clerical functi
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: May supervise a number of clerical workers.
Supervised by: ADMINISTRATOR.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. May be promoted from

SECRETARY; MEDICAL SECRETARY; STENOGRAPHER; or other
clerical job in which ability is demonstrated.

Promotion to: No formal line of promotion.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIAT ONS

National Secretaries Association Executive Secretaries Association,
1103 Grand Avenue Inc.
Kansas City, Mo. 64106 1090 Ticonderoga Drive

Sunnyvale, Calif. 94087



Executive Department Superintendent, Hospital 197.118

ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR

JOB DUTIES

Directs, supervises, and coordinates functions and activities of one or
more hospital depart-r.ients; assumes all duties of the ADMINISTRATOR
during his absence :

Assists in administration and coordination of hospital activities. Consults
with and advises ADMINISTR ATOR on problems relating to operation of
hospital. Recommends charx in administiative policies to carry out ob-
jectives of the hospital mor effectively. Assists in preparation of budgets
and allocation of funds, based on studies of costs, review of departmental
budget estimates, famaiarity with operating procedures, and discussions
with department heads. May direct accounting of all hospital funds. May
direct changes in procedures in any or all departments.

Recommends improvement of hospital facilities, including eonstruction or
renovation of structures and purchase of new equipment, based on personal
inspection of premises, consideration of hospital policies, and knowledge oi:
community needs and iesources.

Interprets hospital and department policies, objectives, and operational
procedures to department heads. Resolves problems with department heads
concerning such items as staffing, utilization of hospital facilities, and
equipment and supplies.

Meets with staff members to interpret changes in operational procedures.
Meets with members of the et,mmunity to promote good public relations
for the hospital. Attends meetings of professional, civic, and service organi-
zations as a representative of the hospital. In some hospitals, he may direct
public relations and fund-raising programs, act as personnel officer, or
negotiate with medical personnel for contractual agreements.

In absence of ADMINISTRATOR, assumen his duties of planning, direct-
ing, and coordinating all hospital activities to insure full patient care in
accordance with accepted medical standards.

None.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

f
EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Graduation from an accredited college or university, with graduate work
in hospital administration in an accredited program or in a specialty such as
accounting, business administr.ition, or public health.

Education and experience requirements may vary accordirg to combined
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background of the individual, size of the hospital, and section of the country.
However, a minimum of 3 years' progrei;sively responsible drninistrative
work is reqpired. Experience as head of a major hospital department may
be acceptable.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptiturles ve-rhal ability is required to effectively express ideas and
views when speaking to groups, hospital directors, and personnel ; and to
gather and analyze data in reports.

Numerical ability is required to evaluate statistical data and to make
various computations in planning 1.ospital operations and budget.

Clerical ability is necessary to read reportz and utilize data accurately
for other purposes.

Interests A preference for activities involving esteem of others is re-
quired in order to lead professional and nonprofessional workers and to
participate in ck,mmunity activities.

Temperaments : Organizational ability to plan and control the activities
of one or niore departments_

Capacity to relate to people in a manner to win confidence and establish
support.

Ability to evaluate reports, reseal. h studies, and other data against
both judgmental and verifiable criteria.

Flexibility to adjust to changing conditions and the various details of
the job.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions : This is light work. Sits and
walks throughout working day.

Talking and hearing to converse with individual members of hospital
staff and to address various groups.

Handles office equipment and supplies.
Works inside. Uusually has own office.
Hours of duty may be long and irregular

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: All workers in department for which he is respon-
sible.

Supervised by : ADMINISTRATOR.
Promotion from: May be promoted from head of any depto _ ent.
Promotion to : ADMINISTRATOR.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
American College of Hospital

Administrators
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. 60611

Association of University Programs
in Hospital Administration

1642 East 56th Street
Chleago III. 60637
Local, State, and national hospital

associations.
Local and State civic and service

organizations.



Executive Department Medical Director ins_ T

ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR, MEDICAL

medical director

JOB DUTIES

Directs and coordinates all medical and related activities, with the ex-
ception of nursing services:

Assists in establishing standards of medical service; developes organi-
zational plans to carry ont -tetivities within limits of available funds. Advises
ADMINISTRATOR on medical and administrative problems and on ques-
tion,; of policy and public relations as they relate to medical practices. Super-
vises heads of various medical departments and recommends appointment,
promotion, and transfer of physicians and supervisory personnel of medical
units. Initiates and directs staff conferences for instructional purposes and
discusses administrative and medical problems. Acts as consultant in unusual
ond difficult medical cases and advises clinical staff on a variety of problems.
P;ans for, and participates in, instruction of interns and resident physi-
cians. Investigates and studies new developments in medical practices and
techniques, adapting them to specific hospital needs.

Plans the hospital medical program and determines facilities and personnel
req.......red to carry out the program. Assists in preparing budgets for medical
and related departmonts. Represents hospital in meetings of professional
groups- Reviews ail medical reports released for publication under name of
hospital. Determines that relationships between the various medical depart-
ments and the community reflect established hospital policies.

Among the hospital department heads supervised are those in charge of
anesthesiology, clinical laboratory, dentistry, medical records, pharmacy,
physiatrics, radiology, and speech and hearing.

None.

MACHINES, TOOLS, NQUIPMENT, AND WORE AIDS

EDUCATION, TRAINING, ANti EXPERIENCE

Graduation from a medical school approved by the Council on Medical
Education and Hospitals of the American Medical Association or the Com-
mittee on Hospitals of the Bureau of Professional Education of the American
Osteopathic Association, or a diplcnnz.te of the National Board of Medical
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Examiners or National Board of Osteopathic Examiners. Licensed by State
where located to practi,2e medicine or osteopathy.

Training and ey perience requirements may vary according to combined
background of the individual, size of the hospital, and section of the country.
Considerable professional experience in one or more branches of medicine
and surgery, and administrative or supervisory experience in a medical
department.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes : Verbal ability is necessary to understand medical terminology,
for preparing written reports in technical language, for clarity in super-
vising and delegating responsibility to heads of medical departments, and
for instructing interns and residents.

Numerical ability is necessary to evaluate statistical data, prepare bud-
gets, and review cost and expense estimates from medical departments.

Interests : A pretererioe for activitis requiring working with a variety
of types of people and *3ecuring their cooperation.

A preference for aedvities of a technical and scientific nature to aid in
establishing policies and procedures for medical research, and instructing
medical personnel and advising them on medical problems.

A preference for the communication of ideas in order to explain principles
of management and hospital policy to supervisory personnel.

Ternperamen-`a Initiative and judgment are involved in organizing and
planning activities, formulating policies, delegating responsibility, systema-
tizing procedures, promoting favorable public relations, selecting personnel,
and making decisions affecting diagnosis and treatment of patients.

Capacity to relate to people in a manner to win their confidence and es-
tablish support.

Flexibility to adjust to changing conditions and the various clan 1s of the
job.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions : This s light work. Sits and
walks throughout the worki_ig day.

Talking and hearing to converse with individual me bers of 710spital
staff and to address various groups.

Handling office equipment and supplies. May also finger and manipulate
medical instruments for diagnosis or during minor surgery.

Visual acuIty and depth perception to read reports and perform iiagnoses
and minor surgery.

Works inside. Usually has own office.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supsrvised : Physicians and surgeons who are members of the
hospital staff.

Supervised b ADMINISTRATOR.
Promotion to: No formal line of promotion. May be promoted to AD-

MINISTRATOR.
Promotion from: Physician In charge of any of the medical departments.



PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
American Medical Association
535 North Dearborn Street
Chicago, Ill. 60610

American College of Hospital
Administrators

840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, EL 60611
Local, State, and national hospital

and medical associations.
Local and State civic and service

organizations.



Executive Department Chaplain 120.108

CHAPLAIN

pastoral counselor

JOB DUTIES

Provides religious counseling and guidance to patients, family members,
hospital employees, and pastoral students as a part of total patient care:

Meets with membei s of hospital administrative staff to formulate program
Policies to provide formal and informal religious services for patients, em-
ployees, and attending families. Confers with department heads to explain
program and to solicit cooperation in program objectives. Coordinates pas-
toral care activities with those of other departments to avoid interrupting
medical care and to insure adequate spiritual help for the patient.

Visits newly admitted patients on a social or friendly level; makes routine
visits to rooms, wards, and other a:- as, providing counsel and advise on pro-
blems and questions of spiritual guidance and personal adjustment. May
arrange for interpreters for non-English-speaking patients. Acts as liaison
between hospital staff and family and friends of the patient during periods
of crisis, such as in critical illness or lengthy surgery. Contacts patient's
pastor to inform him of hospitaliation and condition of patient. Performs
church rites, such as baptism or final blessings, or agrees for appropriate
religious leader to do so, as requested by patient or family. Leads patients
in regularly scheduled religious services, or scheth-sles chapel functions that
inclu de visiting clergymen.

Participates in discussion group for hospitalized patients of psychiatric
ward. Piepares ease histories for inclusion in patients' medical records. Plans
and supervises the condUcting of special -religious progiams designed to
provide therapeutic assistance for patients and employees. counsels hospital
employees who have personal problems that affect work parformance.

May develop educational plans for inservice training of pastoral students.
Plans seminars and discussion sessions on medical disciplines for religious
leaders. Speaks at civic and service organizational meetings VI explain pas-
toral care programs.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Pamphlets and books.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Must have an A.B. degree from an accredited institution, preferably in
psychology or smtiology. Must also have a B.D. (bachelor of divinity) and
Th.M. (master of theology) degrees in psychology from a recognized semin-
ary, divinity school, or college of theology.
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A minimum of 3 years of general pastoral care and 2 years of hospital
pastoral care experience is required for entry on this job.

Up to 6 months is required to attain adequate proficiency in the administra-
tive, pastoral, and educational aspects of the position, and in the relating
of pastoral care to the medical well-being of patients.

WORKER "'RAITS
Aptitudes : Verbal ability required in counseling patients and family

members, in developing materials for subjects related to the spiritual care
of patients, and the relationships between spiritual and medical care.

Interests : A preference for dealing with people and abstract ideas
indicated in relating ideas of a spiritual nature to patients, their families
and friends, and staff members, as a means of resolving personal conflicts.

A preference for work involving real or implied dignity is indicated in the
role of advisor and counselor.

Temperaments: The worker meets, counsels, and advises individuals from
all walks of like, and is not restricted to patients of the hospital but may
work with staff members or family and friends of the patient.

Decision as to approach, depth of discussion, choice of words, and manner
are all based entirely on sensitivity factors for which no reference points
can be cited.

Ministerial training programs and staff and community pastoral edu-
cation must be developed and coordinated with hospital medical programs
to insure smooth functioning and sound instruction for individuals involved.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: This _:-113 is sedentary, but
involves c- nsiderable standing and walking.

Talking and hearing required to counsel and advi e patients, their
families and friends, and hospital staff members; to give sermons and lead
prayers; and to lecture to groups of ministerial students, community workers,
and hospital personnel.

Works inside. May be exposed to diseases since he is called to L.ttend
seriously or terminally ill patients.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS
Workers supervised: May have an assistant and clerical help.
Supervised by : ADMINISTRATOR.
Promotion May be promoted from a pastoral care student.
Promotion to No formal line of promotion.

None.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIAT



Executive Department industrial Engineer 012-188

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER

director, management engineering
management analyst

management engineer
methods analyst

methods engineer
systems analyst, engineering

JOB :DUTIES

Performs a variety of engineering work in planning and overseeing utili-
zation of hospital facilities and personnel:

Develops plans, conducts studies, and makes recommendations relative to
the hospital's ozganization, policies, programs, methodk, and procedures. Prp-
vides assistance and advice in Crie development of new Work methods,
systems, and procedures. CoordinaSes and conducts studies to produce opera-
tional improvements in all hospital departments. Conducts research on man-
agement and administrative problems. To support sound methods and
procedures, develops and installs m snagement report systems to maximize ad-
ministrative and managerial control- Evaluates major equipment purchases
to determine their value in effective utilization of resources. Coordinates the
planning and development of changes in physical facilities. Analyzes exist-
ing and new operations and departmental units with regard to administra-
tive organization, functional assignment of work, size and composition of
work groups, and space and equipment allocations_ Conducts work analysis
and measurement studies; makes recommendations on the need for, and
utilization of, personnel. Standardizes and controls design of forms and
other office supplies, and recommends regulations governing their use.

The following duties are specific functions which the INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEER can be called upon to perform:

Assist management in increasing the productivity of human and material
resources. Assist management; in the never-ending task of cost reduction.
Develop management information flow systems. Conduct organizational
studies and design new organizational systems. Develop data processing
and computer control systems_ Coordinate development of hospital mainten-
ance policies and programs. Develop communications and reporting systems.
Formulate and recommend corporate ins eutory management policies and
procedures. Initiate, develop, and recommend hospital equipment replace-
ment policies. Assist management in developing long-range planning strate-
gies. Develop scheduling procedures. Establish engineering standards of
performance for management control. ttetermine and recommend the opti-
mum use of plant, equipment, and office facilities. Verify economic feasibility
of capital expenditure requests. Conduct precessing and office methods sur-
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veys. Conduct studies on facility location. Identify :And solve distribution
problems. Perform functional counterpart audit Furnish liaison services
between hospitnl management and outside consultants and vendors. Provide
assistance to all levels of management and outside consultants and 1-endors.
Assist management in decisionmaking through the 11SP of computers or
tiutiugh the development of mathematical models simulating complex hos-
pital problems. Coordinate studies involving line and staff functions crossing
departmental lines. Assist management in formulatin- and developing hos-
pital policies and procedures. Develop and recommend processing and per-
formance control programs.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Procedural and equipment manuals, drawing and writing equipment, equip-
ment specifications, flow charts diagrams, and statistical tables.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE
Educational background and professional training vary widely in the field

and depend upon the local situation and needs of the institution.
Generally speaking, the minimum educational requirement is a bachelor's

degree in industrial engineering. A master's degree is highly desirable and
the INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER should be a Registered Professional En-
gineer. Industrial engineering curricula accredited by the Engineers' Council
for Professional I velopment require (a) courses common to all branches of
engineering in physics, chemistry, mathematics through integral calculus,
and eng'-ieering sciences such as statistics, dynamics, strength of materials,
thermouynamics, and fluid mechanics; (b) humanistic social studies; and
(c) specialized subjects characteristic of industrial engineering, such as
organization planning, motion study, materials handling, and engineering
economy.

Two or 3 years of progressive experience in industrial engineering, in-
dustrial management, or business administration, some of which shoulu be
hospital oriented, usually required.

WORKER TRAITS
Aptitudes : Verbal ability is necessary to comprehend and to utilize en-

gineering techniques and principles as they apply to hospital management
problems; to discuss problems and progress; to prepare reports; and to
conduct organizationa: studies .1nd evaluations.

Numerical ability is necessary to select from alternatives to develop op-
timum systems, procedures, and methods. Level of mathematics varies, from
business arithmetic and algebra through integral calculus.

Spatial ability to visualize, prepare, and review two-dimensional graphic
representations of workflow or of new designs for workspace and equipment
allocation.

interests: A preference for activities that are technical and analytic&
as well as abstract and creative in nature to devise new, or modify stand, -d-
ized, hospital systems to meet specific needs of the hospital.

Temperaments: Ability to organize and direct a variety of activities, in
developing plans, conducting studies, and making recommendations for hospi-
tal facilities and personnel.
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QualificcE to instruct others in complex principles and techniques, for de-
vel-ping and carryin out plans for better utilization of hospital facilities.

Able to establish and maintain harmonious relationships with other mem-
bers of the staff and outside contractors.

Capable of making decisions on basis of factual data.
Physical Demands and Working Conditions Work is sedentary, with oc-

casional standing and walki-ig.
Talking and hearing to discuss and confer with management of hospital

and technical personnel in devising suitable engineering methods.
Nearvisual acuity to prepare and review flow charts, blueprints, man-

uals, and specifications.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS
Workers supervised: Technical or clerical personn
Supervised by: ADMINISTRATOR.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion.
Promotion to: No formal line of promotion.

PROFESSIONAL AFFI IAT ONS
Hospital Management Systems Society
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, in. 60611



Executive Department Physician, Occupational 070.108

PHYSICIAN, EMPLOYEES' HEALTH CLINIC

employees' physician
health service physician

JOB DUTIES

Conducts preemployment and fitness-for-duty physical examinations and
treats illness and injuries sustained by employees during working hours:

Confers with administration and governing board to plan nn employee
health program; determines its scope, objectives, facilities, and costs.

Performs preplacement physical examination to insure that prospective
employee meets physical standards (free from disabilities to hinder
work performance or involve compensation claims), as set by employing
department for the particular job. May make recommendations for correc-
tion of remediable physical de fects through counseling and referral to a
private oh ysic ian or the outpatient department. Reexamines employees at
specified intervals. TZecommends further tests and examinations to he per-
formed by cooperating hospital services such as clinical laboratory, radi-
ology, or technical services. Gives anti-flu and other injections; recommends
diets ..snd medications. Evaluates findings and recommends suitable ;Iob place-
ment.

Treats employees who become ill or are injured during their work shift,
performing diagnostic services similar to those of a family physician. Per-
forms minor first aid in the infirmary but refers serious injuries to the
hospital emergency room. Treats and/or prescribes for employees with rela-
tively routine patient problems. May guide and cennsel in health and minor
emotional problems.

Supervises assisting nurses and clerical personnel assigned to the infir-
mary. Oversees maintenance of case histories, health examination reports,
and other medical records. Supervises care of infirmary and ordering Sup-
plies and equipment.

Inspects institution and makes recom endations for sanitation and elimina-
tion of health hazards.

May be employed full or part time. May visit employees who are con-
. -! Ja their homes. May visit employees on the job to insure that their

:r conditions are satisfactory.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Thermometers, stethoscope, blood pressure devices, other small instru-
ments, medications, records, reports.
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EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPEe.IENCE

Graduation from a medical school approved by the Council on Medical
Education and Hospitals of the American Medical Association, or the Com-
mittee on Hospitals of the Bureau of Professional Education of the Amer-
ican Osteopathic Association, or a diplomale of National Board of Medical
Examiners or National Board of Osteopathic Examiners. StIzte license
where located to practice medicine or osteopathy.

From 3 to 4 years' experience as a general practitioner. Special training
or experience in the physical, mental, and social requirements of hospital
jobs.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability is necessary to understand medical and occupa-
tional terminology; to communicate Wi h empioyees, hospital staff, and out-
side personnel; and to prepare reports and recommendations.

Numerical ability necessary to deal with a variety of budgeting and sta-
tistical relationships Involved in operating infirmary.

Spatial perception is necessary to understand functioning of human
p ysiology and to perform diagnostic examinations.

Motor coordination, manual dexterity, finger dexterity, and color discrimi-
nation are necessary to perform diagnoses and conduct physical aspects of
treatment.

Interests: A preference for working with people for their presumed good,
essential in coordinating physical abilities of personnel with satisf, tctory
job situations.

A preference for activities invoiving people and the communication of
ideas, in examining patients, to evaluate findings and make suitable recom-
mendations.

A preference for scientific and technical activities to comprehend scien-
tific aspects of medical training and clinical practice.

Temperaments: Ability t.) deal effectively with prospcetive employees in
performing physical examinations, and make recommendations for proper
job placement.

Capable of evaluating findings of physical examm tions and tests against
sensory and judgmental criteria.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: This is light work.
Handling and fingering of medical instruments and equipment as well as

patient during physical examination.
Talking and hearing for communicating with patient, staff, ard others.
Visual acuity and color vision to detect symptoms or other conditions

during diagnosis.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: Nur ing service and clericel personnel assigned to
Ae infirmary.
Super-ail d by: ADMINISTRATOR.
Promotion rom: No formal line of promotion.
Promotion o: No formal line of pro- ',Von.
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PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
American Medical Association
535 North Dearborn Street
Chicago, Iii. 613610



COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT

PuRPoSE: To provide communication services between the hos-
pital and the general public and within the hospital complex.

RESPONSIBILITY: To relay incoming and outgoing telephone cans
for staff, patients, and the general public ; page individuals
over public address system ; and alert specified individuals and
agencies in case of emergencies. The switchboard must be
aware at all times of the working schedules of staff physicians
and other key personnel for prompt relaying of information.

The department must carefully check all incoming and out-
going calls, both local and long distance, to determine whether
they are hospital business or should be charged to an individual.
An accurate and complete record of long distance and charged
local calls must be kept and proper charge memoranda sent to the
business office.

The communications department may be responsible for moni-
toring light and sound signals, indicating rrtqlfunction of engineer-
ing equipment such as heating and airconditioning, fire alarm
and sprinkler systems, and a critical status of oxygen and nitrous
oxide supplies.

AUTHORITY: Large institutions have a separate communica-
tions department with a staff supervised by a COMMUNICA-
TIOS COORDINATOR who reports to an ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR. The TELEPHONE OPERATOR, CHIEF
supervises all TELEPHONE OPERATORS arid any other person-
nel assigned to the department. The smaller institutions may assign
and combine the functions of these workers to any of the various
departments ; often it is a function of the business office.

INTERRELATIONSHIPS AND INTRARELATIONSHIFS: In carrying out
its duties the Communications Department must have contact not
only with the general public but also with every department
within the hospital. An intercom system, operated through the
switchboard, pages personnel anywhere in the hospital.

STANDARDS: Equipment is usually leased from the local tele-
phone company that is responsible for maintenance. Telephone
service is available 24 hours a day, every day, requiring sufficient
personnel to be available for duty all hours of the day or night.
High school graduation is preferred for entering any job in the
department.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES AND STAFFING: The PBX equipment
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should be in a location exposed to a minimum of outside irterrup
tions in order to facilitate prompt and efficient service at all hours.

In large hospitals the problem is simple. The volume of business
is sufficient to warrant a staff of operators with no other duties,
and the switchboard can be placed in a room completely shut
off from outside contacts. In the small hospitals, the telephone
operator may not be kept busy enough to warrant assignment
to that service alone, making it necessary for this employee to
perform additional duties. If possible, such duties should be
routine: Entering entries on accounts, checking invoices, and simi-
lar work which can be interrupted when the switchboard demands
attention. This arrangement still allows the operator to be separ-
rated from the general public.

The practice of having the telephone operator act as RECEP-
TIONIST or INFORMATION CLERK is not satisfactory, since
the duties often conflict and result in neglect of one duty or the
other.
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COMMUNICATIONS DEPART E T

COMMUNICATIO S COORDINATOR

TELEPHONE OPERATOR, CHIEF

TELEPHONE OPERATORS

NOTE: This chart is for illustrative purposes only and should not
sidered a recommended pattern of organization.



CommunicatIons Department CommunicatIons Coordinator 235_138

COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR

JOB DUTIES

Directs and coordin tes the telephone comunmications services in a ho
tal:

Confers with adminstrative personnel to determine hospital requirements
for communications equipment, such as switchboards, public address paging
systems, and extension telephones. Determines specific equipment to be in-
stalled, based on anticipated volume of calls and knowledge of available
equipment. Writes instruction and procedure manuals to govern switchboard
operation and for use in training personnel, applying knowledge of hospital
procedures, departmental funetions, and specific equipment being used. De-
termines methods of improeing telephone service from discussions with
supervisory personnel, observation of switchboard operations, and analysis
of service complaints. Arranges with telephone company personnel for
special training of workers, as necessary_ May perform secondary duties
such as switchboard relief.

Reviews records and reports prepared by subordinates for accuracy and
completeness. Estimates telephone service costs for use in preparing hospital
budget. Prepares records and reports concerning hospital telephone service_

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS
Instruction manual, records, and report forms.

EnUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE
Graduat on from high school required. Some employers will allow limited

substitution of experience for education.
From 3 to 5 years' total switchboard experience is a standard requisite.

Training requirements vary widely among hiring institutions depending on
type of exnerience_ Worker must also have had supervisory training.

For workers with prior hospital switchboard experience, a minimum of
6 months of general break-in time is required. Poi- workers lacking hospital
experience, a minimum of 1 year is considered necessary.

WORKER TRAITS
Aptitudes: Verbal ability is required to understand specifications on

telephone equipment, discuss communications requirements with administra-
tive and telephone company personnel, and write instruction manuals.

Numerical ability is required to prepare budget estimates.
Spatial ability is required to plan layout of communications equipment_
Clerical perception is required to detect errors in forms, reports, and

statistics.
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In -erects: A preference for business contacts, for discussions with ad-
ministrative and telephone company personnel.

A preference for activities involving people at d the communication of
ideas to formulate plans and develop procedures for hospital communica-
tions activities.

A preference for prestige duties, indicated by authoritative and super-
visory aspects of job.

Temperaments: Ability to plan, control and direct the entire activity of
the hospital's telephone communications, including preliminary equipment
analysis and selection.

Capability to meet with administrative personnel, telephone company rep-
resentatives, subordinates, and the public to discuss communications; su-
pervises and directs the activities of subordinates.

Physical Demands rad Working Conditions: This work is sedentary.
Talking and hearing to exchange information regarding telephone equip-

ment and services.
Near-visual acuity to examine documents containing statistical info a-
n.
Works inside.

JOE PELATIONSHIPS
Worke s supervised: TELEPHONE OPERATOR, CHIEF.
Supervised.by: ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion.
Promotion t9: No formal line of promotion.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
None.



Communications Depar_ e-__ Telephone Operator 235.862

TELEPHONE OPERATOR

pbx operator
chboard operator

JOB DUTIES

Operates multiole-posi -on telephone switchboard to relay incoming, out-
going, and interoffice calls and performs miscellaneous hospital communica-
tions and clerical duties

Refers to the hospital directory to ascertain station number of person
called. Inserts plugs on cord board to relay calls and terminates calls at
the completion of the conversation, following specified procedures. When
operating a cordless type switchboard, instead of plugging cords into jacks
to complete calls, manipulates associated keys.

Answers questions of callers according to hospital policy. Takes messages
for staff members. Pages authorized personnel over the intercom system.
Announces close of visiting hours and other notifications.

Maintains an alphabetical file of patients' names, room locations, and
telephone extensions, to expedite relaying of calls. Records each toll charge
on printed form. Keeps records of outgoing local calls, telegrams sent by
phone, and incoming collect calls. Forwards records to business office for
posting.

Records date, time, and name of caller wishing to dictate message over
telephone. Inserts belt and starts machine, plugs cord into special jack on
switchboard, and informs caller when to begin speaking. Observes machine
operation and records ending time of dictation. Inserts belt into protec-

tive envelope for delivery to typing personnel.
In large hospitals, the volume of business is sufficie t to warrant a staff

of operators having no other duties. In small hospitals, often the operator
is not sufficiently busy with the telephone service to warrant assignment
to that duty alone, making it necesary for the employee to perform addi-
tional duties. Such duties are usually routine and can be interrupted when
the switchboard demands attention. Alternate duties that may be performed
by the telephone operator are: Information clerk or receptionist, greeting

and directing visitors and giving routine information; sending and receiving

clerical, matter to and from other departments of the medical institution;
receiving, sorting, and segregating incoming and outgoing mail; transmit-
ting and receiving telegrams; receiving and verifying the amount in petty
cash fund; operating a shortwave radio during emergencies (if hospital has
this type of equipment, a radio operator's license is required) ; switching
piped music on and off as specified.
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MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Telephone headset, switchboard, elevator communicator, public address
system, long-distance logs, message pads, and index of patients.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE
Graduation from high school or commercial school including courses in

typing is required. Three months' experience as operator of similar equip-
ment is preferable.

WORKER TRAITS
Aptitudes: Verbal ability is required in order to converse effectively and

to understand orders given under emergency conditions.
Clerical perception is required to accurately and quickly recognize names

and numbers in the hospital directory and avoid errors in recording, paging,
and time and charge information.

Motor coordination is required to select and insert connecting plug cords
into jacks on the telephone switchboard in response to signal lights.

Manual dexterity is required to connect and disconnect cords from jacks.
Interests: A preference for business contacts, to relay routine and emer-

gency telephone calls and to place long-distance calls for patients, medical
personnel, and administrative staff.

A preference for routine activities to answer telephene calls and repeatedly
page individuals throughout the day, in accordance with established proce-
dures.

Temperaments: Needs patience to receive, relay, and place telephone calls
continually thioughout the day, in accordance with hospital policies and
prescribed methods of switchboard operations.

Courtesy required to deal tactfully with people in job duties beyond giving
and receiving instructions.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: This work is sedentary; reach-
ing involved is to top level of jacks on board.

Talking and hearing required to get information from callers and to page
individuals over the public address system.

Near-visual acuity and accommodation required to read names on patient
index and small extension numerals on switchboard. \

Color vision required to distinguish colored lights on the switchboard.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIP
Workers supervised: None.

Supervised by: TELEPHONE OPERATOR, CHIEF or ASSOCIATE
ADMINISTRATOR.

Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. This may be an entry job.
Promotion to: TELEPHONE OPERATOR, CHIEF.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
None.



Com _u ications Department Telephone Operator, Chief 235.138

ThLEPHONE OPERATOR, CHIEF

chief pbx operator
pbx supervisor

supervisor, telephone and mail

JOB DUTIES
Supervises and coordinates the activities of switchboard personnel engaged

in providing telephone services in a hospital :
Plans work schedules and assigns duties to telephone workers on the

basis of workload, availability of personnel, and worker preference. Con-
ducts on-the-job training for new workers for switchboard and information
desk. Explains and demonstrates changes in hospital policy or work proce-
dures. Observes workers performing duties and monitors their calls to
determine their training needs. Recommends changes in techniques or pro-
cedures to improve performance. Interviews and hires prescreened appli-
cants. Enforces work rules, recommends merit pay increases, and takes
disciplinary action when required. Keeps attendance and hours-worked
records and prepares writn reports of employee performance, based on
observation of work performAnce.

Reviews for accuracy and completeness the charge slips for toll, long
distance, and collect telephone calls. Reconciles monthly statements from
telephone company with charge slips to insure correct billing. Keeps records
of personal calls made by employees and forwards to appropriate depart-
ment head for collection.

Explains role of communications in hospital to new hospital employees.
Meets with administrative personnel to discuss proposed changes in com-
munications equipment, facilities, and policies.

Informs telephone company or hospital maintenance personnel of equip-
ment malfunction, maintenance and repair requirements, unsafe or un-
sanitary conditions, and installation of telephone equipment.

Keeps hospital telephone directories up to date. Distributes telephone
company directories.

Resolves complaints regarding telephone service.
Prepares and submits to purchasing department weekly requisition forms

for supplies.
In some hospitals, may perform duties of subordinates for relief periods;

train workers in the operation of belt type dictating machine and shortwave
equipment; direct activities concerned with providing information to hospital
visitors; and direct the sorting and distribution of hospital mail.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Directories, headsets, manuals, multiple-position switchboard, public ad-
dress system, various record and report forms, and tlmecards.
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EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Graduatior from high school required. (Radio operator's license some-
times required.) Some employers allow limited substitution of experience
for education. From 2 to 5 years' total switchboard experience is the
standard requisite. Training requirements vary widely among hir" ng n-
stitutions, depending on type of experience.

Experience may be required in hiring and other supervisory capacities.
Up to 1 year of self-orientation and breakin time under general super-
vision is normally required for the worker to attain adequate proficiency
in all job duties.

WORKER TRAITS
Aptitudes: Verbal ability is required to converse with supervisor, sub-

ordinates, patients, members of the public, and telephone company em-
ployees, and to interpret hospital policies and procedures.

Numerical ability is required to compute charges and to reconcile monthly
telephone company bills.

Clerical perception is required to detect and avoid e rors in scheduling,
ctharge slips, directories, and reconciliations.

Interests: A preference for business contacts, to be made with hospital
staff, patients, and the public. Specialized experience in switchboard work,
and control over incoming and outgoing communications systems.

Temperaments: Ability to plan, control, and direct the activities of sub-
ordinates in accordance -with hospital policies.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: This work is light.
Reaching and fingering involved in training new workers, operating

switchboard, and sorting and changing directolles and charge slips.
Diction must be clear and hearing must be unhampered to converse

with individuals at all skill and knowledge levels.
Near-visual acuity is required for rapid, accurate re ding of charge

slips, directories, records, and reports.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS
Workers supervised: TELEPHONE OPERATOR. May also supervise

clerical workers assigned to department.
Supervised by: COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR or ASSOCIATE

ADMINISTRATOR.
Promotion from: TELEPHONE OPERATOR.
Promotion to: COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

None.



DATA PROCESSING DEPARTMENT

PURPOSE: To facilitate the processir g of business, technical,
and medical data (of a clerical nature) for hospital administra-
tive purposes, using electronic data processing techniques and
equipment ; and to devise new data flow and control procedures
to simplify paperwork and achieve economy in the interest of
hospital management.

RESPONSIBILITY: To process a variety of data for hospital ad-
ministration, various hospital departments, and technical and
medical personnel. Although ..Tariations exist in organizational
structures and functiot-f ctivities, the many operations and steps
involved can by systematized Factors such as size of the insti-
tution, amount and type of data to be processed, and relation-
ship of the data to neec's of the organization determine the make-
up of the department as it is finally establ" shed, as well as
personnel required for its operation. Few businesses or other
activities have needs equal to those of the hospital for speed and
accuracy in the communication, recording, processing, and analy-
sis of vital information.

Three methods of data processing can be designated as business
electronic data processing, electromechanical data processing, and
scientific electronic data processing. In hospitals, the method most
used is business electronic data processing. This method includes
sorting, collating, comparing, computing, and printing of business
clerical data for management or technical personnel, using digi-
tal computers and peripheral equipment. For the most part, its
application to hospital business problems does not differ from ap-
plications in other businesses.

Electromechanical data processing is a forerunner of electronic
data processing; there are indications that it is still used in some
business and government establishments. It uses punchcards and
a system of electromechanical machines such as sorters, collators,
and tabulators.

The application of scientific electronic data processing for med-
ical research can be found in large research hospitals or teaching
hospitals associated with major universities.

The majority of hospitals with data processing departments
use their equipment for routine clerical functions but some are
making use of computers for storage and retrieval of data for
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medical research projects and medical and laboratory reports and
statistics.

Some types of functions that eL '3e handled are:
1. Personnel scheduling within a department
2. Patient billing and accounts receivable.
3. Payroll services, including deductions, printout of pay-

checks, and personnel records.
4. Medical records, statistics, and cross indexes used in re-

search by residents, interns, and other technical personnel.
5. Maintenance of perpetual inventory and weekly stock status

report for expendable supplies to assist purchasing personnel.
6. Miscellaneous routine reports for the personnel department,

such as pay scale, hours worked, and data for reports on hospital
employment.

7. Laboratory reports on costs of tests, numbers and types of
patients.

Reports accounting for expenditures on Government grants.
9. Cost studies of various jobs performed by the hospital and

Data Processing Department used as a determining factor for al-
locating costs to various departments.

10. Hospital census of patients including data on number, type,
age, etc., of patients per day, per floor, per room ; duration of
treatment ; and doctors and personnel involved.

11. Inventories for departments such as pharmacy and dietary.
12. Miscellaneous reports using data of regular reports to de-

velop information for special studies and requests.
13. Printed menus for the dietary department.
AUTHORITY: The Data Processing Department is the center of

business and clerical data handling for the hospital as a whole,
and for the various departments in the hospital. Because of this
interrelatedness of its functions, the department's authority usu-
ally comes from the hospital administration, sometimes through
the CONTROLLER (financial management ) , but sometimes
through the ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATION or ADMINIS-
TRATOR. Uusually the head of the Data Processing Department
is designated MANAGER, ELECTRONIC-DATA PROCESS-
SING, or Director, Data Processing.

INTERRELATIONSHIPS AND INTRARELATIONSHIPS : The Data Pro-
cessing Department is most closely allied to the business depart-
ment. In carrying out its duties, the department must contact
personnel from the administration and other departments in the
hospital as well as outside personnel. These contacts involve direct
dealings with hospital administrators, department heads, medical
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staff, local, State and Federal health agencies, and other business,
clerical, and technical personnel.

STANDARDS: Standards for matters such as accounting, scope
of projrcts accepted, and treatment of confidential data are deter-
mined by the hospital administration and hospital policy. Stand-
ards for systems, personnel, equipment, input-output, and feasi-
bility criteria are determined by the deprtment and are
incorporated into an Electronic Data Proces,oing Department
Manual.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES AND STAFFING : In newly constructed
hospital facilities, adequate space is allotted for data processing
and computer equipment. Older facilities house the equipment
in basements or other quartei where space may be crowded and
inadequate.

Ideally, the department should be located cony( niently for the
accumulation of data from all the hospital departments it might
serve, and in particular convenient to the business department,
for which the largest amount of data is processed.

The equipment ranges from a completely integrated system to
combinations of computer (s), on line equipment such as printers
and readers, and off line equipment such as sorters, collators,
and cardpunches. The equipment may be purchased or leased ;
because of cost and the rapid advances in equipment, it is usually
leased. Equipment is sometimes shared with other local or re-
gional institutions or groups, usually for business-type appli-
cations. Testing and major maintenance is usually performed by
the manufacturer's maintenance crew.

Within the department there are two distinct subunits that
work closely together but should be physically separated. The
planning and programing personnel must have quiet, well-lighted,
and ventilated quarters. The computer operations ard processing
equipment produce constant hum or clatter and therefore should
be in a soundproof, air-conditioned room to protect the com-
ponents from excessive dust, humidity, and overheating. The
amount, size, and complexity of the equipment varies with the
volume and complexity of data to be processed, size of the es-
tablishment, and size of the budget.

There is no rigid structure of jobs in all establishments. Basic-
ally, three phases in the department's activities are: planning,
programing, processing. The planning phase involves a MAN-
AGER, ELECTRONIC-DATA PROCESSING, who coordinates
data processing with the business office functions and directs
through subordinates the planning and production activities of
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the department, and the SYSTEMS ANALYST, DATA PRO-
CESSING who analyzes business and technichal problems, de-
termines feasibility of conversion to programable form, and de-
velops the broad outline of the problem solution. In the program-
ing phase, the PROGRAMER (S) translates the broad outline of
the problem into machine language and prepares operating in-
structions. The processing phase involves the actual operation
of the equipment to process data and usually consists of a SUPER-
VISOR (S), who supervises ahd controls technical operating per-
sonnel; COMPUTER OPERATOR (S), who operates the computer
and peripheral equipment ; TAB OPERATOR (S), who operates
on line and off line machines; KEY-PUNCH OPERATOR (S),
who transfers data and operating instructions onto punch card;
and the CODING CLERK -Nilo converts routine items of hospital
information into codes for processing by the operators. Sorting
and tabulating duties usually are fairly simple tasks that can be
taught to almost any qualified clerical employee. These duties
seldom require the full-time services of a single worker, unless
the estabilshment has an extensive program. Instead any one of
several workers often operates the equipment as the need arises.
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PLAN

PROGRAM

5

FLOW CHART

MANAGER, ELECTRONIC..
DATA PROCESSING

1. Overa I I
coordination
activities.

2. FeasH2ility studies
and systems analysis.

SYSTEM$ ANALYST,
DATA PROCESSING

Computerized systems design.

PROGRAMER, CHIEF

4 Translating language
f system into logical se-
ence and machine language.

5. Devising sample input data and
ting in actua1 computer operation.

PROCESS

PROGRAMER

SUPERVISOR, COMPUTER
OPERATIONS

COMPUTER OPERATOR

SUPERVISOR, MACHINE.
-RECORDS UNI'f*

6. Actual data processing,
operating computers to process

unctional and text programs.

7. Actual acquisition and conversion
nto punched cards, using offAine cern.

puter equipment.

TAB OPERATOR
KEY-PUNCH
OPERATOR

CODING
CLERK

*In some establishments this worker and the subdivision of this stage do
not exist, in which case the SUPERVISOR,COMPUTER OPERATIONS,handles
this encire stage and supervises all workers involved in data processing.



Data Processing Department Manager, Electronic-Data Processing 169 69

MANAGER, ELECTRONIC-DATA PROCESSING

assistant business manager
director, data processing

JOB DUTIES

Directs and coordinates planning and production activities of the Data
Processing Department of the hospital:

Consults with hospital management to define boundaries and priorities of
tentative projects, to discuss equipment acquisitions, to determine specific
information requirements of management rind medical staff, and to allocate
operating time of computer systems. Conferz with hospital department
heads involved wi.h proposed projects to insure cooperation and to further
define nature of project. Consults with SYSTEMS ANALYST, DATA
PROCESSING to define equipment needs.

Reviews project feasibility studies. Revises computer operating schedule
to introduce new prog-am testing and operating runs. Reviews reports of
computer and peripheral equipment production, malfunction, and mainte-
nance to ascertain costs and plan operating changes in department. An
alyzes data requirements and flow to recommend reorganization or dePart-
mental realignment. Prepares reports to inform hospital administration of
project development and any deviation from projected goals.

Establishes work standards. Assigns, schedules, and reviews work of
department personnel. Interprets policies, purposes, and goals of hospital
to staff members. Participates in decisions concerning personnel staffing
and promotions within the Data Processing Department.

Contracts with management specialists or technical personnel to solve
project development problems. Prepares proposals and solicits purchases of
systems analysis, programing, and computer services from outside firms.
Participates in management conferences, giving information and advice on
programing systems designed for more sophisticated applications to problems
such as cost analysis and research activities.

May develoi and test new programs; write manual for, and compile
documentation on, new programs. (See PROGRAMER.)

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Procedural manuals, equir ent manuals, flow charts, diagrama, reports,
drafting and writing equipment, department records and standardized
forms, technical journals, and source materials from other hospital de-
partments.
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EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

College degree in business, mathematics, or accounting, with courses in
business, computer operations, programing, and systems analysis. Two
years of formal post-high school training is necessary for smaller in-
stallations.

From 2 to 4 years' experience as SUPERVISOR, COMPUTER OPERA-
TIONS; PROGRAMER, CHIEF ; or other supervisory positions in data
processing, with experience in systems analysis; or over year of
experience ELB managur of data processing department or assistant manager
in a large data processing establishment.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes : Verbal ability to translate technical terminology into terms
understandable to hospital management and department heads.

Numerical ability to apply knowledge of linear or differential equations
in evaluating work of department and in preparing reports and proposals

r management.
Spatial ability tn read engineering draw' gs, charts, and diagrams; to

understand presentations, proposed solutions and progress reports of bu3i-
ness or technical problems.

Form perception to see pertinent detail in drawing charts, diagrams.
and other presentations.

Clerical perception to detect and avoid errors in reading and preparing
reports.

Interests: An intere t in scientific and technical subjects to handle
understandably the wide iange of technical and scientific problems processed
through computer.

A preference for husines s contacts, in directing activities of the Data
Processing Department and to promote ideas and services of that department.

Temperaments: Must be able to direct, control, and plan the operations
of the department, bringing together knowledge of operations and in-
formation needs of department, such as accounting, purchasing, and in-
ventory- control.

Required to deal with people such as hospital management st ff, depart-
ment heads, and manufacturers' representatives to exchange information
and ideas, discuss equipment and its uses, elicit information from other
hospital departments, and answer inquiries from department heads.

Ability to influence hospital management and department heads to enlist
their support for acceptance, expansion, and increased sophistication of
computer systems.

Required to make judgmental decisions concerning equipment needs, scope
of assignments, allocation of computer time, and organization of department.

Required to make decisions based on factual data to evaluate progress or
success of computerized projects.

Physical Demands and "Working Conditions: This work is sedentary,
with occasional standing and walking.

Talking and hearing required in conferences a d during exchanges of
information.



Near-visual acuity and
charts.

Works inside.
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odation required for iading reports and

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Worker$ _*ied: May supervise SUPERVISOR. COMPUTER OP-

ERATIONS; SYSTEMS ANALYST, DATA PROCESSING; PROGRAM-
ER, CHIEF; SUPERVISOR, MACHINE-RECORDS UNIT.

Supervised by: ADMINISTRATOR or ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR.
Promc(' ion from: SUPERVISOR, COMPUTER OPERATIONS; PRO-

GRAMER, CHIEF; or SUPERVISOR, MACHINE-RECORDS UNIT.
Promotion to: ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR.

PROFESSIONAL AFPILIATIO S

Data Processing Management Association
505 Busse Highway
Park Ridge, DI. 60068



Data Processing Department

CODING CLERK

billing clerk
data-processing clerk

JOH DUTIES

Coding Clerk 219.388

Converts routine items of hospital information obtained from records
a d reports into codes for processing by data-typing or keypunch units,
using predetermined cr.ding system and typewi iter and adding machine :

Receives stacks of source documents, such as clinic service records,
hospital registration forms, and pa.yroll records, will Ai he sorts, segregates,
and stacks according to subject matter and priority of handling. Converts
information into predetermined codes for printouts. Recrirds by hand or
on typewriter, alphabetical, alphanumeric, or numeric codes in prescribed
sequence on worksheet or margin of source document for transfer to
punchcards or machine input tape.

May maintain card file on individual patient's accounts and answ r
inquiries concerning status of accounts. May prepare and mail bills.

May be designated according to trade name of computer system used.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Typewriter, adding machine, rubber stamps, files, ledgers, and records.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school graduation is usually required, with 1 year of typing pre-
ferred.

Training for 6 to 8 weeks under the direction of an experienced worker
is usually provided by the employer.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability is necessary to understand written and oral in-
structions, business terms, abbreviations and mnemonic contractions, and
to explain difficulties to supervisor.

Clerical perception is necessary to scan and extract pertinent detail
from source documents, and to avoid and detect perceptual errors.

Interests: A preference for routine, concrete, and organized activities
to code according to a predetermined; standardized system.

Temperaments : Adaptability for work activities that are repetitive and
short cycle in nature. Converts each item into the equivalent code in the
allowable time cycle of a few seconds. Must follow specific instructions to
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convert items to their coded equivalents which are indexed in tables or
handbooks.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary.
Reaches for, lifts, and handles handbooks, papers, and forms seldom ex-

ceeding 5 pounds.
Near-visual acuity to read and convert items to codes.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by : CONTROLLER (Financial Management) or SUPERVIS-

OR, COMPUTER OPERATIONS.
Promotion from : No formal line of promotion.
Promotion t., No formal line of promotion.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

None.



Data Processing Department DIgital-Computer Operator 213.382

COMPUTER OPERATOR

console operator

JOB DUTIES

Monitors and controls electronic digital computer, to process business
and scientific data for hospital, according to operating instructions:

Sets control switches on computer and peripheral equipment, such as
external memory, data communicating, synchronizing, input, and output re-
cording, or display devices, to integrate and operate equipment according
to program routines, subroutines, and data requirements specified in
written operating instructions. Selects and loads input and output units
with materials, such as tapes or puncheards and printout forms, for operat-
ing runs, or oversees operators of peripheral equipment who perform
these functions. Moves switches to clear system and start operation of
equipment. Observes machines and control panels on computer console for
error lights, verification printouts and error messages, and machine stop-
page or faulty output. Types alternate commands into computer console,
according to predetermined instructions, to correct error or failure and re-
sume operations.

Reviews error listing on printout to ascertain nature of output errors.
Determines required corrections by comparing output with original input
data such as daily patient listings. Compiles list of errors and corrections
and submits corrected data for repunching. Notifies SUPERVISOR, COM-
PUTER OPERATIONS of errors or equipment stoppage.

Clears unit at end of operating run and reviews schedule to determine
next assignment. Records operating and downtime.

Selects prewired panels or wires control panels of peripheral equipment.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Digital computer (console, printer, card punch) ; peripheral equipment
(sorter, collator, card punch) ; keypunch m chines; adding machine; man-
uals, puncheards, magnetic tape.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

A high school education meets the mini um educational requirements of
some employers, but an increasing number of employers are demanding an
additional several months to 2 years of technical school training in data
processing. This training usually includes such courses as data processing
mathematics, accounting, business practices, elementary programing, and
operation of computers, peripheral equipment, and tabulating machines.
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The employer or computer manufacturer usually provides 1 to 3 weeks
of formal instruction for the speci fic computer system to be operated.
Length of on-the-job training and experience required ranges from a few
months to 1 year since computer systems and equipment vary both in com-
plexity and in the need for operator intervention.

Except in small units, a miniimum of 3 to 6 months' prior experience
in operation of peripheral equipment frequently is rein-ired.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability is necessary to. comprehend technical language
of operating instructions and equipment manuals and to explain clearly
any operating problems and difficulties in interpreting program intent.

Numerical ability is necessary to prepare operating records, time com-
puter runs, and adhere to fixed operating schedule, and to discuss operat-
ing difficulties with programing personnel or supervisor.

Spatial perception is necessary to wire control panels for peripheral
equipment.

Form perception is necessary to identify flaws in input and output
materials.

Clerical percept' n is necessary to avoid perceptual errors in preparing
operating records, and to recognize alphabetic, numeric, and mnemonic
symbols.

Motor coordination, to set up machines and to move keys and switches
rapidly to quickly correct errors or stoppages.

Interests: Interest in concrete and organized activities, to operate machines
according to specific and detailed instructions.

A preference for working with machines and processes to continuously
operate and monitor the equipment that comprises the computer system.

Temperaments: Nature of work requires ability to perform a variety of
tasks subject to frequent change. This involves the simultaneous operation of
a console and a ariety of peripheral equipment, the integration of which
varies from program to program, or even during a single operating run.
Rapid transfer of attention from one piece of equipment to another is
demanded.

Accuracy required to operate system effectively and minimize downtime
and rescheduling of runs. Carelessness in following written and oral in-
structions can cause extensive rebuilding of program or input data or even
lead to irrecoverable loss of data,

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is light. Lifts, carries.
and positions tape reels, punchcard decks, output froms, and control panels;
weight seldom exceeds 20 pounds.

Stands and walks frequently when loading and monitoring machines.
Reaches for and fingers switches and keys on console and peripheral

machines. Wires control panels, loads and removes input and output
materials.

Talking and hearing for frequent exchange of information concerning
program and system requirements with other workers, and to give or
receive instructions.

Near-visual acuity and accommodation to follow detailed operating log,
moniter computer and peripheral machines for signs c.f malfunction, and



analyze console messages or high-speed printer output for c use of error
stoppage.

Color vision to distinguish between colored wires when wiring control
panels, identify color-coded cards or forms, and moniter colored display
lights if used.

Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by: SUPERVISOR, COMPUTER OPERATIONS or PRO-

GRAMER.
Promotion ro- No formal line of promotion.
Promotion to: SUPERVISOR, COMPUTER OPERATIONS.

None.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS



Data Processing Department Key-Punch Operator 213.582

KEY-PUNCH OPERATOR

card-punch operator
printing-card-punch operator

JOB DUTIES

Operates alphabetic and numeric key-punch machine, similar in operation
to electric typewriter, to transcribe data from source material onto punch-
cards and to reproduce prepunched data in hospital Data Processing De-
partment :

Attaches skip bar to machine and previously punched program card
around machine drum to control duplication and spacing of constant data.
Loads machine with decks of punehcards. Moves switches and depresses
keys to select automatic or manual duplication and spacing, selects alpha-
betic or numeric punching, and transfers cards through machine stations.
Depresses keys to transcribe new data in prescribed sequence from source
materials into perforations on card.

Inserts previously punched card into card gage to verify registration of
punches. Observes machine to detect faulty feeding, positioning, ejecting,
duplicating, skipping, punching, or other mechanical malfunctions and
notifies supervisor. Removes jammed cards using prying knife.

May tend machines that automatically sort, merge, or match punchcards
into specified groups. May key punch numerical data only and be designated
KEY-PUNCH OPERATOR, NUMERIC.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Key-punch machines, verifier machine, master layout sheets, work shee s
and other source materials, tabulating punchcar-'1, and prYing knife.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school graduate preferred with demonstrated proficiency in typing
on standard or electric typewriter. High school or business school training
in key-punch operations is desirable.

One week of training in key-punch operation is frequenqy provided by
employer or manufacturer of equipment.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability required to understand oral stud written in-
structions such as manufacturers' operating manuals, also to learn opera-
tion of machine.
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Clerical perception required to peeceive pertinent detail in tabular ma-
terials consisting of combinations of letters and numbers, and to avoid per-
ceptual error in transferring this data to punehcards.

Motor coordination to read work sheets and simultaneously oper te key-
board of approximately 40 keys to pur;gh data on cards.

Finger dexterity to move switches on machine.
Interests: A preference for organized and routine activities to transfer

data onto punchcards.
Temperaments: Adaptability to perform repetitive duties of operating

key-punch machine.
Ability to follow specific instructions and set procedures to transfer data

onto punchcards.
Required to work to precise and established standards of accuracy to

key-punch data at high rate of speed.
Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary with in-

frequent lifting of decks of cards when loading machine.
Reaches for and handles code sheets, business records, and decks of cards.
Finger switches and keys to operate machine.
Near-visual acuity to read copy when key punching.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by: SUPERVISOR, COMPUTER OPERATIONS or SUPER-

VISOR, MACHINE-RECORDS UNIT.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. This may be an entry job.
Promotion to: Promotion may be through addition of supervisory duties.

None.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS



Data Processing Department Programer, Business 020.188

PROGRAMER

computer programer
digital-computer programer

JOB DUTIES

Converts symbolic statement of business and technical problems in hospi-
tal to detailed logical flow charts for coding into computer language:

Analyzes all or part of workflow chart or diagram representing hospital
business or technical problem by applyinr knowledge of computer capabili-
ties, subject matter, algebra, and symbolic logic to develop sequence of
program steps. Confers with PROGRAMER, CHIEF, or MANAGER, ELEC-
TRONIC-DATA PROCESSING, and representatives of hospital depart-
ment concerned with program, to resolve questions of program intent,
output requirements, input data acquisition, extent of automatic program-
ing and coding use and modification, and inclusion of internal checks and
controls.

Writes detailed, logical flow chart in symbolic form to represent work
order of data to be processed by the cernputer system, and describes input,
output, arithmetic, and logical opera kions involved. Converts detailed, logi-
cal flow chart to language processable by computer. .1......:71ses sample input
data to provide test of progrcan adequacy. Prepares block diagrams to
specify equipment configuraCon. Observes or operates computer to test
coded program, using actur.i or sample input data. Corrects program errors
by such methods as altering program steps and sequence. Prepares written
instructions (run book) to guide operating personnel during production runs.

Analyzes, reviews, and rewrites programs to increase operating efficiency
or adapt to new Aequirements . Compiles documentation of program develop-
ment and subsequent revisions.

May specialize in writing programs for a particular make and type of
computer. May instruct or assist in instruction of trainees in principles
of programing and program coding.

MACHINES, TOOLS, E UIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Code books, diagrams, fiow charts, punchcards, procedural manuals, draft-
ing tools (rulers, drafting pens), and computer units.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIEN

Minimum requirement is high school graduation with 6 months, to 2
years, technical, training in computer operations and in general principles
of programing and coding. Where installations are concerned with the ap-
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plication of the computer to complex areas such as medical research, a
college degree in mathematics is preferred.

Experience required is 6 months to 1 year as a peripheral equipment
operator, or as a programer traine?.. However many employers are hiring
inexperienced workers who quality on a preliminary test, ther. provide the
new employee with inservice training in programing and coding.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Must have verbal ability to understand and analyze oral or
written statements concerning a variety of business and technical problems,
and be able to discuss them with others.

Must have numerical ability to interpret workflow charts, program prob-
lems, and to understand machine logic. Level of mathematics varies from
arithmetic and algebra for simple business data processing problems to
differential equations and mathematical statistics for involved problems.

Must have spatial ability to interpret diagrammatic representations of
workflow, and to visualize flow of data through computer system to prepare
computer block diagrams and logical flow charts.

Must possess form perception to see pertinent detail in symbols when read-
ing, interpreting, or preparing charts, diagrams, and code sheets.

Interests: An interest in technical activities to effectively analyze prob-
blems, and to desig-n logical flow charts and block diagrams.

An interest in activities that are carried out in relation to processes,
techniques, and machines to plan sequence steps, prepare ins ructions, and
test programs.

Temperaments: Required to make judgmental decisions to plan logical
sequence of steps and prepare logical flow chart for a project, keeping in
mind capacities and limitations of computer and integrated machine units.

Must be able to conform to accepted standards and techniques in develop-
ing and testing programs, and to write clear instructions for computer opera-
tors to follow.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary, requ ring
occasional lifting and carrying of items seldom exceeding 10 pounds, such
as source materials, run books, and documentations.

Talking and hearing to communicate with systems, program coding, and
operating personnel.

Near-visual acuity and accommodation required to rev ew statistical data
and interpret charts and diagrams.

Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: None.
C;zpervised by: PROGRAMER, CHIEF.
Promotion from: This may be an entry job on the prófessional level, o

be promotional fre,n COMPUTER OPERATOR.
Promotion to: PROGRAMER, CHIEF or SYSTEVS ANALYST, DATA

PROCESSING.
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PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Data Processing Management Association
505 Busse Highway
Park Ridge, Ill. 60068



Data Processing Department Programer, Chief, Business 020_168

PROGRAMER, CHIEF

coordinator, computer programing
lead programer

senior programer

JOB DUTIES

Plans, schedules, and directs preparation of programs to process business
and medical data for hospital by electronic data processing equipment:

Consults with administration and systems analysis personnel to clarify
program intent, indicate problems, suggest changes, and determine extent
of automatic programing and coding techniques to use. Assigns, coordinates,
and reviews work of programing personnel.

Develops own programs and routines from workflow charts or diagrams.
Consolidates segments of program into complete sequence of terms and
aymbols. Breaks down program and input data for successive computer
passes, depending on such factors as computer storage capacity and speed,
extent of peripheral equipment, and intended use of output data. Analyzes
test runs on computer to correct or direct correction of coded program and
input data. Revises or directs revision of existing programs to increase
operating efficiency or adapt to new requirements_ Compiles documentation
of program development and subsequent revisions_

Trains subordinates in programing and program coding. Prescribes stand-
ards of terminology and symbology to simplify interpretation of programs.
Collaaorates with computer manufacturers and other users to develop new
programing methods. Prepares records and reports.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Code manuals, procedural manuals, drafting tools, research data for
department requesting program, diagrams, flow charts, and punchcards.

EDUCATLON, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Graduation from a technical school or college with training in business
administration, computer programing, data processing mathematics, logic,
and statistics is the usual educational requirement.

A minimum of 2 years' experience in programing for the same or similar
computer system, or broad and complex projects is usually required.
Experience should indicate knowledge of organization structure and work-
flow, and also reflect proven ability to supervise others and coordinate work
activities of the group supervised with that of other organizational units
of hospital.
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Inservice training courses lasting 2 weeks on changes in machine lan-
guages may be provided by employer. On-the-job training in other aspects
of the job generally last 1 year.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes Verbal ability required to present oral and written reports
and recommendations and to read technical literature about changes in
techniques and equipment.

Numerical ability required to program at level of linear and Boolean
algebra (logic) to minimize expensive programing and debugging time.
Mathematics at level of differential equations and probability theory fre-
quently required when an organization is developing or using sophisticated,
integrated management information and forecasting systems.

Spatial ability to interpret systems statement, develop general and de-
tailed computer flow charts, and prepare block diagrams that indicate
hardware configuration.

Form perception to see pertinent detail in cha ts, diagra s, and code
sheets composed of symbols.

Clerical perception to refer to manuals and written InstructIons and to
review own work. This requires accurate indentification of numbers, letters,
words, and acronyms as well as ability to gr-sp general content.

intereste preference for technical activities in order to apply mathe-
matics and logic in converting proposed hospital business and technical
systems to computer-processable form.

Temperaments : Versatibity to perform a variety of duties, covering
problems from different but related hospital activities such as inventory
control or medical projects.

Must be able to direct, control, and plan development of business and
technical programing activities of hospital to meet schedules.

Administrative ability required to deal with subordinates for purposes of
control and coordination, and with systems analysis and hospital adminis-
trative personnel to resolve questions of intent and programing difficulties.

Required to make judgmental decisions based on experience, tO assign
personnel, and select and apply techniques that will produce programs that
are fastest or most flexible, at the least cost.

Able to make decisions based on factual data to evaluate adequacy of
completed program by comparing program, test, and operating runs with
prescribed standards of terminology, accuracy, and time.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary. Lifts
and carries source and output data, books, charts, and diagrams, the weight
seldom exceeding 10 pounds.

Stands, and on occasion walks when instructing or in conference.
Speaking and hearing needed for instruction and conference.
Near-visual acuity needed to prepare, irtngrate, or modify complex pro-

grams, making use of a variety of cLarts, diagrams, and handbooks.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS
Workers supervised : PROGRAMER.
Supervised by : MANAGER, ELECTRONIC-DATA OCESSING
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Promotion rom: PROGRAMER.
Promotion to: MANAGER, ELECTRONIC-DATA PROCESSING.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Data Processing Management Association
505 Busse Highway
Park Ridge, III. 60068



Data Processing Department Supervisor Computer Operations 213.138

SUPERVISOR, COMPUTER OPERATIONS

supervisor, data processing
supervisor, electronic-data processing

JOB DUTIES

Supervises and coordinates activities of workers who operate electronic
data processine- machines for hospital Data Processing Department:

Assigns personnel and schedules workflow to facilitate production. Directs
training or trains personnel in operation of computers and peripheral and
off-line auxiliary equipment.

Works with programing personnel in testing new and revised programs.
Develops operating methods to process data, such as devising wiring dia-
grams for peripheral equipment control panels, and making minor changes
in canned (standardized) programs or routines to modify output content
or format. Directs insertion of program instructions and input data into
computer, and observes operations.

Aids operators in locating and overcoming error conditior Makes minor
program and input data revisions through computer console to maintain
operations. Notifies programing and maintenance personnel if unable to
locate and correct cause of error or failure. Revises operating schedule to
adjust for delays.

Prepares or reviews records and reports of production, operating, and
downtime. Recommends changes in programs, routines, and quality control
standards. Consults with MANAGER, ELECTRONIC-DATA PROCESS-
ING about problems such as including new program testing and operating
runs in schedule and arranging for preventive maintenance time. Coordi-
nates flow of work between: shifts to assure continuity.

May supervise personnel engaged in key-punching, data typing, and tabu-
lating.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Computers, peripheral and offine equipment, charts, graphs, diagrams,
operating manuals, personnel policy documents, punch cards, rnagnetfic tapes,
program printouts, run books, wiring equipment; and wiring diagrams
and panels.

EDUCAT ON TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school graduation is the minimum requirement. Training in business
administration, mathematics, and accounting is regarded as particularly
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desirable. Some employers require a college degree, particularly in large
institutions where work duties are largely adminstrative, and in order to
enhance the worker's promotion potential.

Usually a minimum of 1 to 3 years' experience is required in operating
computers, peripheral, and offline equipment. Experience in supervising
personnel is desirable.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability required to train and supervise computer opera-
tions personnel, confer with other hospital supervisory and teehnical per-
sonnel, and prepare oral or written reports and records.

Numerical ability required to level of arithmetic and algebra necessary
to cope with errors or stoppage situations in computer operations; to plan
operating changes; and to prepare a variety of reports, often on a daily
basis such as revision of average time requirements for processing data
or cost allocations to departmental users.

Spatial and form perception to prepare wiring diagrams, wire control
panels for peripheral machines, and operate equipment.

Clerical perception to review records of production, operating and down-
time, and recognize pertinent detail in computer printout dumps (re-
jects).

Interests: A preference for business contacts, to support and confer
witIT hospital management, technical personnel, suppliers of input data,
and users of computer output, and to supervise and train computer opera-
tions personnel.

A. preference for technical activities in order to keep informed on opera-
tion of new equipment and on new techniques for operating current machines.

Temperaments: Adaptability to perform a variety of tasks subject to
frequent change, such as training and assigning personnel, accomodating
changes in production schedules to meet priority runs, maintaining records,
and developing new operating procedures.

Must be able to direct, control, and plan the activities of co puter opera-
tors, satellite input-output computer operators, on-line and off-line peripheral
equipment operators, and tape librarians.

Essential requirement to deal with people, such as other hospital depart-
mental supervisors to resolve problems, concerned with scheduling, and
adequacy and accuracy of input data.

Required to make decisions on a judgmental basis to set up work assign-
ments that make maximum use of workera'knoWledge and ability, and most
effective and economical use of computers and peripheral equipment.

Required to make decisions on a factual basis when deVeloping schedules
for proceshing programa, relating such faCtiirS airdate of 'program re&Ipt,
priority assignment, estimated run time, and- available com.puter 'tithe. Com-
pares output requirements against available equipment, and existing Pro-
grams, routines, wiring, diagrams, and control panels to determine need
for developing or modifying operational methods, or ,altering operating
schedule.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is light, requiring
frequent standing and walking and occasional lifting and handling of reels
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tape decks of punchcal ds, and control panels weighing up to 20 pounds.
Talking and hearing to give oral instructions, assign work, and train per-

sonnel. Confers with management and others, discussing such items as budget
requirements and staffing, machine capability, and production problems.

Near-visual acuity required to frequently analyze records, prepare re-
ports, study program run books, and read technical literature.

Works inside.

JOB RELATION SHIUS

Workers supervised: COMPUTER OPERATOR; TAB OPERATOR; KEY-
PUNCH OPERATOR; CODING CLERK.

Supervised by: MANAGER, ELECTRONIC-DATA PROCESSING.
Promotion from: COMPUTER OPERATOR OR PROGRAMER.
Promotion to: MANAGER, ELECTRONIC-DATA PROCESSING.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Data Processing Mana
505 Busse Highway
Park Ridge, Ill. 60068

nt A sociations



Data Processing Department Superv isor, Machine-Records Unit 21

SUPERVISOR, MACHINE-RECORDS UNIT

tabulating supervisor

JOB DUTI=US

Supervises and coordinates activities of workers engaged in keeping re-
cords and tabulating reports in hospital, using punchcard and off-line
computer equipment, such as tabulating, key-punch, and sorting machines:

Schedules work assignments for operators depending on workload and
personnel available. Trains new employees in operation of key-punch, sorter,
collator, interpreter, and other machines and equipment.

Sets up machine for new operations. Diagrams wiring connections ac-
cording to machine function to be performed, following manual instructions.
Wires control boards, making circuit connections according to wiring
diagrams, or supervises workers who perform this function. Verifies
machine output to determine machine malfunctions and accuracy of opera-
tors. Directs care and cleaning of machines.

Develops logical sequence with use of department's record machines
and writes operating instructions for TAB OPERATORS.

Keeps records and reports regarding production, equipment, operating
costs, and personnel and submits to administrative personnel for review.

May handle all eprsonnel matters concerning operators. May make
mechanical adjustments and repairs in an einergency. May assist admini-
strative officials in planning new accounting methods and design of cards
and forms for new clerical processes.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Accounting machines, calculating machines, collators, control panels, code
books, diagrams, flow charts, hand tools (such as screwdrivers, and
wrenches), interpreter, key-punch machine, master layout forms, paper stock,
personnel and production forms, procedural guides, punchcards, repro-
ducer, sorter, verifier, and work sheets.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Most employers accept applicants who are high school graduates. Some
employers also require one or more of the following: A college course in
accounting, a 8-month course in data processing, or high school courses in
general buainess or bookkeeping. In addition, continuing education after
placement in the job is often required in order to keep up with changes in
equipment and procedures.
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Experience of 1 or 2 years in operating most all data prneessing equipment;
is required, with an additional 1 year's experience st supervisory level.
On-the-job training lasting 6 mon ths to 1 year is givea.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability is necessary to understand machine accounting
terminology and to be able to communicate with punchcard accounting
operators and members of accounting and administrative staffs.

Numerical ability is necessary to compute processing time, and prepare
schedules, cost and production records.

Spatial perception is necessary to prepare wiring diagrams and wire
control panels.

Form perception is necessary to perceive sequence and spacing of per-
tinent details in master layout sheets, which are used in developing logical
sequence.

Clerical ability is necessary to detect errors in statistical and accounting
tabulations, personnel and inventory records.

interests : An interest in business contacts is necessary to effectively
supervise off-line computer equipment operators, and confer with hospital
accounting and administrative personnel.

A preference for technical activities for knowledge and usage of account-
ing machines and other equipment.

Temperaments: An aptitude to direct, plan, and supervise activities of
equipment operators who handle the more routinized data processing func-
tions.

Ability to deal with people in a variety of capacities: Advising, instruct-
ing staff, and reviewing their performance; and conferring with personnel
of other hospital departments.

Capability to evaluate by set limits or tole ences is necessary to prepare
wiring diagrams anc, machine operating instructions.

Physical Demands and Working Condition-9: Work is light. Worker often
lifts and carries wired control panels weighing 5 to 20 pounds, and pushes
them into computer equipment settings. Loads input and output materials
weighing up to 20 pounds into computer equipment.

Handles and fingers card decks when inserting and remo 1- them from
off-line equipment; uses similar dexterity when inserting wi es in control
panels.

TaLking and hearing are needed to communicate with employees arid
other hospital personnel.

Near-visual acuity and accommodation are needed to read computer
language, wiring diagrams and reports, to shift vision from reference
sources to work sheets, and to examine coding and spacing on puncheards.

Works inside.

.1013 RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: May supervise KEY-PUNCH OPERATOR, TAB
OPERATOR and CODING CLERK.

Supervised by: MANAGER, ELECTRONIC-DATA PROCESSING or by
a supervisor in the Financial Management Department.



Promotion. -om : I Y-PUNCH OPERATOR, TAB °PERAPOR, or
CODING CLERK.

Promotion to : MANAGER, ELECTRONIC-DATA PROCESSING or to a
supervisory position in the Financial Management Department.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Data Processing Manage
505 Busse Highway
Park Ridge, Iii. 60068

nt Association



Data Proce sing Department Systems Analyst, Business-Electronie-
Data Processing 012_168

SYSTEMS ANALYST, DATA PROCESSING

commercial systems analyst and designer
data methods analyst

methods analyst
procedures analyst

JOB DUTIES

Analyzes business and technical problems for hospital departments, work-
ing with problems such as inventory control, cost analysis systems, or
medical projects, to refine their formulation and convert them to program-
able form for application to electronic data processing systems:

Confers with MANAGER, ELECTRONIC-DATA PROCESSING, hospi-
tal administrative personnel, medical staff members, or heads of hospital
departments involved to ascertain specific output requirements, such as
types of breakouts, degree of data summarization, and format for reports.
Confers with personnel of operating departments to devise plans for ob-
taining and standardizing input data.

Studies current systems or develops new systems and procedures to de-
vise workflow sequence. Analyzes alternative means of deriving input data
to select most feasible and economical method. Develops process flow charts
or diagrams in outline, then in detailed form for programing, indicating

ternal verification points, such as audit trial printouts.
May work as member of team, applying specialized knowledge to one

phase of project development. May coordinate activities of team members.
May direct preparation of programs.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Procedural and equipment manuals, electronic computing equipment, com-
puter programs, drawing and writing equipment, equipment speciBeations,
fiow charts, diagrams, and statistical tables.

EDUCATION, TRAINIT-TG, AND EXPERIENCE

College graduation including courses in business administration and ac-
counting usually required for entrants without prior experience in data
processing. Some employers, while requiring a college degree, do not require
a specific major or specified courses. Many employers waive formal educa-
tion requirements for workers they employ wh, have had neveral years of
manual and machine experience prior to computer conversion.
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Experience requirements range from no experience in establishments that
have facilities for inservice training, to 2 to 4 years' experience in systems
analysis, computer operation, or programing, including experience as a
PROGRAMER, or PROGRAMER, CHIEF.

On-the-job training for 6 months to 1 year is given by employer.

WORKER TRAITS

Apt udes: Verbal ability to discuss problems and progress, prepare
reports, and make annotations for graphic representations of work.

Numerical, ability to select from alternatives to develop optimum system,
procedures, and methods. Mathematical investigation is often necessary of
such factors as variations in volume of input data and frequency of appear-
ance of exceptions to normal workflow in processing. Level of mathematics
varies from business arithmetic and algebra to differential equations.

Spatial ability needed to visualize, prepare, and review two-dimensional
graphic representations of workflow.

Form perception to identify nonverbal symbols on records such as block
diagrams and flow charts.

Clerical perception to avoid visible errors and recognize pertinent detail
in the recording and identifying of letters and rumbers, often in abbrevi-
ated or acronyrnic combinations.

Interests: A preference for activities that are technical and analytical,
and those that are abstract and creative, to devise new or modify standard-
ized computer-oriented systems to meet the specific needs of the hospital_

Temperaments: Ability required to deal with people in conferences and
rviews.

Capable of making judg ental decisions to select from alternatives when
devising optimal system.

Required to make decisions on basis of factual data to design system
within machine capability.

Physical Demands and W
asional standing and walking.

Occasional handling cif source docu ents books, charts, and other records
that seldom exceed 10 pounds.

Talking a ad hearing to discuss and confer with management of hospital
and technical personnel to devise suitable systems.

Near-visual acuity required to prepar.e and review workflow charts and
diagrams.

Works inside.

Conditions: Work is

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: Generally none. May supervise one or more PRO-
GRAMERS.

Supervised by: MANAGER, ELECTRONIC-DATA PROCESSING.
Promotion from: PROGRAMER.
Promotion to: MANAGER, ELECTRONIC-DATA PROCES ING.
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PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Data Processing Management
Association

505 Busse Hia-hway
Park Ridge, Ill. 60068

Systems and Procedures Association
of America

7890 Brookside Drive
Cleveland, Ohio 44138



Data Processing Department Computer-Peripheral-Equipment Operator
213.382

TAB OPERATOR

assistant console operator
data-processing-machine operate-

machine unit operator
tabulating machine operator

tape handler

JOB DUTIES

Operates on-line or off-line peripheral machines in hospital Data Processing
Department, according to instructions, to transfer data from one form to
another, print output, and read data into and out of digital computer :

Mounts and :dositions materials, such us reels of magnetic or paper tape
onto spindles, decks of cards in hopper, bank checks in magnetic ink
reader-sorter, notices in optical scanner, or output forms and carriage tape
in printing devices. Sets guides, keys, and switches according to oral
instructions or run-book to prepare equipment for operation. Selects
specified wired control panels or wires panels according to diagrams and
inserts them into machines. Presses switches to start off-line machines such
as card-tape converters, or to interconnect on-line equipment, such as tape
or card computer input and output devices, and high-speed printer or other
eutput recorder.

Observes materials for creasef., tears, or printing defects and watches
machines and error lights to detect machine malfunction. Removes faulty
materials and notifies supervisor in case of machine stoppage or error.

Unloads and labels card or tape input and output and places them in
storage or routes them to library.

Separates and sorts printed output forms, using decollator, to prepare
them for distribution.

May operate punchcard tahulat ng machines, such us sorters and collators .

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Accounting machine, collator, interpreter, key-punch machine, digital com-
puter, printer, reader, reproducer, sorter, verifier, flow charts, diagrams,
master layout forms, operating manuals, handtools (for inserting prewired
contrail panels), paper stock, blank printing forms, printed checks, bills,
and processed data.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school graduation is required. Post-high school training in opera-
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tion of electronic or electro echanical data processing equipment is desir-
able.

Inexperienced workers may be accepted where employer provides for in-
plan L or on-the-job training. If the employer does pot provide such training,
an applicant must have 6 months' to 2 years' experience operating data
processing machines.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes : Verbal ability required to read written instructions and hand-
books and to communicate with supervisor about operating functions.

Spatial ability required to follow diagrams to wire control panels, posi
tion and thread tapes onto spindles, or position decks of cards in hopper.

Clerical perception to identify and record, without error, data such as
dates, program numbers, hospital departments, and routing on forms.

Motor coordination and finger and manual dexterity to load and unload
machines quickly and minimize downtime, to thread ribbons of tape over
guides and through rollers, and to handle cards and tapes deftly without
bending, tearing, or damaging otherwise.

Color discrimination needed to connect wires to specified terminals ac-
cording to their colors when wiring control panels, or to recognize display
lights and their meanings by colors.

interests: A preference for routine and organized activities to follow
well-defined instructions for any of several different machines.

An interest in activities concerned with machines, processes, and tech-
niques to operate various machines.

Temperaments: Worker must b? adept at performing a variety of tasks
involving frequent change to operate a number of machines in varying
combinations and sequences.

Must be detail-oriented.
When operating peripheral equipment, must adhere to established stand-

ards of accuracy, such as observing printer output ..7orms for defects in
alinement, spacing, margin, and overprinting. Immediate response to indi-
cation of error in operation of peripheral equipment is vital.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is light, involving fre-
quent standing and walking when operating machines and lifting and. carry-
ing tapes, cards, and forms, which do not exceed 20 pounds.

Reaches, handles, and fingers to mount tapes onto spindles, position decks
of cards in hoppers, and thread tape through guides and rollers of pe-
ripheral units or wire control panels.

Near-visual acuity required to read labels on reels, to wire plugboards
from diagrams, to scan printout for error, and to read operating instruc-
tions and handbooks.

Color vision needed to distinguish between various colors of wires to in-
sure correct wiring of control panels.

Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSRIPS

Workers supervised! None.
Supervised by; SUPERVISOR, COMPUTER OPERATIONS.
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Promotion from : No formal line of promotion. This may be an entry job.
Promotion to: Promotion is through addition of supervisory duties.

None.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS



FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT

PURPOSE: To manage the hospital's financial activities and
keep administration informed of financial condition of institution
for purpose of hospital planning and control ; and to admit pa-
tients to hospital in accordance with policies and regulations
established by governing authority and administration.

RESPONSIBILITY: Responsible for the financial activities of the
hospital which encompass receipt of revenues, expenditure of
funds, and conservation of hospital assets. As a basis for per-
forming these and related administrative functions, this depart-
ment maintains extensive accounting and statistical records. It
records all financial transactions including control of cash, in-
come and expense, purchase and disposal of capital assets, esti-
mates cost of free service rendered indigent patients, and related
transactions. The responsibility includes development of payroll
records and payment of salaries.

Another function of the Financial Management Department is
to prepare budgets for ensuing fiscal periods. Many factors are
considered in the preparation of a budget including estimated
needs of various departments, departmental expenses of previous
periods, anticipated patient census and -iicome, and general eco-
nOnlic and market conditions.

Similarly, the Financial Management Department is responsi-
ble for preparation of reports of departmental income and ex-
penses, and comparisons of gross earnings and costs of revenue-
producing departments. Such reviews and reports are of assistance
in setting rates. The department is also responsible for prepara-
tion of all reports to outside agencies ; most important are reports
for cost reimbursement purposes which can determine the hos-
pital's financial position.

The department may have responsibility for developing ad-
ministrative systems and procedures ; this can include responsi-
bility for the data processing function, if one exists.

In most hospitals, the Financial Management Department has
the responsibility for determining a patient's ability to pay es-
tablished rates for services, and making necessary financial ad-
justments if patient cannot meet his full obligation. This credit
function includes the responsibility for collecting unpaid bills.

The Admitting Office of the Financial Management Depart-
ment is responsible for determining patient's eligibility for
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admission to the hospital. The Admitting Office evaluates each ap-
plicant in terms of stated purposes of the hospital ; controls num-
ber of patients admitted and room assignments : admits patients
to various services promptly, graciously, and in an orderly man-
ner ; maintains records of patients awaiting admission and those
already in the hospital ; and develops confidence in, and under-
standing of, activities of the hospital by the patient and the gen-
eral public.

Admitting functions revolve around admitting, transferring,
and discharging patients. Preadmission reservations for an ac-
commodation are made at the request of a member of the medical
staff, except for emergency patients who are admitted in accord-
ance with existing policy. Personal, financial, and statistical in-
formation are obtained from the patient or relative. The patient
is informed about activities and rules of the hospital, and is
referred or escorted to accommodations. All departments con-
cerned with care, treatment, diagnosis, or recordkeeping are noti-
fied of patient's admission. It may be the assigned responsibility
of the Admitting Office to schedule use of operating room facil-
ities, and give routine information concerning condition of
patients.

AUTHORITY : The Financial Management Department is the
center of operation of all financ_al affairs of the hospital. Large
institutions may have an ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR who
is directly responsible for management of the Financial Manage-
ment Department and indirectly, through heads of departments,
for functioning of related activities outside the Financial Man-
agement Department. Usually the head of the Financial Manage-
ment Department is designated CONTROLLER.

The Admitting Office may be organized in a number of wars,
depending on the size of the institution and the average number
of admissions. In the large hospital, the admitting function is
usually under the direction of an ADMITTING OFFICER who is
responsible to the CONTROLLER. In smaller hospitals, adznittinc
may be combined with some related function within the Financial
Management Department.

INTERRELATIONSHIPS AND INTRARELATIONSHIPS : In carrying
out its duties the Financial Management Department must con-
tact not only the general public, but also every department within
the hospital. These contacts involve direct dealings with the gov-
erning authority; patients; medical staff; executive committees ;
local, State, and Federal health agencies ; and numerous other
groups agencies, and individuals.
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The Admitting Office personnel form the initial contact made
by a patient upon entering the hospital. The impression created
during this interview has great impact on the attitude of both
the patient and his relatives or friends. In allocating beds and
making reservations at the request of members of medical staff,
the Admitting Office has an important role in establishing good
relationships for the hospital. In addition, this office has contact
with the Medical Records Department in order to start patient
records. and with Clinical Laboratories Department, Dietary De-
partment, resident or attending physician, and Nursing Service
Department so that the treatment process may be set in motion.

STANDARDS: Complete accounting .ecords are vital in describing
the status and activity of the institution. To facilitate account-
ing procedures in hospitr Is, the American Hospital Association
has developed a manual of recommended accounts and statistical
records to serve as a basis for developing a sound hospital ac-
counting system.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES AND STAFFING: Well-equipped and con-
veniently located offices must be provided. The department should
be located to be of convenient access by the general public as well
as for various departments of the hospital, but much of its work
requires a degree of concentration which demands privacy and
isolation from frequent interruptions. Present-day accounting
and other business procedures demand mechanization for effi-
ciency, even in smaller hospitals. Consequently, most hospital
financial management departments utilize typewriters, adding
machines, calculators, bookkeeping machines, and similar equip-
ment. In larger hospitals, the department may utilize electronic
data processing equipment.

The department is organized in a variety of ways depending
on the size of the hospital. Under the direction of a CON-
TROLLER, it may be subdivided into a number of separate
sections such as accounting, data processing, payroll, admitting,
credit and collections, and purchasing. In smaller hospitals, some
or all of these functions may be combined. For example, an
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR may act as CONTROLLER,
and an ACCOUNTANT may be employed to handle record-
keeping functions. CASHIERS, BOOKKEEPERS, CLERICS,
and SECRETARIES are employed to handled clerical and other
routine procedures.

The Admitting Office should be located near the hospital en-
trance. Reception rooms should be pleasant, with warmth and
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cheerfulness. Privacy for patient and relatives while in the a d-
mitting office is essential.

The ADMITTING OFFICER may supervise a number of Ad-
mitting Clerks and other clerical assistants. In smaller hospitals
the admitting functions may be pe formed by a staff member
whose time is divided between admitting and such related func-
tions as credit, information, or medical records_

Admitting personnel should be thoroughly trained in hospital
policies and procedures, and use tact and courtesy in all dealings
with the public.
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Financial Management Department Controller 186.118

CONTROLLER

JOB DUTIES

Directs and coordinates hospital activities concerned with financial ad-
ministration, general accountinr,-, patient business services, and financial
and statistical reporting; may have administrative responsibility for the
data processing function and for administrative systems and procedures :

Devises and installs new or modified accounting systems to provide com-
plete and accurate records of hospital assets, liabilities, and financial trans-
actions. Evaluates accounting and patient business service prof,edures to
plan methods for insuring timely receipt of payments on patient accounts,
redueing costs of accounting operations, and expediting flow of work. Com-
piles information about new equipment, such as cost and labor saving fea-
tures, application to hospital accounting procedures, and storage require-
ments.

Prepares, or directs subordinates in preparing hospital budgets based on
past, current, and anticipated expenditures and revenues. Directs compila-
tion of data and preparation of financial and operating reports for planning
effective administration of hospital activities by management. Prepares
detailed analyses ,)f financial statements to reflect variances in income,
expenditures, and capital asset values from previous periods. Makes rec-
ommendations to administration concerning means of reducing hospital
operating costs and increasing revenues, based on knowledge of market
trends, financial reports, and industry operating procedures.

Participates in discussions with finance committee concerning such matters
as equipment purchases and construction of additional facilities. Arranges
for audits of hospital accounts. Computes and records depreciation on build-
ings. equipment, and real estate holdings. Examines insurance policies to
ascertain that hospital assets are properly insured against loss. Is responsi-
ble for preparation of cost reimbursement reports to government and private
third-party agencies.

In small hospitals, ACCOUNTANT or ADMINISTRATOR may perform
duties of this job.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Add ng machine, calculating machine, records and reports, EDP q ip-
ment.

EDUCATION, TRAININC, AND EXPERIENCE

A Bachelor of Science degree in accounting or business administration
with a major in accounting is required. Certifica ion by State Board as Cer-
tified Public Accountant may be required.
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Usually 3 to 5 years' experience as BUSINESS OFFICE MANAGER or
ACCOUNTANT is required.

Requires from 6 to 9 months on-the-job training to become thoroughly
familiar with hospital policies and procedures.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability required to discuss financial problems with
department representatives and administrative personnel and to prepare
oral and written reports.

Numeric.al ability required to analyze problems and develop accounting
systems to accurately control financial activity of hospital.

Interests: A preference for activities involving business contacts for
participation in conferences with management and to advise and inform
others regarding financial matters.

A preference for prestigious activities resulting from directing the entire
financial operations of the hospital.

A preference for the communication of ideas, in directing the operation
and revision of accounting systems, interpreting financial statements to
administrative officials, and coordinating activities with other departments_

eniperaments: Ability to perform a variety of duties, ranging from di-
rect involvement in report analysis to coordination of accounting procedures
with other departments.

Capability to direct, plan, and control all financial activities of the hospital.
Ability to deal with people in nonsupervisory situations requiring con-

siderable tact in securing cooperation from administrative officials and
other hospital personnel.

Required to make decisions on a judgmental basis in_ developing new
accounting procedures.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary. Reaches
for and handles records, reports, and correspondence,

Talking and hearing essential in discussing financial matters with ad-
ministrative officials and department heads and to issue directives to sub-
ordinates.

Works inside. Usually has own office.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers aupervized: ACCOUNTANT; ADMITTING OFFICER; BUSI-
NESS OFFICE MANAGER; and MANA GER, CREDIT AND COLLEC-
T/ON. May also supervise PURCHASING AGENT and MANAGER, ELEC-
TRONIC-DATA PROCESSING.

Supervised by: ADMINISTRATOR.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. May be promoted from

BUSINESS OFFICE MANAGER or ACCOUNTANT.
Promotion, to: No formal line of promotion. May be pro oted to ADMIN-

ISTRATOR or ASSOCI kTE ADMINISTRATOR.
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PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

National Association of Accountants
505 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022
American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants
666 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10019

Hospital Financial Manage
Association

840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. 60611



Financial Management Department Accountant 160.188

ACCOUNTANT

JOB DUTIES

Applies princip!es of accounting and statistical analysis to install and
maintain general aecounting system in hospital, and prepares financial and
operating reports from statistical data :

Evaluates existing procedures for recording assets, liabilities, and finan-
cial transactions to determine methods for reducing time and cost of ac-
counting operations, applying knowledge of advanced accounting techniques,
business systems, and improved tabulating and recording machines. Devises
and installs new or modifieLl bookkeeping and accounting procedures for use
by accounting and business office personnel.

Organizes and directs the posting of entries to such ledgers as general,
accounts payable, and accounts receivable. Examines entries posted in ledgers
and journals for accuracy and compliance with established accounting
procedures and policies. Runs trial balance of general ledger to insure
that debits and credits balance. Verifies entries in ledger with source data
to resolve balance discrepancies. Audits cash receipts, disbursements, payroll
timecards, and inventory records for accuracy and procedral requirements.

Prepares or directs preparation of hospital operating reports and financial
statements from general and subsidiary ledger entries for use in financial
administration of hospital. Computes net income, expenses, and profit and/or
loss for each operating department of hospital, based on such factors as
patient revenue, material and supply costs, and staff salaries and wages.
Prepares current and comparative analysis reports and statements reflect-
ing variations in costs and revenues, and financial condition of hospital.
Compiles and prepares budget estimates from anticipated operating costs,
revenues, and expenses submitted by hospital department supervisors. Sub-
mits budget to CONTROLLER for approval. Computes and files tax re-
turns, patient welfare and hospitalization insurance reports, and other reg-
ular or special reports required by government agencies. Prepares cost
reimbursement reports to government and private third-party agencies.

The position of ACCOUNTANT will vary with the size and organization
of hospital as well as with the organization of the department itself.
This job may be combined with that of BUSINESS OFFICE MANAGER
or CONTROLLER. In smaller hospitals, the ACCOUNTANT may handle
details of general accounts, accounts payable, accounts receivable, and pay-
roll.

MACHINES, TOOLS. EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Adding machine, bookkeeping machine, calculating machines, ledge c-
ords, reports, EDP equipment.
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EDUCATION. TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Graduation from a recognized college or university with a degree in ac-
counting, or a degree in business administration with a major in accounting
may be required. Certification by State Board as Certified Public Ac-
countant may also be required. A minimum requirement would be gradua-
tion from a recognized business college vAth an associate degree in account-
ing.

Up to 3 years' accounting experience is usually required.
Usually requires 6 to 9 months' on-the-job training to become thoroughly

acquainted with hospital administrative policies and accounting procedures.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability is required to issue instructions to subordinates,
present oral and written reports, and to read technical literature about
changes in accounting techniques and equipment.

Numerical ability is required to analyze accounting problems and com-
parative reports.

Clerical ability is required to detect bookkeeping and statistical errors
ledger postings or statistical reports.

Interests: A preference for technical activities in order to effectively
analyze accounting problems and to devise improved procedures.

A preference for activities carried out in relation to processes, techniques,
and machines in order to plan sequence steps and prepare instructions.

Temperaments: Worker is required to make judgmental decisions con-
cerning new accounting procedures and new equipment needs, to reduce time
and cost of accounting operations.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary_ Reaches
for and handles ledgers, journals, and documents.

Frequently fingers keyboard of adding machine and calculator.
Talking and hearing essential to communicate with accounting personnel.
Near-visual acuity zequired to review statistical data and prepare de-

tailed financial and statistical reports.
Works inside. Worker often has own office.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: May supervise BOOKKEEPER; AUDIT CLERK;
CASHIER; ACCOUNTS-RECEIVABLE CLERK; INVOICE-CONTROL
CLERK ; ACCOUNTING CLERK ; and PAYROLL CLERK.

Supervised by : CONTROLLER.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. May be promo ed from

BOOKKEEPER after additional formal training.
Promotion to: No formal line of promotion. May be pro oted to CON-

TROLLER.
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PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants

666 Fifth Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10019
National Association of Accountants
505 Park Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

Hospital Financial Management
Association

840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. 60611
American Association of Hospital

Accountants
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. 60611



Financial Management Department Accounting Clerk 219A88

ACCOUNTING CLERK

JOB DUTIES

Performs a variety of duties related to keeping accounts and records in
tne Financial Management Department of hospital :

Adds totals posted by other workers on accounts receivable ledgers, using
adding machine, and balances figures with amounts shown on charge slips
and cash receipts. Classifies accounts receivable according to categeries,
such as insurance accounts, collection agency accounts, and private accounts
to identify specific sources of income. Compiles expenditures for each de-
partment as directed.

Compares entries on accounts payable ledgers with invoices received from
vendors to verify accuracy of posting. Types checks for payment of bills,
and submits checks to supervisor for signature. Files check stub with ac-
counts payable records, and posts data and amount of check to account
ledger.

Posts receipt and disbursement of funds to appropriate hospital accounts.
Balances register with cash receipts. Verifies the posting of various account-
ing entries.

Computes hours worked from employees' timecards and records payroll
information on payroll forms. Transmits forms to bank for preparation of
payroll checks. Compares returned payroll checks with information recorded
on form for accuracy. May prepare and type checks. Keeps personnel records
pertaining to vacation and sick leave, wage and salary information, and
performance and promotion.

Files documents, L Lich as ledgers and payroll in alphabetically arranged
files. Prepares administrative reports as directed. Types correspondence for
supervisor. Explains work procedures to clerical workers.

This job will usually be found in smaller hospitals where it combines the
duties of INVOICE-CONTROL CLERK; - ACCOUNTS-RECEIVABLE
CLERK ; and PAYROLL CLERK.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Adding machine, calculating machine, cash receipt slips, checks, ledgers,
payroll records, typewriter-

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school graduation with courses in typing, bookkeeping, and other
commercial courses is required. One to 2 years of additional course work in
accounting-bookkeeping at the business college level is highly desirable.

Usually 1 year of related accounting or posting experience is required.
Usually 3 to 6 months' on-the-job training is required.
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WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes Verbal ability required to comprehend principles of bookkeep-
ing and accounting, and to answer questions regarding paychecks, financial
statements, and various statistical clatc..

Numerical ability required to compute financial data either by hand or
by machine.

Clerical ability required to discern and avoid errors in posting and
copying figures.

Motor coordination required in posting figures from one source to another,
rapidly and accurately.

Eye-hand-coordination and finger dexterity required to operate office ma-
chines.

Interests: A preference for activities that are routine and organized
order to keep systematic accounts and records.

Temperaments : Practical by nature ; required to perform routine, repeti-
tive tasks according to established accounting procedures and methods.

A liking for details; required to maintain precise standards of accuracy
in balancIng accounts.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions : Work is sedentary.
Reaching, handling, and fingering are required in posting data, filing ledg-

ers, and operating office machines.
Near-visual acuity and accommodation required to read data posted on

various accounts.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by: BUSINESS OFFICE MANAGER or ACCOUNTANT.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. May be an entry job.
Promotion to : No formal line of promotion.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Hospital Financial Management Association
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. 60611



FinancIal Management Department Accounts-Receivable Clerk 219.488

ACCOrNTS-RECEIVABLE CLERK

bookkeep ng machine operator, accounts receivable
posting clerk

JOB DUTIES

Keeps systematic set of hospital accounts-receivable records and posts
charges to individual ledger accounts of hospital patients, using bookkeeping
machine:

Compares amounts on charge slips and credit notices with hospital rate
and charge schedules to verify accuracy of amounts posted. Consults with
department heads to resolve errors in accounts. Posts charges to individual
accounts by hand or by machine. Zummarizes entries in individual patient
accounts and compares totals with totals of charge and credit slips to in-
sure accuracy. Posts summaries to general ledger, or may forward data to
other workers for posting.

Periodically computes trial balance on accounts receivable using adding
machine. Receives and files charge slips and reports. May compute, type,
and mail itemized statements, showing balance outstanding on individual
accounts, to individuals or their representatives. Occasionaiiy may perform
cashiering duties. May be a lead worker, design-tted as Accounts-Receivable
Manager. In smaller hospitals the duties of this iob may be combined with
INVOICE-CONTROL CLERK; ACCOUNTING CLERK; and INSUR-
ANCE CLERK.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Adding machine, bookkeeping machine, cash receipts, charge slips, ledg-
ers, office supplies, rate schedules, typewriter.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIEYTCE

High school graduation with courses in typing and bookuceeping required.
Usually 6 months to 2 years of previous experience in bookkeeping and

a counting is required.
One to 3 months' on-the-job training is required.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Numerical ability required to perform calculations and com-
putations necessary in bookkeeping.

Clerical perception required in detecting and avoiding errors in statist' al
records.
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Finger dexterity and motor coordination required to work keys of type-
writer, adding machine, and bookkeeping machine, and to copy data from

one set of records to another rapidly and accurately.
Interests: A prefc-renee for routine, organized work adaptable to system-

atic recordskeeping.
Temperaments: Practical and detail-oriented; work is performed accord-

ing to established boola-eeping standards and procedures, requiring little
independent judgment.

Phyuical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary. Stands
and vbr/s about office to obtain various ledgers and reports.

Near-visual acuity required to read and copy statistieLl data rapidly with
high degree of. accuracy.

Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervi-sed: None.
Supervised by: BUSINESS OFFICE 1,AANAGER; ACCOUNTANT; or

MANAGER, CREDIT AND COLLECT1:21:.
Promotion from! No formal line of promotion. May be an entry job.
Promotion to : No formal line of promotion. Promotion may be through

increased supervisory and administrative duties.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATION

Hospital Financial Management Association
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, ID. 60611



Financial Management Department Admitt;ng Officer 237.368

ADMITTING OFFICER

director of admitting

JOB DUTIES

Makes future reservations for patients, arranges for admission of pa-
tients to hospital, and directs and coordinates activities of hospital admit-
ting office personnel :

Determines hospital privileges of physician who is making reservations
by checking against a staff list. Records information that identifies physician

n d pstient, type of accommodation desired, insurance coverage, date of ad-
mission, and type and date of operation if case is surgical. Reviews list of
unoccupied beds and makes preadmission eservations according to type of
case and accommodation desired. Frequently forwards admission form to
patients to be filled out in advance of hospitalizatiore

Interviews patient, his relatives; or other responsible individual to obtain
identifying and b'ographical information. Interprets hospital regulations to
patient concerning visitors, visiting hours, and disposition of clothing and
valuables. Explains rates, charges, services, discounts, and hospital po/iey
regarding payment of bills. May request partial payment in advance. Noti-
fies particular hospital division to expect patient and arranges for escort
of patient to room or ward station. If patient is brought into emergency
room, secures necessary information from patient, or from relative or person
accompanying patient. Assigns bed lir , if patient is to be sent home, exp
emergency room charges and arranges for payment. Enters information on
record book and forwards cash to business office. Explains differences in
rates and charges to patients desiring change of accommodations, and ar-
ranges for change. May obtain signature for surgery from legally respon-
sible patients or relatives. Notifies pertinent departments of patient's ad-
mission in accordance with established procedures.

Prepares work schedule for department personnel, based on workload and
the number of employees available to perform the tasks. Directs subordi-
nates in such duties as preparing admitting forms, room transfers, admit-
ting reports, and maintaining a current bed index of patients in hospital.
Reviews completed work for accuracy and returns improperly prepared ad-
mitting records and forms for correcqon.

Interviews and hires new employees and assigns them to various sections
of the department Arranges for on-the-job training for new employees.
Requests wage increases, transfers, and promotions for admitting office
personnel. Conducts periodic staff meetings to inform staff of changes in
admitting office policies and procedures.

Coordinates admitting procedares with as tivities of other departments.
Places patient's valuaoles in office safe and issues receipt May place re-
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quests for use of operating room. May answer inquiries con -erning condi-
tion of patient in accordance with regulations governing such i r'ormation.
May notify family when patient is placed on critical list. May contact police
in connection with admission of patients classed within police or medico-
legal area. In smaller hospitals the duties usually assigned to the credit, de-
partment are frequently assigned to this job.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Admitting forms, ad itting records, personnel records, room index, time-
cards, work schedules.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Graduation from a recognizeu college or university is required. Course
work should include psychology, sociology, and personnel and business ad-
ministration. Some employers prefer a graduate nurse.

Usually requires 1 to 2 years' experience in an accredited hospital or social
agency.

Usually 3 months' on-the-job training required to become familiar vith
admitting office policies and procedures.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes : Verbal ability required to communicate effectively with pa-
tients, doctors, and hospital staff members, exercising high degree of tact
and poise, and occasionally overcoming language barrier. Also required to
understand and apply knowledge of medical terminology.

Numerical ability required to estimate potential patient costs, -insurance
coverage, and financial arrangements in meeting obligations by patient.

Clerical ability required to recognize pertinent detail in reports and to
identify errors in omission or calculations when reviewing admittance rec-
ords.

Inte-rests : A preference for business contacts to deal with patients, their
families, medical personnel, and hospital employees.

A preference for prestigious activities, to direct the atkmitting functions
of a hospital.

Temperaments : Responsibility to direct all activities relating to admit-
ting patients, and dealing -with them, as well as physicians, hospital staff
members, and others involved -with admitting section.

Independent thinking, to exercice own judgment in determining actions in
emergency situations, and in maintaining control of room occupancies.

A nalytical, to evaluate other information from established criteria, such
as interpreting policies and issuing informetion on room rates and hospital
regulations.

Physical Demands and W orking Conditions : Work is sedentary. Reaches
for and handles admitting records.

Talking and hearing essential in giving and receiving information re-
garding admitting procedures and ream assignmen

Works inside. Usually has own office.
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JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: HOSPITAL-ADMITTING CLERK and HOSPITAL
GUMP!.

Supervised by: May be supervised by CONTROLLER; ASSOCIA1 P. AD-
MINISTRATOR; or BUSINESS OFFICE MANAGER.

Pro-rotior from: No formal line of promotion. May be promoted from
HOSPITAT_-ADMITTING CLERK.

Promotion to: No formal line of promotion. May be promoted to BUSI-
NESS OFFICE MANAGER or CONTROLLER.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Hospital Financial Management Association
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, IlL 60611



Financial Management Department Audit Clerk 210.388

AUDIT CLERK

JOB DUTIES

Verifies accuracy of fig res, calculations, and postings pertaining to hos-
pital business transactions recorded by other workers

Examines individual patient ledger cards, admittance forms, statements,
and similar hospital records for completeness. Verifies accuracy of figures,
calculations, and postings of hospital charges, payments, discounts, and ac-
count balances, using adding machine. Contacts department heads and other
responsible individuals to resolve discrepancies found, such as omission of
payments, incorrect charges, and failure of hospital departments, in order,
to hill services rendered.

Calculates adjustments required to correct discrepancies from information
leceived and prepares adjustment ticket showing such information as name
of patient, account number, and reason for adjustment. Routes adjustment
ticket ledgers and other -,:ecords to other workers for posting of co/ rect data.
May answer mail and telephone inquiries concerning discrepancis in hos-
pital accounts_ May keep records of patients transferred from inpatient to
outpatient status_ May prepare charge tickets for blood received from hos-
pital blood bank or for other special services.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Adding machine, calculating machine, admitting forms, billing statenents
ledgers, typewriters.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school graduation with courses in bookkeeping required.
Usually requires 1 year of prior bookkeeping experience.
One month's on-the-job training is required.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes : Numerical ability required to verify accuracy of calculation
by computatio and to calculate adjustments in charges.

Clerical perception required to detect errors in computation and posting.
Interests: A preference for routine activities which involve checking data

in prescribed manner and filling out adjustment forms.
Temperaments : Practical by nature, since work duties performed are

short-cycle, repetitive operations carried out according to standard proce-
dures.
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Detail- ded; computa ions and adjustments must be accurate.
Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary.
Reaches for and handles ledgers, statements, and other billing forms-
Fingers keys of typewriter, adding machine, and calculating machine.
Near-visual acuity required to read various record postings quickly and

accurately.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervisea: None.
Supervised by : BUSINESS OFFICE MANAGER or ACCOUNTANT.
Promotion fro No formal line of promotion. May be promoted from

BOOKKEEPER.
Promoti( No formal line of pro otion.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Hospital Fi-.ancial Manse,ement AssociatioTI
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. 60611



Financial Management Department Bookkeeper I 210.388

BOOKKEEPER

JOB DUTIES

Maintains a complete and systematic set of records of all financia rans-
actions of hospital:

Records details of hospital financial transactions in appropriate journals
and subsidiary ldegers froi , sources such as charge slips, requisitions, and
payroll records. Summarizes and balances entries recorded in individual
journals and ledgers, and transfers data to general ledger. Prepares finan-
cial statements, income statements, and cost reports to reflect financial con-
dition of hospital. Traces errors and records adjustment to correct charges
or credits posted to incorrect accounts. Compiles financial data from various
accounts and ledgers, and records summaries in standard format to reflect
profits and insses of hospital operations.

Computes and records cash receipt summaries. Reconciles canceled pay-
roll and accounts payable checks with bank statements and verifies bank bal-
ance with statements. May prepare withholding, social security, and tr.x re-
turns. May operate bookkeeping and calculating machines. May supervise and
train new business office employees. Tn smaller hospitals, worker maY handle
details of accounts receivable, accounts payable, and payroll.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Adding machine calculating machine, charge slips, ledgers, office supplies,
typewriter.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school graduation including courses in bookkeeping, accounting, busi-
ness English, and mathematics required. Some employers may require ad-
ditional courses in bookkeeping or accounting at the college level.

Usually 1 to 2 years' expe dere-e in accounting or bookkeeping is required.
About 3 months' o-t-the-job tra, ling is required.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes : Verbal ability required to understand an,1 apply principles
an -I procedures of bookkeeping and accounting.

Numerical ability required to make arithmetic computatiens either with
or without adding or calculating machines.

Clerical ability required to detect and avoid errors in posting figures be.-
tween accounts.
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Motor coordination and finger dexteri y required to operate type
and adding and calculating machines.

Interests: Preference for work involving routine, concrete duties, for post-
ing and computing figures and preparing financial statements following
standard methods and procedures.

Temperaments: Worker needs disposition to perform duti in accordance
with standard, well-defined work procedures.

Strict adherence to detail; worker must meet rigid standards of accuracy
in computations and calculations to limits of 1 cent.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary.
Reaching, handling, and fingering required in posting on ledgers, filing

financial data, and using typewriter and calculating machine.
Near-visual acuity and accommodation required in posting figures which

are transferred from one ledger to another and in comparing figures on
statements and invoices with those in ledgers.

Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: Usually none. May supervise clerical assistants.
Supervised by BUSINESS OFFICE MANAGER or ACCOUNTANT.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. May be promoted from

INVOICE-CONTROL CLERK; ACCOUNTS-RECEIVABLE CLERK; or
PAYROLL CL,ZPK.

Promotion io: No formal .ine of promotion. M y be pro oted to AC-
COUNTANT.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Hospital Financial Management Association
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. 60611



Final cial 4anagernent Department Manager, Office 169.168

BUSINESS OFFICE MANAGER

manager, business office

JOB DUTIES

Supervibt. s and coordinates activities of personnel in the business office
of a hospital :

Organizes office operations, such as typing, bookkeeping, preparation of
payrolls, and other clerical ser-ices. Maintains sufficient flow of vork by
evaluating office production and revising procedures accordingly. Directs
supervisors responsible for other clerical and administrative functions.
Standardizes office procedures and initiates policy and prc._:edural changes.
Directs department operations to prepare and retain records, files, and re-
ports in accordance with hospital standards. Plans office 1ayouts, requisitions
office supplies and equipment, and initiates cost reduction programs. Reviews
clerical and personnel records to insure completeness, accuracy, and time-
liness. Coordinates activities with those of other departments. Prepares ac-
tivity reports to help guide management. May participate in budget pre-
paration.

Interviews and hires new business office employees and ass Ins them to
various section of I e Financial Management Department. May arrange on-
the-job training for new employees. Conducts periodic staff meetings to in-
form staff of changes in policies and procedures. In some hospitals the duties
f MANAGER, CREDIT AND COLLECTION are coznhinFtd with this job.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

.Accounting records, work schedules.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Graduation from a recognized college or university with a degree in busi-
ness or hospital administration is required.

Two years' experience in office manag,:nent, preferably in a hospital or
similar institution, is required.

Usually requires 3 to 6 months' on-the-job Lraining.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes Verbal ability required to interpret and explain hospItal busi
ness policies to employees and staff members.

Numerical ability required to prepare activity reports and determine ac-
curacy of numerical work of employees.
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Interests: A preference for prestigious activities, to direct all business
activities within a hospital and to schedule, assign, anci review work of
subordinates.

Telnpramc-ots: Worker must have ability to plan. control, and direct all
tivities of the business office.
Tact required to deal effectively with subordinates, enifiloyees, and other

staff members in carrying out functions of the bosiness office.
Clear thi ,king required to make judgmental decisions in initiating business

office policy and procedural changes.
Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary.
Reaches for and handles various hospital documents and forms.
Talking and hearing important to communicate effectively with business

nffice personnel.
Near-visual acuity required in reviewing work of subordinates and in pre-

paring statistical reports.
Works inside. Worker usually has own office.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers suvervised: BOOKKEEPER; AUDIT CLERK; CASHIER;
ACCOUNTS-RECEIVABLE CLERK; INVOICE-CONTROL CLERK; AC-
COUNTING CLERK; PAYROLL CLERK. May supervise INSURANCE
CLERK and COLLECTION CLERK.

Supervised by: CONTROLLER.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion.
Promotion to: No formal line of promotion. May be promoted to CON-

TROLLE

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Hospital Financial Management Association
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. 60611



ncial Management Department Cashier I 211.368

CASHIER

JOB DUTIES

Receives payments from patients for hospital and medical services i.n-
dered, and rec-:ords amount received; stores personal articles of patients
admitted to the hospital:

Examines charge or credit slips to detect errori on charges posted to in-
dividual accounts. Corrects errors as necessary. Computes and totals bills
using adding machine or cash register. Explains charges and answers ques-
tions concerning accourts. Receives payments in full from patients being
discharged, by c..tsb or cheek, and issues receipt for amount received. At-
taches copy of receipt to patient's ledger card and files. Keeps record of all
payments received. Refers patient to credit department when ha cannot
make payment for full amount. Signs discharge slip for patients whose ac-
counts have ,en paid in full. Takes in partial payments fri3m individuals
and insurance companies which have been mailed; wrir,es and forwards re-
ceipts. Answer telephone inquiries concerning path it account balances.

Totals moneys received on cash register, and verifies total with cash on
hand. Reconciles totals if errors are found. Counts and packages money.
May prepare bank deposits. Prepares reports of daily transactions and for-
wards cash, receipts, and other records to accounting section.

May disburse petty cash, make change, and cash checks for patients and
employees.

Takes in articles from patients such as watches, rings, and other per-
sonal items for safekeeping and iss- -s receipts; writes patient's name on
envers,pe, plates items inside, and stores envelope in safe. Returns articles
to patient at time of discharge.

Depending on size of hospital, may specialize in duties involving in-
patients, outpatients, or outpatients who are fornicr patients.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Adding machine, cash register, typewriter, ledgers, receipt, and office sup-
plies.

EDUCATI N, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school equired. Courses in bookkeepi -g, accounting, and
typing desirabi,

Usually a min.mi if 6 months' experience in cashiering it. requ red.
Some employers hire high school graduates without work experience if they
have training in specific, desired courses.
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Up to 2 months' on-the-job training in hospital procedures is usually pro-
vided by employers.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes : Verbal ability required to understand written records pert in-
g to hospital charges and to discuss them with patients.
Numerf_eal ability required to understand pertinent detail in tabular form,

and to avoid perceptual errors in arithmetic comnutations.
intersts: A preference for activities involving business contacts, in order

to carry out cashiering duties.
A preference for routine, concrete, and organized activities, to operate

cash register.
Temperaments Ability to adjust to situations involving repetitive and

short-cycle operations, performed to set standards and procedures in receiv-
ing payments, issuing receipts, and balancing cash.

Adaptable to dealing with the public in accepting funds and explaInIng
details of charges and credits.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: W^rk is light.
Frequently handles and fingers hospitals records, correspondsmce, cur e -

ey, typewriter, cash registor keyboard, and other office equipment.
Near-visual acuity required to read and compute patient accounts.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised hi.r: BUSINESS OFFICE MANAGER or ACCOUNTANT.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion.
Promotion to: No formal line of promotion. Promotion may be through

the addition of supervisory duties.

None,

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS



Laundry Department Tumbler Operator 263.885

TUMBLER OPERATOR

drier operator
fluff-dry folder

JOB DUTIES

Tends a battery of tumblers, either steam or electrically heated, thnt dry
and fluff washed articles, preparatory to folding :

Transfers partially dried, presorted articles from carts or aorting table,
and places in cylinders of tumblers. Closes and locks doors and starts
tumblers. Sets timer for drying cycle, according to type of lirticle being
dried. Loads and starts tumblers in sequence, estimating drying time for
each, to regulate sequence for unloading and maintaining flow of work to
finishing section workers. Observes temperature and pressure gages on
equipment to ascertain specified readings and notifies supervisor of devia-
tions and machine malfunctioning. Opens tumbler door at complefion of dry-
ing cycle, feels articles to determine dryness, and reruns articles, if neces-
sary, to insure complete dryness.

Unloads tumblers and dumps dried articles into designated carts for sort-
ing and folding. Folds and stacks articles that do not need further finishing.

May segregate articles for ironing. May fold and stack articles such as
towels and wash cloths. May truck laundry to and from tumblers. Cleans
lint traps, and keeps entire area, including outside of dry tumblers and mo-
tors, free from lint.

Assists and rotates with other workers in department.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Tumblers of various sizes, laundry

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Grammar school education, with ability to follow oral and written in-
structions.

No experience required.
Tip to 3 weeks' on-the-job training is satisfactory.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Motor coordination and manu-d dexterity are required to load
and unload tumblers quickly to maintain a w of work for continuous
production.
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Some color vision is required to sort colored garments from whites.
Interests: A preference for routine activities dealing with loading and

unloading machines.
Temperaments: Adapted to repetitive type duties of loading and unload-

ing machines and sorting articles for next laundry operation.
Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is heavy. Considerable

walking, lifting, pushing, and pulling is involved in transferring wet and
dry articles from one work station to another.

Handling fingering articles to detect dampness and for sorting opera-
tions.

Works inside. The area is noisy, humid, and wet from steam.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by: FOREMAN, FINISHING or LAUNDRY MANAGER.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. This may be an entry
Promotion to: EXTRACTOR MAN or WASHMAN.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

None.



Laundry Department Washer, Machine 361.885

WASHMAN

JOB DUTIES

Tends one or more machines to wash hospital articles, such as garments,
bed and table linens, blankets, curtains, and draperies

Loads preweighed articles requiring identical treatment into washing ma-
chines. Closes doors, turns valves to admit water of specified temperature
to predetermined levels, and starts machine. Adds soaps, detergents, bleaches
and/or washing solutions through trough, as required, during various wash-
ing cycles. Repeats draining of sudsy water, addIng of soaps, detergents,
bleaches, and washing solutions, and refilling of washers with hot, cold, or
lukewarm water to rinse laundry as required to result in a clean and sani-
tary wash.

Observes machine-movement indicator to insure turning of washwheels In
alternate directions to avoid tangling of articles. Opens doors .ad unloads,
or directs workers to unload, washer.

Performs specialized operations, such as washing articles from the isola-
tion ward separately, sterilizing items, and spot-cleaning to remove heavy
stains. Reports breakdowns or malfunctions of machines to WA SHROOM
FOREMAN.

May load washed articles into extractor for damp-drying. May tend
washer-extractor that washes, rinses, and semidries articles. May clean
work area and machines.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Washers, automatic or
or front loading.

automatic, single and double washwheels, top

EDUCATION. TRAINING, AND EXPERIMNCE

Granmiar school education, with ability to follow oral and written in-
structions.

No previous experience required.
Up to 30 days' on-the-job training to beco e familia h washing rou-

tine and equipment operation.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptituder8: Motor coordination and manual dexterity are required to load
and unload machines rapidly to maintain flow of work to finishing section.

Interests: A preference for routine activities dealing with washing ma-
chine operation, tending water gages and switches.
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Temperaments : Ability to follow specific instructions for mixing and us-
ing washing agents and equipment to insure clean, sanitary wash.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions : Work is heavy.
Pushing and pulling of laundry carts. Carrying up to 60 pounds of laun-

drg.
Walking and standing when tending washers.
Reaching and handling when loading and unloading machines.
Works inside. Area is noisy, warm, and humid, and floors may be slippery

when wet.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

-Workers swoervised : None.
Supervised by : WASHROOM FOREMAN.
Promotion from : No formal line of promotion. This may be an entry job.
Promotion to: WASHROOM FOREMAN.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

National Association of Institutional Laundry Managers
P.O. Box 11486
Philadelphia, Pa. :9111



Laundry Department Washro m Foreman 361.138

WA SHRO OM FOREMAN

chief wash-_ -n

JOB DUTIES

Supervises and coordinates activities of workers engaged in sorting and
washing soiled linens, garments, drapes, and other hospital articles in elec-
trically powered machines and extracting excess water to prepare them for
the finishing operations:

Plans, in cooperation with LAUNDRY MANAGER, wash schedule and
priorities, and assigns workers to duties, such as collecting soiled laundry
from laundry chute areas, weighing and sorting laundry, and washing and
extracting. Trains new workers in use of supplies and equipment by demon-
strating use, explaining operating techniques, and assisting in actual op-
erations.

Sorts, or directs workers to segregate, laundry according to volume, degree
of stain or soil, and types of articles. Places heavily stained articles .in cart
i7or prewashing. Manually loads articles into washer or washwheel until
machine is loaded to designated capacity. Sets water-level control and turns
valve tc: admit water heated to a degree intended to reduce soil and infec-
tious bacteila. Closes washer doors and starts machine. Adds soaps, deter-
gents, bleach, and/or bluing through trough, according to treatment required
for wash. Drains sudsy water, admits clean water after each washing cycle,
and rerinses as required, adding specified washing chemicals to each st-p,
as necessary.

Assists workers in loading and unloading washers and extractors. Ob-
serves and listens to operation of machines and makes minor adjustments,
or reports malfunctioning to LAUNDRY MANAGER. Keeps records of to-
tal weight of wash processed each day for each hospital department, for
budgetary charge purpose.

Inspects wash at various stages of processing for cleanliness, advises
workers or recommends changes in washing and rinsing procedures to effect
a clean and sanitary wash.

Is responsible for isolation wash.
May shut down all equipment at end of daily operation.
Rotates workers within washroom or arranges for ro ation with nish-

ing section to relieve monotony and to maintain workflow.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Semiautomati an .1 '' automatic washers and extr ctors; /aundry solutions,
such as soaps, deteveents, bleaches; logbook.
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EDUCATION, TRAI ING, AND EXPERIENCE

Grammar school education, with ability to understand laundry procedures.
Minimum of 1 year's experience as WASHMAN is required.
One to 3 months' on-the-job training to become proficient in supervisory

methods.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes : Verbal ability is necessary for discussing washi..-Ig proceduresand problems with super-visor ar,d subordinates; for issuing instructions for
successful performance of washroom workers in coordination with activities
of other departments and laundry sections.

Some numerical ability is necessary for proper measuring of such laun-dry agents and chemicals as soaps, detergents, bleaches.
Form perception is necessary to discern stains, tears, and other discrep-ancies in laundry articles when sorting or determining type of washingtreatoient necessary.
Motor coordination and manual dexterity are necessary to coordinate eyes

and ha-zds rapidly; sort, load, unload, and tend machines; and add deter-gents and other chemical solutions to wash. Must move rapidly to maintain
flow of work to finishing section.

Interests: A preference for activities of supervisory workers in the rou-
tine process of loading, tending, and unloadivg washers and extractors.

Temperaments : Ability to plan and dIreet activities of washing sections.Ability to determine type of wash necessary for different stains, mate-
rials, and colors for clean and sanitary wash.

Physical Demands and Working Condition : Work can be heavy. Stand-ing and walking from washer to washer, checking machl de operation, and
observing performance of workers.

Stooping, crouching, turning, reaching for, and lifting, in the process of
handling laundry and tending machines.

Talking and hearing for supervisory duties.
Near-visual acuity S Lid color vision are required to detect stains, and sortby color.
Works inside. Area is hot, humid, and noisy. Subject to burns frem hot

equipment and water, and falls due to wet floors.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: All workers assigned to washroom.
Supervised by : LAUNDRY MANAGER.
Promotion from: WASHMAN er EXTRACTOR MAN.
Promotion to : LAUNDRY MANAGER.

PROFESSIONAL .APPILIATJONS

National Associa ion of Institutional Laundry Man gers
P.O. Box 11486
Philadelphia, Pa. 19111



Definition of Worker Traits

L APTITUDES

Specific capacities and abiliti s required of an individual in
order to learn or perform adequately a task or job duty.

G INTELLIGENCE : General learning ability. The ability
to "catch on" or understand instructions and underlying
principles. Ability to reason and make judgments. Closely
related to doing well in school.

V VERBAL : Ability to understand meanings of words and
ideas associated with them, and to use them effectively. To
comprehend language, to understand relationships between
words, and to understand meanings of whole sentences and
paragraphs. To present information or ideas clearly.

N NUMERICAL : Ability to perform arithmetic operations
quickly and accurately.

S SPATIAL : Ability to comprehend forms in space and
understand relationships of plane and solid objects. May
be used in such tasks as blueprint reading and in solving
geometry problems. Frequently described as the ability
to "visualize" objects of two or three dimensions, or to
think visually of geometric forms.

P FORM PERCEPTION: Ability to perceive pertinent de-
tail in objects or in pictorial or graphich material; to make
visual comparisons and discriminations and see slight dif-
ferences in shapes and sha dings of figures and widths and
lengths of lines.

Q CLERICAL PERCEPTION: Abilitor to perceive pertinent
detail in verbal or tabular material. To observe differences
in copy, to proofread words and numbers, and to avoid
perceptual errors in arithmetic computation.

K MOTOR COORDINATION : Ability to coordinate eyes and
hands or fingers rapidly and accurately in making precise
movements with speed. Ability to make a movement re-
sponse accurately and quickly.

Fi FINGER DEXTERITY: Ability to move the fingers and
manipulate small objects with the fingers rapidly or ac-
curately.

697
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M MANUAL DEXTERITY : Ability to move the hands easily
and skillfully. To work with the hands in placing and turn-ing motions.

E EYE-HAND-FOOT COORDINATION : Ability to move thehand and foot coordinately with each other in accordancewith visual stimuli.
C COLOR DISCRIMINATION : Ability to perceive or recog-nize similarities or differences in colors, or in shades orother values of the same color ; to identify a particular color,or to recognize harmonious or contrasting color combina-tions, or to match colors accurately.

Explanation of Levels:
The digits indicate how much of each aptitude the job requiresfor satisfactory (average) performance. The average require-ments, rather than maximum or minimum, are cited. The amountrequired is expressed in terms of equivalent amounts possessed bysegments of the general working population.
The following scale is used:
1. The top 10 percent of the population. This egment of thepopulation possesses an extr.nnely high degree of the aptitude.2. The highest third exclusive of the top 10 percent of thepopulation. This segment of the population possesses an aboveaverage or high degree of the atitude.3. The middle third of the population. This segment of thepopulation possesses a medium degree of i-,he aptitude, rangingfrom slightly below to slightly above average.4. The lowest third exclusive of the bottom 1n percent of thepopulation. This segment of the populrAtion possesses a belowaverage or low degree of the aptitude.5. The lowest 10 percent of the population. This segment ofthe population possesses a negligible degree of the aptitude.Significant Aptitudes:

Certain aptitudes appear in boldface type on the qualificationsprofiles for the worker trait groups. These aptitudes are con-sidered to be occupationally significant for the specific group ;i.e., essential for avera.,re successful job performance. All bold-face aptitudes are not necessarily required of a worker for eachindividual job within a worker trait group, but some combinationof them is essential in every case.

695
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II. INTERESTS

Preferences for certain types of work activities or experiences,
with accornpany;ng- rejection of contrary types of activities or
experiences. Five pairs of interest factors are provided so that
a positive preference for one factor of a pair also implies
rejection of the other factor of that pair .
1. Situations involving a pref-

erence for activities
dealing with things and
obj ects.

2. Situations involving a pref-
erence for activities in-
volving business contact
with people.

3. SItuations involving a pref-
erence for activities of a
routine, concrete, orga-
nized nature.

4. Situations involving a pref-
erence for working for
people for their presumed
good, as in the social wel-
fare sense, or for dealing
with people and language
in social situations.

5. Situations involving a pref-
erence for activities re-
sulting in prestige or the
esteem of others.

In TEMPERAMENTS

Different
must adjust.

1. Situations involving a variety of duties often characterized
by frequent change.

2. Situations involving repetitive or shortcycle operation car-
ried out according to set procedures or sequences.

3. Si,Juations involving doing things only under specific in-
struction, allowing little or no room for independent action or
judgment in working out j ob problems.

6. Situations involving a pref-
erence for activities con-
cerned with people and
the communication of
ideas.

7. Situations involving a pref-
erence for activities of a
scientific and technical
nature.

8. Situations involving a pref-
erence for activities of
an abstract and creative
nature.

9. Situations involving a pref-
erence for activities that
are nonsocial in nature,
an I are carried on in re-
lation to processes, ma-
chines, and techniques.

0. Situations involving a pref-
erence for activities re-
sulting in tangible, pro-
ductive satisfaction.

es of occupational situations to which workers

6
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4. Situations involving the direction, control, and planning of
an entire activity or the activities of others.

5. Situations involving the necessity of dealing with peoplein actual job duties beyond giving and receiving instructions.
6. Situations involving working alone and apart in physical

isolation from others, although the activity may be integrated
with that of others.

7. Situations involving influencing people in their opinions,
attitudes, or judgments about ideas or things.

8. Situations involving performing adequately under stresswhen confronted with the critical or unexpected or when takingrisks.
9. Situations involving the evaluation (arriving at generaliza-

tions, judgments, or decisions) of information against sensoryor judgmental criteria.
0. Situations involving the evaluation (arriving at generaliza-

tions, judgments, or decisions) of information against measurable
or verifiable criteria.

X. Situations involving the interpretation of feelings, ideas, orfacts in terms of parsonal viewpoint.
Y. Situations involving the precise attainment of set limits,

tolerances, or standards.

IV. PHYSICAL DEMANDS

Physical demands are those physical activities required of aworker in a job.
The physical demands referred to in this volume serve as

a means of expressing both the physical requirements of the joband the physical capacities (specific physical traits) a workermust have to meet the requirements. For example, "seeing" isthe name of a physical demand required by many jobs (perceiving
by the sense of vision), and also the name of a specific capacitypossessed by many people (having the power of sight) . Theworker must possess physical capacities at least in an amountequal to the physical demands made by the job.
The Factors:

1. Lifting, Carrying, Pushing, and/or Pulhng ( rength).These are the primary "strength" physical requirements, and
generally speaking, a person who engages in one of these activities
can engage in all. Specifically, each of these activities can bedescribed as:
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(1) Lifting: Raising or lowering an object from one level to
another (includes upward pulling).

(2) Carrying: Transporting an object, usually holding it in
the hands or arms or on the shoulder.

(3) Pushing: Exerting force upon an object so that the object
moves away from the force (includes slapping, striking, kicking,
and treadle actions).

(4) Pulling: Exerting force upon an object so that the object
moves toward the force (includes jerking).

The five degrees of Physical Demands Factor No. 1 (Lifting,
Carrying, Pushing, and/or Pulling), are as follows:

S Sedentary Work
Lifting 10 pounds maximum and occasionally lifting and/or

carrying such articles as dockets, ledgers, and small tools. Al-
though a sedentary job is defined as one which involves sitting,
a certain amount of walkino- and standing is often necessary in
carrying out job duties. Jobs are sedentary if walking and stand-
ing are required only occasionally and other sedentary criteria
are met.

L Light Work
Lifting 20 pounds maximum with frequent lifting and/or carry-

.6- of objects weighing up to 10 pounds. Even though the weight
lifted may be only a negligible amount, a job is in this category
when it requires wslking or standing to a significant degree, or
when it involves sitting most of the time with a degree of push-
ing and pulling of arm and/or leg controls.

M Medium Work
Lifting 50 pounds maximum with frequent lifting and or

rying of objects weighing up to 25 pounds.
H Heavy Work

Lifting 100 pounds maximum with frequent lifting and/or
rrying of objects weighing up to 50 pounds.

V. Very Heavy Work
Lifting objects in excess of 100 pounds with frequ nt ii

and or carrying of objects weighing 50 nounds or more.
CI and/or Balanem

cending or descending ladders, stairs, scaf-
és, ropes; and the like, using the feet and legsfolding, rain

an
-(2)1 B&anëjn

ing. when
slippery, or erratica

_

4

aintaming body equilibrium to prevent fall-
s nding, )!rouching, or running on narrow,

moving surfaces; or maintaining body,equilibrium when performing !gymnastic fea
3. Steoping, Kneeling, Crouching, and/or C awling:
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(1) Stooping: Bending the body downward and forward by
bending the spit -It the waist.

(2) Kneeling : Bending the legs at the knees to come to rest
on the knee or knees.

(3) Crouching: Bending the body downward and forward by
bending tlia legs and spine.

(4) Crawling: Moving about on the hands and knees or hands
and feet.

4. Reaching, Handling, Fingering, and/or Feeling:
(1) Reaching: Extending the hands and arms in any direction.
(2) Handling: Seizing, holding, grasping, turning, or other-

wise working with the hand or hands (fingering not involved) .
(3) Fingering: Picking, pinching, or otherwise working with

the fingers primarily (rather than with the whole hand or arm
as in handling) .

(4) Feeling: Perceiving such attributes of objects and ma-
terials as size, shape, temperature, or texture, by means of re-
ceptors in the skin, particularly those of the finger tips.

5. Talking and/or Hearing:
(1) Talking Expressing or exchanging ideas by means of the

spoken word.
(2) Hearing: Perceiving the nature of sounds by the ear.
6. Seeing:
Obtaining impressions through the eyes of the shape, size,

distance, inotion, color, or other characteristics of objects. The
major visual functions are: (1) acuity, far and near, (2) depth
perception, (3) field of vision, (4) accommodation, (5) color
vision. The functions are defined as follows:

(1) Acuity, farclarity of vision at 20 feet or more. Acuity,
nearclarity of vision at 20 inches or less.

(2) Depth perceptionthree dimensional vision. The ability
to judge distance and siiace relationships so as to see objects
where and as they actually are.

(3) Field of visionthe area that can bp seen up and down
or to the right or left while the eyes are fixed on a-_giVen point.

(4) Accommodationadjustment of' the lens of the eye 'to
bring an object into shaft,. foaus. This item is espeeially im-
portant when doing near-point work at varying dtances from
the eye.

5) 'Color vision he abi ntify and distinguish co ors
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V. WORKING CONDITIONS

Working conditions are the physical
in a specific job.

1. Inside, Outside, or Both:
Inside: Protection from weather
sarily from temperature changes.

0 Outside: No effective protection fr om weather.
B Both: Inside and outside.
A job is considered "inside" if the worker spends approxi-

mately 75 percent Gr more of his time inside, and "outside" if
he spends approximately 75 percent or more of his time outside.
A job is considered "both" if the activities occur inside or out-
side in approximately equal amounts.

2. Extremes of Cold Plus Temperature Changes:
(1) Extremes of Cold Temperature sufficiently low to cause

marked bodily discomforz unless the worker is provided with
exceptional protection.

(2) Temperature Changes: Variations in temperature which
are sufficiently marked and abrupt to cause noticeable bodily
reactions.

3. Extremes of Heat Plu&I- Temperature Changes:
(1) Extremes of Heat: Temperature sufficiently high to cause

marked bodily discomfort unless the worker is provided with
exceptional protection.

(2) Temperature Changes: Same as 2 (2).
4. Wet and Humid:
(1) Wet: Contact with water or other liquids.
(2) Humid: Atmospheric condition with moisture content

sufficiently high to cause marked bodily discomfort.
5. Noise and Vibration:
Sufficient noise, either constant or intermittent, to cause

marked distraction or possible injury to the sense of hearing
and/or sufficient vibration (production of an Gacillating move-
ment or strain on the body or its extremities from repeated motion
or shock) to cause bodily harm if endured day after day.

6. Hazards:
Situations in which the

risk of bodily injury.
7- Fumes Odors, Toxi

surroundings of a worker

conditions but not neces-

'on:
(1) Fumes: Smoky or vaporous exhalations

thrown off as the result of eomjnistion or chemica

ndividual is exposed to the definite
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(2) Odors: Noxious smells, either toxic or nontoxic.
(3) Toxic Conditions: Exposure to toxic dust, fumes, gases,

vapors, mists, or liquids which cause general or localized dis-
abling conditions as a result of inhalation or action on the skin.

(4) Dust: Air filled with small particles of any kind, such as
textile dust, flour, wood, leather, feathers, and inorganic dust,
including silica and asbestos, which make the workplace un-
pleasant or are the source of occupational diseases.

(5) Poor Ventilation: Insufficient movement of air causing
feeling of suffocation; or exposure to drafts.



Instructions for the Preparation of Inhguse Job
Descriptions

As existing health-service jobs change ana new jobs come
into being, hospitals and other institutions will need to revise
their job descriptions.

Many who will be involved in this activity will not be familiar
with formal job-analysis technqines. The following instructions
have been prepared to provide the necessary guidegnes to pre-
pare and revise their own job descriptions.

In discussing the collection of occupational information (job
analysis) and the writing of job descriptions, these instructions
use the descriptive format which appears in this volume of Job
Descriptions and Organizational Analysis for Hospitals and Re-
lated Health Services, 1970 Edition, Revised.

Job descriptions appearing in this volume are "composites,"
reflectir g a number of job analyses made in various localities.
It is not likely that any job description in this volume will coin-
cide exactly with a job in a specific institution. In order to make
the descriptions fit particular jobs, it will be necessary to change,
add to, or delete from the composite description. New descriptions
written for use in any specific institution can be more detailed
,and specific than the composites appearing in this volume.

Producing an acceptable, meaningful job description involves
four major steps. These are: (1) obtaining all pertinent mfor-
_rigtion aobrountgthe jo e ording his in (3) prepar-
i a b dbe'scT4trioen and (til) v r-fYing thi with

I persons familiar witht thteepjoibsj° ot ier
nd its reletionshiP to the total organization. This las

the worker, his supervisor? or

necessary to insure that the description is accurate and coinsplete.
Each of these 'steps invrolve s considerable writingfrom taking

notes during the j ob analysis interview to writing the final job
description. In formal job analyses this writing is often re-

nical" writing. It is inten
h e subject and

' ahferred to as ite
with considerable

ins
ucwhich is ec nical

exper-.se u t
to selected

hail no P
ris Millar lace in an only three reap

ded for readers
justifiably con-
audience.
job description
fob descriptions

equently mention technical processes and equipmen (2) be-
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cause each description must compress much information into
comparatively few words, each word must be well chosen and
the format for presentation carefully followed; and (3) some of
the words used, although generally part of the average vocabu-
lary, have additional (not necessarily differeni.,) meanings arbi-
trarily assie-ned to make them universally understandable.

For example, the lifting involved in "light" work is to
reasonable differences of interpretation_ What is "light work
to a 200-pound stevedore is something else to a high school girl,
and still different to a middle-aged officer worker. To make this
and other commonly used terms meaningful in describing jobs,
arbitrary definitions have been provided to which both the writer
and reader must adhere_ For example, "light" work is defined
as "lifting 20 pounds maximum with frequent lifting and/or carry-
ing of objects weighing up te 10 pounds" (see page 701).

With these points in mind as the following instructions are
studied, preparing and revising job descriptions will be greatly
s mplified.

Should additional information or assistance be needed, contact
the nearest State employment service office.

PURPOSE OP JOB DESCRIPTIONS

1. Recruitment and PlacementJob decriptions provide ready
information about job requirements and qualities required in
workers to fill specific jobs. Job descriptions serve as a guide in
bringing together the right worker and the right job.

2. Employee EvaluationJob descriptious provide personnel
officers with an objective means of evaluating employee perfor-
mance on the job.

3. Better Utilization of Worker ob description provide in-
formation for combining jobs or rea :!1= t ng tasks for greater
efficiency.

4. Labor RelationsJob descriptions provide a clear statement
of duties and responsibilities. They serve as a basis of common
understanding between workers and management.

WHAT IS A JOB DESCRIPTION?

1. A job description is an accurate, up-to-date
pertinent information about a job as performed
ganization or department. It must be qualified as
obvious reasons; however, many job descriptions

record of all
a _rgiven or-
-curate" for

o not reflect
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a job as it is actually performed, but rather as management or
the worker thinks it should be performed. It is important to
realize that many employees and even supervisors tend to ex-
aggerate the complexity of a job. Others may oversimplify a
job in describing it, leaving out important steps which are
obvious only to them. The job description must also be qualified
as "up-to-date" to underscore the importance of keeping job
descriptions current at all times. An obsolete job description is
no better than one that was inaccurate to begin with.

2. Job descriptions in this volume have six main sections with
various subsections:

JOB DUTIES

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK _AIDS

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

WORKER TRAITS

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

OBSERVATION INTERVIEW

The most effective job-analysis technique involves observing
workers performing their jobs and interviewing workers, super-
visors, and others familiar with the job. It is effective because

. (I) involves firsthand observation by the interviewer; (2)
enables the interviewer to evaluate data and sift essential from
nonessential facts in terms of that observation; and (3) permits
the worker to communicate facts about the job.

The interviewer uses this method in one of two ways:
I. He may observe the worker on the job performing a com-

plete work cycle, before`asking any questions. During the obser-
vation he takes notes and indicates those job activities which he
does not fullY understand. When he feels that he has as much
nformation as can he obtained from observation, he talks with

e worker, his supervisor, or both, to supplement his notes.
He may observe and interview the worker simultaneously.

As he watches-, he talks with the worker about what he is doing,
aasking questions about what is being done, other factors being
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observed, as well as conditions under which the job is being
performed. Here, too, the interview er should take notes.

THE INTERVIEW

The purpose of the interview is to obtain all the facts necessary
for the ji:13 descriptions. The method is subjective since it in-
volves a conversation between individuals. The interviewer must
be more than a recording device. The amount, validity, and
usefulness of the information he receives depends on how much
he contributes to the conversation and how he interprets the
information received.

From thcl technical viewpoint, the interviewer should become
familiar with the technologies and jobs he will encounter. Sources
of information which may be helpful include:

(a) Library: Books, periodicals, or other lite ature concerning
the particular occupational area to be studied.

(b) Department in which analyses are to be made: Organiza-
tional charts, flowcharts, process descriptions, and catalogs.

(c) Trade associations, professional societies, trade unions,
and similar organizations: Job descriptions, technical literature,
and consultations with experts.

Preparation will help gain the respect and cooperation of
workers. It enables the interviewer to talk with workers in their
own language and eliminates questions on elementary points.

The interviewer must also be able to cope with the interviewee
as a person, establish friendly relations at short notice, extractall pertinent information, and "yet be sufficiently detached to be
objective.' He must also try to obtain all pertinent informationthe first tiine or the worker or his supervisor will have to be
reinterviewed.

Be at ease and put the worker at ease. Learn his name in
advance and,4introduce yourself. Discuss genet 1 and -.pleasant
topics long enough to establish rapport.

2. Make the, purpose of the interview clear.; Tell the worker
the:interview, was scheduled and-- what is expected = to be

accomplished. Assure him that the analysis is not concerned
with timestudy or wagesiaf,this is so.

S. Encourage= the worker to talk. Be courteous
sincere interest in what he says.
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S_rering the Interview

1. Phrase questions carefully so that the worker must answer
with more than "yes" or "no." Do not ask leading questions.

2. Conduct the interview in language understood by the
worker. Do not exhibit impatience if the worker is nervous or
ill at ease.

3. Let the worker talk. Ask one question at a ti e and allow
him enough time to answer it.

4. Secure a pecific and complete information regarding (a)
what the worker does, (b) what gets done, and (c) what the
worker uses in performing his work, such as materials, machines,
tools, equipment, work aids, or the knowledge or subject matter
he is dealing with. Obtain information about the job require-
ments ; for example, the physical demands, working conditiops,
and specific knowledge on which the worker's decisions are based.

5. Encourage the worker to think and talk according to the
logical sequence of duties performed. If the duties are not per-
formed in a regular order, ask him to describe the duties in a
functional manner with the most important activity first,
the next most important activity second, and so on. Ask the
worker to describe infrequent duties that are not part of his
regular activities. However, infrequently performed duties do not
include such activities as taking an annual inventory in which
all or most of the employees assist.

6. Avoid letting the worker stray from the subject. A good
technique is to summarize the data collected up to that point.

7. Consider the relationship of the job under analysis to other
jobs in the department.

ng the Interview

Summarize the information obtained from the worker and
indica ^ the major duties performed and the details concerning
each of the duties.

2. Close the interview on a friendly note.

Additional Suggestions

1. Talk to the worker only with the permission

d courteaq th173:urgkher. e- erelite an , :the woecf np "rn"talk d

$ super-
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4. Do not take issue with the worker's atements.
5. Show an impersonal attitude. Do not be critical or attempt

to suggest any changes or improvements in organization or
method of work.

6. Do not show any nartiality to grievances or conflicts con-
cerning employer-employee relations.

7. Do not discuss wage classification of the job.
8. Verify job data, especially technical or trade terminology,

with the supervisor or department head. Verify completed analy-
sis with the proper official.

Taking Notes

Note-taking should be kt to a minimum, and should contain
only the data needed to prepare acceptable job descriptions. The
note-taker must develop a certain skill in combining this activity
with the conversation. He must be able to write intelligible
notes during the interview.

Some people object to a record of what they say. The inter-
viewer must decide how much the interview may be affected by
this attitude and modify his practice accordingly. If notes are to
be taken, do not try to conceal this fact. Taking notes can in-
crease the worker's confidence by emphasizing the importance
of t- a situation, if the interviewer can determine what the
worker considers important and makes notes accordingly.

PREPARING THE JOB DESCRIPTION

The completed interview and note-taking form the basis for
formulating a complete job description. Most personnel offices
have developed forms available for such purposes as recruitment,
interviewing prospective employees, enTployee evaluation, and
describing job duties and responsibilities.

Such already available forms with space for listing duties,
requirements, responsibilities, and other pertinent information
about jobs may be aduate for the job at hand in- a particular
estabislunent. However, these instructions are directed at es-
tablishments without meviously developed formats to use in pre-
paring a satisfactory job description, for current, new, or chang-
ing jobs.

_

This section has been organized to parallel the job descrip-
tions in this .publication. A guick look at the "Nature of the
Volume" on pages 1 through 10 will give clues as to "what"
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has been included in each of the breakdowns of the job descrip-
tions. A st-Idy of the Department Description, Organization
Chart, and Job Descriptions for the department in which the
job is to be studied will also help the interviewer determine
where the job belongs according to the lines of supervision, and
in relation to other jobs in that departnient. The Job Descrip-
tions themselves serve as examples of how to prepare each sec-
tion of the description of the new or changing j ob.

Job Duties

The Job Duties section describes in detail what the worker
does, why it is done, and the means he uses to f,ccomplish this.
This section is not intended to be a time-me' ion study ; however,
sentences should be concise and the job covered in detaildetail
in this instance meaning that all the tasks should be included.
Avoid lene-thy, involved sentences which confuse the reader.

This section should begin with a statement that summarizes
the duties of the job_ When possible, present the job duties in
logical sequence. Where no particular sequence exists, the nar-
rative can be divided according to area of responsibility. For ex-
ample, a physical therapist massages patients, directs tberapeu-
tic exercise, and applies hydrotherapy and electrotherapy. These
major tasksmassage, therapeutic exercise, hydrotherapy and
electrotherapymay be used as headings under which the specific
tasks included in each area are listed and expanded. The inter-
viewer should study the work performed in the execution of
these tasks. Under the headings, sufficient data should be listed
to explain the methods and techniques involved.

Machines, Tools, Equipment, and Work Aids

These items, which the worker uses, or with which he worIrs,
are listed in this section. If any are uncommon or have an unusual
application in the job, they ahOuld be-described or ,defined.

Education, Training, and Experience

The worker interviewed during the preparation of a job de-
scription may have little knowledge of the qualification require-
ments- of the job. The worker's supervisor or personnel officer
should be consulted for this information.

Education: - Nearly all_ jobs within a hospital require
ific. amount or : typ. formal education. I obtaining and
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recording this information, remember that educational require-
ments should be at a realistic level to insure adequate perfor-
mance of the job being analyzed. In cases where the job involves
promotional opportunity to more responsible positions, the quali-
fications of higher jobs can be taken into account in setting
standards for the lower. However, artificially or unreasonably
high educational requirements serve no purpose other than to
attract overqualified applicants who soon resign for opportuni-
ties more in keeping with their capabilities. Despite the grow-
ing emphasis on advanced education, many thousands of jobsstill do not require even a high school diploma for successful
performance.

It is important to remember that the job is being analyzed--
not the worker. Because the employee holding a particular job
has a particular degree does not mean that such educational
attainment is essential or even desirable in determining the quali-
fications needed.

For a few jobs, the educational requirements may be rela-
tively low and can be recorded in terms of ability to speak, read,
and write; performing simple arithmetic problems; or, followingoral or written instructions. In some instances, particularly in
jobs performed by physicians and nurses, the educational require-
ments are recorded as established by the accredited professional
organization.

Some items to be consid red regarding education are: Courses
required; graduation from an accredited college; registration with

State Board; liCense or certificate; and range of education
such as 1-2 years of high school, 2 years of college 1-2 years
of vocational school.

2. Training awl Experience: On-the-job training and experi-
ence qualifications usually required of an applicant are covered
here. This may be a statement of training and experience the
worker should have prior to hiring or it may be training given
on the jOb. If the hospital offers formal inservice training, listapplicable training courses and the amount of time required.
maze hospitals follow the training and experience requirementsestabhshed by acdredited professional 'associations. In some in-

stances, formal education_-may be substituted for training or
experience,A !,, -

jjnclude here any licensure requirements. This means a- license
required by a professional organization such-as those for thera-
pists; certain technicians and many jobs in the laboratory State
or municipal licensing for nurses, a d- for some jobs in e eer-
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ing and maintenance; and in some cases a license to drive a car
or truck, if driving is a necessary part of the job.

Worker Traits

This section identifies those abilities, personal traits, and in-
dividual characteristics which the worker must possess in order
to learn and perform successfully the duties of the particular job.

Worker traits consist of four components: Aptitudes, Interests,
Temperaments, and Physical Demands and Working Conditions.
Each of these components is made up of a number of factors.
A listing and definition of each component and its factors are
contained in the DEFINITION OF WORKER TRAITS to be
found on pages 697 through 704 of this volume. A study of
this section will signal the interviewer which factors should
be considered while making the job analysis, both during the
observation-interview and during the formulation of the complete
job description. The interviewer has to make judgments concern-
ing the factors to which the worker must adjust. The characteris-
tics cited in this section should be supported by data in the Joh
Duties and explained in terms of what is actually required of
the worker.

To assist in rating these factors as soon as they have been
decided, it may be advisable to make preliminary notes of the
significan t i " afactors when notes are beng other informc;
tion ab Thout 'the job. e simplest and mthosktmoeaningful metho
of primenting these factors is to describe them .in narrative form-

_required o
1.. Apti 2ides are defined lasa sPeocrifipeercafoprmacitaideesquaantdelyabailtaitise_ks

an individual to e rn
or job du ;Which appear signelect those aptitudes ificant in

ua ions.
ap itudes

They m
e i
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e n t i f k t h e m i n t e r /.11 S 0 f cbsIneacati tribed singly or iP coln.. = --crough the phys.
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work act.--;ties or experiences, with accompanying rejection of
contrary types of activities or experiences. Five pairs of in-
terest factors indicate that a preference for one factor of a pair
also implies rejection of the other factor. Select and indicate
those factors which the job requires and the worker must
match if he is to perform satisfactorily. Insofar as interests are
conducive to job success and satisfaction, it can be said that
every job from the simplest dishwashing to the most complex
scientific activity requires an interest pattern.

3. Temperaments are defined as different types of occupational
situations to which the worker must adjust. Each work situation
describes a type of activity that demands a different adjustment
on the part of the individual worker. Select and indicate those
factors which the job requires and the worker must match.

4. Physical Demands and Working Conditions are two separate
units combined for brevity.

Physical Demands are the physical activities and sensory per-
ceptions required of the worker in the job. In determining the
physical demands of a given job, all necessary job requirements
should be considered in terms of what the worker must do for
satisfactory performance. If the job requires that the worker
stand, sit, climb, and lift heavy objects ; exercise the facilities
of talking, hearing, seeing, or feeling; or engage in other similar
activities, this should be stated clearly.

Other physical demands such as the necessity of maintaining
a constant work pace, or performing duties with unusual speed,
may be included. On the other hand, it is not necessary to list
a physical demand simply because the worker may be applying
it to the work situation incidentally. For example, an adminis-
trative employee may reach or stoop occasionally during the
course of the- day, but it iS not necessary to list this. Similarly,
a- worker provided with a chair may prefer to stand and may
be observed doing so, but- standing would not be listed as a job
requirement As in other aspeCts of .job analysis, it is- always

e job that is deseribd, nbt the worker.
rking Conditions are complementary to the Physical De-

,man S unit Desciibe e surröüñdiugs in w ieh the j Oa is per-
6rmed and list any hazards eren
ônfor this. unit can uslially be o

és, hazards may not be apparen
visor should be uetioned. carefully

_
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e workei or his super-
devel2p information for
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Job Relationships

This section shows the relationship of the job to others in the
department. The infor 'ion necessary for this section should
be obtained from the wL,- Kees supervisor or the personnel officer.
It can be broken down as follows:

Workers supervised and Supervised byIndicate the lines of
authority and the areas of responsibility for supervisory posi-
tions. Wherever possible, use the exact job titles used by the
institution.

Promotion from and Promotion toShow the job within the
promotional hierarchy of the hospital organization, and indicate
the promotional possibilities available to each individual. A job
requiring little academic achievement or previous experience can
be labeled "Entry Job." Again, wherever possible, use the exact
job titles used in the hospital organization.

Professional Organizations

The interviewer can choose whether to include this section.
For those jobs that require accreditation by a particular organiza-
tion before hiring, it may be of value to list the name and address
of that organization.



Selected
Occupational and Career Information

Publications

The following publications, unless otherwise indicated, may be
ordered from the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. Remittance in the form
of check or money order payable to the Superintendent of Docu-
ment', must accompany all orders. Do not send postage stamps.

1. Dictionary of Occupational Titles, Third Edition, U.S. Train-
ing and Employment Service, 1965. The dictionary provides a
standard reference for job definitions and occupational classifica-
tion. Volume I, Definitions of Titles, 809 pp., $5.00. Alphabetically
lists over 35,500 different occupational titles. Defines and identifies
by code number almost 22,000 separate occupations throughout
the American economy. Volume II, Occupational Classification and
Industry Index, 656 pp., $4.25. Presents the occupational classifica-
tion structure used by the U.S. Training and Employment Service,
consisting of Lwo arrangements of jobs. First arrangement groups
jobs in numerical order according to some combination of work
field, purpose, material, product, subject matter, generic term,
and/or industry. SeCond arrangement groups jobs according to
some combination of required general educational developm ent,
specific vocational preparation, aptitudes, interests, temperaments,
and physical demanda. Also lists all titles by industry.

lected Characteristics of Occupations sical Deman
onditions, Training Time)., A Svppiernent to the Die-

u ationa les, Mon, aining
ploymen ce, 1.966, .280 13P-I- $2.75. Lists_individual physical
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ice, 1968, 156 pp., $1.25. A rearrangement of the data contained in
the first supplement. The data are presented by the worker trait
groups contained in volume 11 of the dictionary. They are then
subgrouped by level of strength required. The supplement will be
useful in counseling and placement activities, and particularly
useful in determining utilization, transfer, and placement possi-
bilities for handicapped and aged workers.

4. Suffix Codes for Jobs Defined in the Dictionary of Occupa-
tional Titles, Third Edition, U.S. Training and Employment Serv-
ice, 1967, 264 pp., $2.00. Provides a unique three-digit suffix codefor each job title defined in the dictionary, thereby giving a
numerical identification to such job titles within each six-digit
dictionary code number. They are intended for statistical reporting
and other activi4-;es where job titles cannot be used and identifica-tion is dependent upon numerical identificatifm.

5. Training Manual for the Dictionary of Occupational Titles,
Third Edition, U.S. Training and Employment Service. Part A,
Instructor's Guide, 1965, 23 pp., $0.25. Provides a guide to instruc-
tions for initiating and conducting the self-training program cox,-
ering the dictionary. Part B, Trainee's Workbook, 1965, 323 pp.,
$1.75. A self-instructional text, presented in the form of a linen
program covering the contents, structure, arrangement, and useof the dictionary.

6. Job Guide for Young Workers, 1969-7P, 200 pp., $1.50. De-
scribes usual duties, characteristics of job, qualifications, employ-
ment prospects, advancement 6pportunities, and means to finding
the job for 82 occupations.

7. Handbook for Job Restruc
ment Service, 1970, 46 pp., $0
and reference doctiment desi
proceeures for restracturing

e

olegy,contained in this liandboo

turing, Training andl Employ-
55. A self-contained .instructional

o pro-Vide basie teChniques and
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T.TSTkS over4L-535-yezir period.' ItwapPlication can assist -in many

e*progianis ancFactivities relating tcPbetter utiliiation of manpower
resources an -odevelopment-of manpower 'Potential.

Occupational Aiusis of Computers, in Mdical Sciences,
1969, 90 pp, $0.45 . Describes 19 occupations relating to record-
eeping and statistical -Operations .in the.medica eld.

Train-
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ing and Employment Service, Interim Revision, May 1965, 91 pp.,
$0.60. Presents the principles and practices for obtaining accurate
information about jobsthe results of more than 30 years of
investigation in job analysis. Concerns the uses of job analysis,
job analysis methods, and the staffing schedule and job analysis
planning report. Designed as an operation and reference text in
any program requiring the collection and compilation of occupa-
tional information.

10. Guide for Analyzing Jobs, U.S. Training and Employment
Service, 1963, 40 pp., $0.25. A companion, pocket-sized workbook
for the Training and Reference Manual for Job Analysis. Contains
basic principles of job analysis in outline form, with explanation
of each job analysis component. Helps the analyst determine what
the worker does, why he does it, how he does it, and the skills
involved in doing it.

11. Vocational Education and Occupations, U.S. Office of Edu-
cation and the U.S. Training and Employment Service, 1969,
307 pp., $2.25. A two-way conversion document that links occupa-
tions and their worker trait groups with vocational-technical
education programs of State and local schools.

12. Occupations in Electronic Computing Systems, 1965, 72 pp.,
illus., $0.30. Describes 23 different occupatiOns peculiar to ek:c-
tronic computing. Gives' the education, training, and charactevis-
tics required of the worker by the job and lists the physical
activities and environmental conditions usually encountered. Also
has a glossary of technical terms, a bibliography, and a listing of
organizations, colleges, and universities where additional infor-
mation about ,electronic computing systems may be obtained.

1 . ,Occupations in the Field o -brary Science, 1966, 57 pp.,
illus. 0.30.,Presents descriptive information about 22 occupations
involved in.-library- rk,,including education, training, experience,
and the -worker. trai -required.

ccupatiOns in the are and Rehabilitation of the Mentally
Retarded, 19 6 76 pp, ua $0,35. Discusses the problems pecu-
liar to the care and ,rehabilitation of those afflicted with mental
retardationzrand 'deacribes '27- occupations involved in such care

15. Selected Occupatio Concerned With Atomic Energy; 1961,
illus., $0;2 resents- ir formation on 14-- jobs-in the peace-

ful, ,applications tomid ent_rgy includes the worker trait re..
quirements of these 30s

_
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16. Technical Report on Occupations umerically Controlled
Metal-Cutting Machining, 1968, 91 pp., illus., $0.45. Discusses the
changes in these machining occupations due to the introduction
and use of numerically controlled machine tools and some of the
implications for the future ; presents descriptions of 14 new and
changed jobs and their changing requirements imposed by this
new technology.

17. Health Careers Guidebook, 1965, 251 pp., illus. Written and
designed to appeal to young people who are interested in planning
a career in the health field. Describes more than 200 jobs in this
field and contains information about education, training, and
licensing requirements; job prospects; salaries and working con-
ditions ; personal qualifications required ; and sources of additional
information.**

18. Guide to _Local Occupational In rma,ion, 196.9. 144 pp.
Lists occupational guides issued by States ; occupational guidance
publications covering selected industries, fields, or special worker
groups by State; and area occupational projection surveys ofStates.**

19. Technological Changes in Composing Room and Bindery
Processes in the Printing and Publishing Industry, 1964, 50 pp.
Presents a preliminary picture of occupational and staffing
changes brought about in composing room and bindery processes
as a result of the introduction of automated equipment or tech-
nological innovations. A limited study, covering eight Plants in a
single geographical area, and therefore not necessarily representative of the industry as a whole.**

20. Developing Your Manpower, 1969, 53 pp., $0.60. A broad
approach to good personnel practices. It suggests ideas on per-
sonnel planning, utilization, and stabilization procedures. Valuable
for ti-aining and reference purposes in basic personnel inanage-
ment, motivation to consider manpower- needs,- goals, and situa-
tions and for taking action toward resolving manpower problems.

21. Suggestions ol Turnover, and- Absenteeism,
evised 1971, . Contains _information concerning the

ever-present problem of turnover and absenteeism.' Analyies-eosts,
defines terms and presents causes of and suggestions for. control.
Includes checklists and sample report forms.

single ,copy, frdm-a limited supply, is av-ailable u on request
from the.Manpower-Administration, U.S. ;Department of Labor,
Washin on D. . 20210.



Index of Job DescrIptions

Main titles, which serve to identify the various job descriptions,
are listed in boldface type, in all capital letters. Altern- titles,
which are synonyms for main titles, appear in lower/ _.se letters
and lightface t3rpe. The department where the job is fo.And follows
in parentheses.

Page

ACCOUNTANT (financial management) 95
ACCOUNTING CLERK (financial management) 98
accounts manager (financial management) 123
accountspayable clerk (financial management) 121
ACCOUNTSRECEIVABLE CLERK (financial management) 100
ADDRESSINGMACHINE OPERATOR (general clerical) 130
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT (executive 26
adiniwistrative clerk (general clerical) 134
administra ive engineer (eng.- am. ) - 593
administrative housekeeper- (housekeeping) 652
ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY (executive ) - - = 28
ADMINISTRATOR (executive) 23
admitting clerk (financial management ) - - - 115
ADMITTING OFFICER (financial managemen 102
airconditioning mechanic (eng-main. ) 641
AMBULANCE ATTENDANT outpatient
AMBULANCE DRIVER (outpatient
ANESTHESIOLOGIST anesthesiology)

!MAL CARETAKER: linleal lab
iiriturn clerk : -genera Jclerica,

iinicai lab. __ ___ __---___-
tililt admitting er nancialyinaaagement, UsiaissAnanagerzt-(data-processing
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_ _ ,

intAirector, 'rthera eu tetics, (dietéti
-house eper-:__ (housekeeping
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SOCIATE -AlkiiiINISTRA- ecutiv

, _. _

SOCIATES. :Ariiniii$T- -82

433
435
220
245
150
273
115

"2 _59
784
326

= 324
-.598

:,402
328
660
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Page
associate director, social service (social ear.) 533attendant, occupational therapy (P.M. & R.) _ _ _ _ _ 475attendant, physical therapy (P.M. & R.) _ - 483AUDIOLOGIST (speech and hearing) _ 544AUDIOMETRIST (speech and hearing) 547AUDIT CLERK (financial management) 105

B
bacteriology technologist (clInIcal lab.) 288BAKER (dietetic) 332billing clerk (data processing ) = = 62billing clerk, group insurance financial management) _ _ _ _ _ _ 119BIOCHEMIST (clinical lab-) 247biochemistry technician (clinical lab.) 276BIOCHEMISTRY TECHNOLOGIST (clinical lab.) 250blood bank technician (clinical lab.) 276BLOOD BANK TECHNOLOGIST (clinical lab. ) - 253boilerhouse foremen (eng.-main.) 615

617
601
107
100
577
656business accounts manager (financial management) 123
109

boiler operator (eng.-main )
BOILER REPAIRMAN (eng.-main.)
BOOKKEEPER (financial management)
bookkeeping machine operator, accounts receivable
brace maker (technical ser.)
building service worker (housekeeping)

finanPial man.

BUSINESS OFFICE MANAGER (financial management

cafeteria food-service supervisor (diete 338CARDIO-PULMONARY TECHNICIAN (technical ser.) 557card-punch operator (data procesaing) 67CARPENTER, MAINTENANCE (eng.-main. 603case aide (social ser.) - 526CASHIER(financial management __ _ _ 111cast technician (technical -ser.) _ _ 579CATHETERIZATION , TECHNICIAN Chnical ,ser.) 560cath -lak technician (tachnical ser. ) ----__ _ _ __ _ _-. 560CENTRAL-SERVICE -CHNICI entral service) 285CHAPLAIN executive , _ _
èbaiV áiialysiø Cler/e'(Medical rec __- ---- 370chef '(dietetic ) --------- - 0 , 380c enlist,' biologica clinical- lab. 247c - -bu ; --, L- % 192c efcpok (dietetie) ---- ----- -------------------------------- _ 330chief dietition- dietetic --,-

- 321chiefengineer el:Lie-main- 598, _HIEF;OFN UCLEARTMEDICINE t-.. adiology-nuclear- me 511
,

chefofradiology -(radiology -- 4 2,

c ato ok -'-- Munieation --'50_ .

_
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Page
chief pharmacist (pharmacy)
chief social worker (social ser. ) ---------------------------
chief washman (laundry) 695
chief X-ray technologist (radiology) 508
cleanup man (clinical lab.) 271
cleanup worker (dietetic) 340
CLERK, GENERAL (general clerical) 132
CLERK, GENERAL OFFICE (general clerical) 134
CLERK-TYPIST (general clerical) 136
CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR (nursing ed.) 381
clinic clerk (general clerical) 150
CLINIC COORDINATOR (outpat ent) 437
clothes marker (laundry) 683
cobalt technician (technical ser.) 587
CODING CLERK (data processing) 62
coding clerk (medical rec.) 370
COLLECTION CLERK (financial management) 113
commercial systems analyst and designer (data processing ) 81
COMMUNICATIONS COORDINATOR (communications) 46
community relations director (public relations) 184
COMPUTER OPERATOR (data processing) 64

69
64
92

334
490

72
213

CORRECTIVE THERAPIST (P.M. & R.) 462
CORRESPONDENCE CLERK- medical- rec. 364
COUNSELOR (nursing e 383
counter service manager ietetic 338
credit assistant (financial management ) = - - - - 118
credit manager- (financial -znanagement 123
custodian (housekeeping ) - 656
cytotechnician (clinical 276

.TOTECHNOLOGIST (clinical lab.) 256

computer programer (date processing)
console operator (data processing)
CONTROLLER (financial management)
COOK (dietetic)
COORDINATOR (P.M. & R.)
coordinator, computer programing (data processing
coordinator of volunteers (volunteer ser.

_

data -14*-410g*(c-
G.7*NIart

_ e*tal)
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498
:81

84
307
310
313
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32_
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rase
dessert maker (dietetic) 346
DIALYSIS TECHNICIAN echnical ser ) 563
diener (clinical lab.) 291
dietetic aide (dietetic) 344
DIETETIC CLERK (dietetic) 336
DIETITIAN, ADMINISTRATIVE (dietetic) 324
DIETITIAN, TEACHING (dietetic) 326
DIETITIAN, THERAPEUTIC (dietetic) 328
digitalcomputer programer (data processing) 69
DINING SERVICE MANAGER (dietetic) 338
DINING SERVICE WORKER (dietetic) 340
DIRECTOR, CENTRAL SERVICE (central ser.) 232
director, data processing (data processing) 52
DIRECTOR, DENTAL SERVICES (dental) 302
director, dietetics (dietetic) 321
director, environmental services (housekeeping) = 652
DIRECTOR, FOOD SERVICE (dietetic ) - 321
DIRECTOR. HOUSEKEEPING SERVICES (housekeeping ) 652
director, laundry and linen (laundry) 674
director, management engineering (executive) 37
DIRECTOR, NURSING SERVICE (nursing ser. ) -- 396
director of admitting (financial managemPY1t) 102
director of buildings and grounds (eng.-main. ) 593
director of purchases (pur & rec )

_ 511921director of radioisotope laboratory (radiologynuclear medicine
DIRECTOR OF RADIOLOGY (radiologY) 492
DIRECTOR OF STAFF DEVELOPMENT (nursing ser. ) _______ .409
DIRECTOR. OUTPATIENT SERVICES (outpatient) 431
DIRECTOR, PHARMACY SERVICES (pharmacy ) 443
DIRECTOR, PLANT OPERATIONS (eng.-main ) 593
DIRECTOR, PUBLIC RELATIONS (public relation 184'
DIRECTOR, SCHOOL OF NURSING (nursing -ed. ) = 378
DIRECTOR. soCIAL. SERVICE (soci er e;ch d hearinDIRECTOR,, SPEECH ,AND HEAR

521
539

DIRECTOR, TRAINING PROGRAMS (training ) 205
DIRECTOR,- VOLUNTEER SERVICES v-olutitder ser. 213

e aide (houeekeepifie 654
operator (dietetic 344

DISPATCHER, MAINTIMTANCE SERVICE -main . 608
DISPENSARY-CLERK (pharmacy ) - 449
ditto_machine operator ,(general clerical) _ 188
h-ui 6981-
DUPLICATINGMACHINE OPERATOR71.(genera_

-editorial assistant -:(public .4-élatiOns
-educational__ supervlsor;(tTanu
grkvcAtiortAL ,TititiciipisT (P.=

7aL-ier.
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205
4
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ekg technician (technical ser 566
ELECTRICAL REPAIRMAN (eng.-main. ) _ _ 608
electrician, maintenance (eng.-main.) 608
ELECTROCARDIOGRAPH TECHNICIAN (technical ser.) 566
ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAPH TECHNICIAN (technical ser. ) 568
ELECTROMEDICAL--EQUIPMENT REPAIRMAN (eng--main. ) 611
ELEVATOR OPERATOR (eng -main.) 613
employees' physician (executive) 40
EMPLOYMENT MANAGER (personnel) 168
ENGINEERING FOREMAN (eng.-main. ) 615
equipment washer (clinical lab ) 271
executive director (executive) 23
executive housekeeper (housekeeping) 652
executive vice president (executive) 23
EXTRACTOR MAN (laundry) 677

FILE CLERK (general clerical)
FILE CLERK, MEDICAL RECORDS edical rec.
FIREMAN, STATIONARY BOILER (eng.-main.

140
366
617

first cook (dietetic) 330
flatNvork catcher (laundry) 679
fiatwork feeder (laundry) 679,
FLATWORK FINISHER (laundry ) - 679
network folder (laundry) 679
flatwork ironer (laun 679
floor clerk (nursing ser. ) 423

.691
food _roduction manager (dietetic ) - 324
FOoD PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR (dietetic) 330
foroludy, finishing (laundry) 681
FOREMAN, FINISHING,- (I ) 681

fPWer (1814TidrY)

_
ii.. : ;:,_- 620, o .- .-ánient arkr _atill _ 683 -_.-..

-: eral- inaiiiiiiiiee7, helper eng.-Main 628
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health service physician (executive) 40
hearing-test technician (speech & hearing) _ _ _ _ 547
HEART-LUNG MACHINE OPERATOR (technical ser.) 571
heatingequipment repairer ( ng.-main ) 601
HEMATOLOGIST (clinical lab.) 258
hematology technician (clinical lab 276
HEMATOLOGY TECHNOLOGIST (ainical lab. 260
HISTOLOGIC TECHNICIAN (clinical lab.) 263
HISTOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST (clinical lab-) 266
HISTOPATHOLOGIST (clinical lab.) 269
histopathology technologist (clinical lab ) 266
hospital administrator (executive) 23
HOSPITAL-ADMITTING CLERK (financial management ) 115HOSPITAL GUIDE (financial management) 117hospital maid (housekeeping) 654
hospital pharmacist (pharmacy) 446
housekeeper (housekeeping) 660
HOUSEKEEPING AIDE (housekeeping) 654
HOUSEKEEPING ATTENDANT (housekeeping) _ _ _ 656
HOUSEKEEPING CREW LEADER (housekeeping) 658
HOUSEKEEPING SUPERVISOR (housekeeping) ____ _ _ _ 663
houseman (housekeeping) 656hygienist (dental) 310hyperbaric chamber technician echnical ser. 587

INCINERATOR MAN (eng.-main. 624
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER (executiv 37
information clerk (general clerical) 150
inhalation technician (technical ser ) 574
INHALATION THERAPIST (technical s 574
inserviceeducation coordinator (nursing ser.) 409
INSTRUCTOR, ANCILLARY NURSING PERSONNEL,(nursing ser.) 411
INSTRUCTOR, NURSES, INSERVICE (nursing ser.) 413
INSURANCE CLERK (financial management) 119INTERVIEWER (personnel 170
INVOICE-CONTROL CLERK (financial managemen -121-

JOB ANALYST r.e --ennel) 172
,}E

KEY-PUNCH OPERATO (data processing 67,kidney machine operator ( echnical ser. 563-teben helper (dietetic 344ki ellen steward (dietetic ) 342

LABORATORY .4
boratory assistan
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laboratory attendant (clinical lab.)
Page
271

laboratory helper (clinical lab.) 271
laboratory supervisor (clinical lab.) _ 283

541
LAUNDRY MANAGER (laundiy) 674
lead houseman (housekeeping) _ 658
lead programer (data processing) _ _ 72
LIBRARY ASSISTANT (medical library) 354
LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE (nursing ser.) 415
licensed vocational nurse (nursing set%) 415
LINENROOM AIDE (housekeeping) 362

laryngologist (speech and hearing)

machine maintenance man (en .) 630
machine unit operator (data processing) 84
MAIL CLERK (general clerical) 142
maintenance clerk (eng.-main.) 606
maintenance engineer (eng.--main.) 644
MAINTENANCE FOREMAN (eng.-main.) 626
MAINTENANCE MAN HELPER (eng -main. ) - 628
MAINTENANCE MECHANIC (eng.-main.) 630
management analyst (executive) 37
management engineer (executive) 37
manager, business office (financial management) 109
manager, cafeteria (dietetic) 338
MANAGER, CREDIT AND COLLECTION (financial management) 123
MANAGER, ELECTRONIC-DATA PROCESSING (data processing ) 59
MANUAL-ARTS THERAPIST (P. M. & R.) 466
MARKER-SORTER (laundry) 683
mechanical handyman (eng.-main.) 630
medical bacteriologist (clinical lab.) 286
medical director (executive) 32
MEDICAL ILLUSTRATOR (clinical lab.) 273
MEDICAL LABORATORY ASSISTANT (clinical lab ) 276
medical laboratory assistant (clinical lab 263
MEDICAL LIBRARIAN (medical library ) - - - - - - - 352
MEDICAL PHOTOGRAPHER (clinical lab.) 278
MEDICAL-RECORD CLERK (medical rec.) 368
MEDICAL-RECORD LIBRARIAN (medical rec. 361
MEDICAL-RECORD TECHNICIAN (medical rec.) 370
MEDICAL SECRETARY, (general clerical) 144
MEDICAL STENOGRAPHER (general clerical) 146

235
263
281
250
253
283
256

medical-supply clerk (central ser.)
medical technician (clinical lab )_
MEDICAL 4 pcHNOLOGIT, (clinical lab.)
medical technologist, biochemistry (clinical lab.)
medical technologist, blood bank (clinical lab.
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST, CHIEF (clinical lab .
medical technologist, cytology (clinic lah.)
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Page

medical technologist, hematology (clinical lab.) 260
medical technologist, histology (clinical lab ) 266
mmlicEd technologist, microbiology (clirdcal lab 288
medical technologist, serology (clinical lab ) _ 295
MEDICAL TRANSCRIPTIONIST (medical rec. ) 372
mender (housekeeping) 664
MESSENGER (general clerical) 148
methods analyst (executive) 37

81
methods engineer (executive) 37
MICROBIOLOGIST (clinical lab.) 286
microbiology technician (clinical lab.) 276
MICROBIOLOGY TECHNOLOGIST (clinical lab.) 288
mimeograph operator (general clerical) 138
MORGUE ATTENDANT (clinical lab ) 291
multigraph operator (general clerical) 138
MUSIC THERAPIST (P. M. & EL) 468

methods analyst (data processing)

night watchman (eng.-main ) 622
nuclear laboratory technician, ruagna scanner (radiologynue. med.) 517
nuclear laboratory technician, spectrometer (radiologynue. med.) __ 517
NUCLEAR LABORATORY TECHNOLOGIST SUPERVISOR

(radiologynuc. med ) 514
NUCLEAR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST (radiolo nue. med.) 517nurse aide (nursing ser.) 417
NURSE ANETHETIST (anesthesiology) 223
NURSE ANESTHETIST, CHIEF (anesthesiology) 226
NURSE, HEAD (nursing ser.) 404
NURSE, STAFF (nursing ser. ) 407
NURSE, SUPERVISOR (nursing ser. 400
NURSE, SUPERVISOR, EVENING OR NIGHT (nursing ser 402
NURSING AIDE (nursing ser ) 417
nursing assistant (rursing ser.) 417
nursing assistant, male (nursing ser.) 419
nursing station assistant (nursing ser.) 423

0
occupational analyst (personnel
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST (P M. R
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST, CHIEF P M. erz R
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY AIDW (P. M.
oral hygienist (dental)
ORDERLY (nursing ser.)
ORTHOPEDIC-APPLIANCE-AND-LIMB TECHNICIAN (technical

ser.
ORTHOPEDIC-CAST SPECIALIST chnica er
ORTHOPTIST (technicra. ser.
OTOLARYNGOLOGIST (speech' and hea

ii

172
470
473
475
310
-419

577
579

- 581
541
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oxygen-therapy technician (technical ser.
Page
574

page (financial management) 117
PAINTER, MAINTENANCE ng.-main.) 632
painter and paper hanger (eng.-main.) 632
PARKING-LOT ATTENDANT ( eng --main. ) = = 634
pastoral counselor (executive) 35
pastry maker, (dietetic) 332
PATHOLOGIST (clinical lab.) 242
PATIENT FOODSERVICE SUPERVISOR (dietetic) = = 342
PATIENT FOODSERVICE WORKER (dietetic) 344
patients' accounts manager (financial management) 123
patient tray-line supervisor (dietetic) 342
patrolman (eng.-main.) 622
PAYROLL CLERK (financial management) 126
pbx operator (communications) 48
pbx supervisor (communications) 50
PERSONNEL ASSISTANT (personnel) 174
PERSONNEL DIRECTOR (personnel) 165
personnel monitor (radiologynue. med.) 502
PHARMACIST (pharmal:sr) 446
pharmacy clerk-typist (pharmacy) 449
PHARMACY HELPER (pharmacy) 451
PHYSIATRIST (P. M. & R.) 457
PHYSICAL THERAPIST (P. M. & R.) 477
PHYSICAL THERAPIST, CHIEF (P. M. & R.) 480
PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE (P. M. & R.) 483
PHYSICIAN, EMPLOYEES' HEALTH CLINIC (executive) 40
physiotherapist (P. M. & B.) 477
plant engineer (eng.-main.) 598
PLASTERER, MAINTENANCE ( -main. 636
pleoptist (technical ser.) 581
PLUMBER, MAINTENANCE (eng.-main.) ______________ ____ __ . 688
porter (housekeeping) 656
posting Clerk (financial management) 100
pot and pan washer 344
prepackage clerk (pharmacy) ,

451
presser (laundry) 687
PRESSER, HAND (laundry) 685

687
printing-card-punch operator _. (data- processing) 67
procedures analyst (data processing)- 81
PROGRAMER (data processing) 69
PROGRAMER,,- CHIEF ( data processing) 72
pTephylactician (dental) 310
PROSTHETIST-ORTHOTIST (technical ser.), 583
PUBLIC INFORMATION SPECIALIST (public relations. _ . 186
PULMONARYFUNCTION TECHNICIAN (technical ser. ) 585
EURCL4SING AGENT pur. _9.nd rec. 192

PRESS. OPERATOR (bantdry)
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RADIATION MONITOR (radiologynue. med.) 502
radioisotope laboratory supervisor (radiologynuc. med. 514
radioisotope technician (radiologynuc. med ) 517
radiological physicist (radiologynue. med.) 500
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST (radiology) 505
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGIST, CHIEF (radiology) 508
RADIOLOGIST (radiology) 495
radiotherapy technician (technical ser.) 587
receiving and delivery clerk (pur. and rec.) 195
RECEPTIONIST (general clerical) 150
records clerk (personnel) 174
RECREATIONAL THERAPIST (P. M & R ) 485
RECREATION DIRECTOR (nursing ed.) 385
REFRIGERATION MECHANIC (eng.-main.) 641
registered record librarian (medical rec.) 361
repair mechanic (eng.-main.) 630
RESIDENCE DIRECTOR (nursing ed.) 387
rhinologist (speech and hearing) 541
roentgenologist (radiology) 495

SALAD AND DESSERT PREPARER dietetic) 46
salad maker (dietetic) 346
sanitation supervisor (dietetic) 342
scrub technician (nursing tier.) 421
SEAMSTRESS (housekeeping) 664
secretarial assistant (executive) 28
SECRETARY (general clerical) 162
senior programer (data processin ) = = - - = 72
SEROLOGIST (clinical lab.) 293
serology technician (clinical lab.) 276
SEROLOGY TECHNOLOGIST (clinical lab.) 295

340
340
613

682956
526
528
531
533
622

SPEECH AND HEARING THERAPIST speech and hearing 549
SPEECH CLINICIAN (speech and hearing ) - 552
SPEECH PATHOLOGIST (speezh and hearing ) = 554
speech therapist (speech -4-nd hearing 552
staff anesthetist (anesthe ology 223

aining officer (trainirtg ) - 205

server, cafeteria (dietetic)
server, dining room (dietetic)

erticecar operator (eng.-main.)
SHAKER (laundry
soCial service-assistant (social ser.)
SOCIAL _WORK ASSISTANT (social ser.)
SOCIAL -WORKER; MEDICAL (social ser.
SOCIA: WORKER, PSYCHIATRIC (social ser.
SOCIAL WORK SUPERVISOR (social sei%)
special policeman (eng.-rnain.
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STATIONARY ENGINEER ( ng.-main 644
station mechanic (eng.-main.) 601
STATISTICAL CLERK (personnel) 176
steamfitter (eng.-main.) 638
steam presser (laundry) 687
sterilizer (central ser.) 235
STOCK CLERK (pur. and rec. ) 195
stoker (eng.-rnain.) 617
storekeeper (pur. and rec.) 198
storekeeper assistant (pur. and rec. ) 195
storeroom clerk (dietetic) 336
superintendent, plant operations (eng.-main ) 598
SUPERVISOR, COMPUTER OPERATIONS (data processing) 75
supervisor, data processing (data processing) 75
supervisor, electronic-data processing (data processing ) 75
SUPERVISOR, MACHINE-RECORDS UNIT (data processing) 78
SUPERVISOR STOCK (pur. and rec.) 198
supervisor, telephone and mail (communications) 50
supplyroom helper (central ser. ) 235
SURGICAL TECHNICIAN (nursing ser.) 421
switchboard operator (communications) 48
SYSTEMS ANALYST. DATA PROCESSING (data processing ) 81
systems analyst, engineering (executive) 37

TAB OPERATOR (data processing) 84
tabulating-machire operator (data processing) 84
tabulating supervisor (data processing) 78
tape handler (data processing) 84
TELEPHONE OPERATOR (communications) 48
TELEPHONE OPERATOR, CHIEF (communications ) 50
testor helper (clinical lab. ) 271
THERAPY TECHNICIAN technical ser. 587
therapy technologist (technical ser.) 587
thermogax operator (general clerical ) 138
THERMOGRAPH TECHNICIAN (technical ser. ) 590
third party officer (financial management ) 119
tissue technician (clinical lab ) 263
tissue technologist (clinical lab.) 266
training coordinator (training ) 205
TRAINING OFFICER (personnel 178
training specialist (training) 205
TRANSCRIBINGMACH1NE OPERATOR (general clerical) 154
TRANSCRIBING OPERATOR, HEAD (general clerical) 156
tray assembler (dietetic 344
trouble shooter (eng.-main. 608
TRUCK DRIVER (eng.-main. ) : -646
TUMBLER OPERATOR (laundr3 ) 691
TYPIST (general clerical) 158
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typist supervisor (general clerical 156

unit manager (nursing ser.) 425
urinalysis tk-amician (clinical lab ) 250
utility man (dietetic) 344
utility man, laboratory (clinical lab.) 271

WALL WASHER (housekeeping)
WARD CLERK (nursing set%)
WARD, SERVICE MANAGER (nursing ser.
ward supervisor (nursing ser.)
warehouseman (pur and rec.)
warehouse manager (pur and rec.)
washer helper (laundry)
WASHMAN (laundry)
WASHROOM FOREMAN (laundry) -
watchman (eng.-main )
WINDOW WASHER (housekeeping)

666
423
425
425
195
-198
675
693
.695
622
668

xerox-machine operator (general clerical) 138
X-ray technologist (radiology) 505

ain.)
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

For more information on manpower programs and services in
your area, contact your Regional Manpower Administrator at the
address listed below or the nearest office of your State employment
service.

Location States Served
John F. Kennedy Fe& Bldg. Connecticut Malne Massachusetts

Boston. Maas- 02208 New Hampshire Rhode Wand Vermont

841 Ninth Avenue _ _ew Jersey New York Puerto Rico
New York. N.Y. 10001 Virgin Wanda

P.O. Box 8796 Delaware Mar-yland naylvania
Philadelphia. Pa. 191 Virginia West Virginia

Mani owar Administrator Diatrict of lumbia
14th and E Streets, NW.
Washington, D. C. 20004

1871 Peachtree Street, NB.
Athanta. Ga. 80809

219 South Dear
Chicago. UL 60604

411 North Akard Street
_ Dana/. T. 76201

911 Wain
gimen

Bldg.

ver. Colo. 80202

0

488Golden GataAvenue
Ce.liL 94102

nd Aienue
Wash. 98104

Alabama
Kentuckr
South Carolina

Blinds
Minnemota

Florida
Miesiesippi
Tennessee

Georgia
North Carolina

Michigan
Wisconsin





Financial Management Department Collection Clerk 240.388

COLLECTION CLERK

credit assistant

JOB DUTIES

Notifies former patients or their representatives of delinquent hospital
ccounts and attempts to obtain payment by means of telephone or mail :
Reviews delinquent accounts to ascertain such data as previous billing

and collection actions taken, status and extent of insurance coverage, and
number of payments delinquent. Mails collection letters and typed statements
to former patients or their representatives requesting payments. Telephones
individuals who have not responded to collection letters, to secure payment.
Exercising discretion and judgment, makes new financial arrangements based

infoz mation received. May check credit rating of individual before ar-
ranging new credit plan. May interview hospital in-patients to make ar-
rangements for payment on delinquent accounts. May arrange credit plans
for patients being discharged from the hospital. Refers delinquent accounts
to supervisor for further action when collection actions have proved un-
successful.

Records the collection action taken on individual accounts such as date
collection letter was mailed, number of payments received, and new credit
arrangements. Answers inquiries concerning credit and collection matters.
May file claims in cases of bankruptcy and to estates of deceased patients
for balance due hospital. Payments received are posted to patient's account.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS
Account records, office supplies, telephone.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE
High school or commercial school graduation including courses in business

English, typing, and shorthand, required by most employers.
Experience in collection and clerical work required. Training in a hospital

business office or business organization fills this requirement for some em-
ployers. Length of training in this case would vary from a few weeks to
1 year depending on the size of the hospital. An experienced worker would
normelly require 2 weeks' inatruction by the supervisor to learn collection
procedures prescribed by hospital policy.

WORKER TRAITS
Aptitudes : Verbal ability is required in discussing financial and personal

matters with patients or their representatives to be clearly understood.

118
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Numerical ability is required in compiling or reviewing data relating to
medical accounts and in figuring balances or making changes in credit ar-
rangements.

Clerical abiiity is required to post data to accounting records accurately
and keep accounts according to hospital policies and procedures.

Interests : A preference for dealing with people in business situations, re-
quiring communication with individuals in collection matters.

Temperaments : Tact rcouired for work situation that involves dealing
with patients to secure payment of delinquent accounts, and evaluating of
the individual's ability to pay, derived from information obtained either
from patient or credit ratings.

The worker must have a sense of discipline to perform duties in accord-
ance with prescribed collection methods and procedures, and hospital policy.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary.
Worker must be able to speak articulately and tactfully; speaking over

the telephone to obtain information is an integral part of the job.
Good hearing is required to absorb critical information and instructions

concerning accounts.
Near-visual acuity is necessary for constant review of patient records

and correspondence.
Works inside.

JOB RELATION HIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by : MANAGER, CREDIT AND COLLECTIONS.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion.
Promotion to: May be promoted to MANAGER, CREDIT AND COL-

LECTIONS.

PROFESS ONAL AF

Hospital Financial Management Association
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. 60611

_ATIONS



Financial Management Department HospItal-AdmIttIng Clerk 237.368

HOSPITAL-ADMITTING CLERK

admitting clerk
assistant admitting officer

JOB DUTIES

Interviews incoming patient or his representative, records information
required for admission, and assigns patient to a room :

Interviews patient or his representative to obtain identifying information,
such as patient's name, address, age, telephone number, and occupation;
persons to notify in case of emergency; attending physician; and individual
or insurance company responsible for payment of hospital bill. Types such
information on admitting forms and obtains patient's or representative's
signature. May prepare identification armband for patient. Explains hos-
pital regulations relative to visiting hours, charges, and payment of bills.
May store patient's valuables in hospital safe. Assigns patient to room or
ward, based on nature of illness and type of accommodations available or
requested. Escorts or arranges to have patient escorted to appropriate room.
Routes admitting forms to appropriate department.

Maintains index of assigned and vacant beds. May prepare daily census
reports of hospital patients. Receives requests for accommodations and
makes necessary preadmission arrangements. Tylay arrange for transfer of
patients to other accommodations. May answer inquiries concerning condi-
tion of patient in accordance with regulations governing divulgence of such
information. May perform routine typing and clerical duties. May compute
bills of discharged patients and collect payments. May perform duties of
CASHIER and RECEPTIONIST.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPME T, AND WORK AIDS

Admitting forms, typewriter.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school graduation with courses in English and typing required.
Some experience as a receptionist is preferred, however, most employers

will accept an entry level applicant if he can type and shows an aptitude
for clerical work.

One to 2 months' on-the-job training is usually required to attain ade-
quate job proficiency.
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WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability required to comprehend written in tructions re-
garding admitting procedures and various hospital forms and to interview
patients.

Clerical ability required to avoid perceptual errors when completing
surance forms wad other documents.

Interests: Preference for activities involving business contacts, to elicit
and compile personal information for completing hospital forms.

Preference for communication of ideas, to give information to patients,
modical personnel, insurance company representatives, and other interested
parties.

Temperaments: Tact and understanding to deal with patients and medical
personnel to admit hospital patients.

Able to evaluate information against judgmental criteria in interviewing
ho3pital patients.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary. Reaching
and handling are required to process various forms.

Fingers keys of typewriter when typing,
Talking and hearing are required to interview patie
Near-visual acuity required to type and read forms.
Works inside.

JOB RELATI RIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by: ADMITTING OFFICER, ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRA-

TOR, CONTROLLER, or BUSINESS OFFICE MANAGER.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. This may be an entry job.
Promotion to: Ne formal line of promotion. May be promoted to AD-

MITTING OFFICER.

No e.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS



Financial Management Department Hospital Guide 355.878

HOSPITAL GUIDE
page

JOB DUTIES

Directs and escorts incoming patients or visitors from hospital admitting
office or reception desk to designated area in hospital:

Assists patients to prevent accidents by falling, or transports nonambula-
tory patients, using wheelchair or stretcher. Carries patient's luggage or
other personal items. Performs similar duties when patient is being dis-
charged from hospital.

Delivers messages, documents, and other items from admitting office per-
sonnel to departments within the hospital. May carry typewriters, chairs,
and ether office equipment about the admitting office, or to other departments.
May stock office supplies, copy various forms for admitting office staff and
prepare plates for admitting form headings. In smaller hospitals the dutiesof this job are usually performed by nurse aides, orderlies, or volunteer
workers. May be designated according to area assigned as Admitting Office
Guide or Radiology Department Guide,

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND WORK AIDS

Wheelchair, st etcher.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Ability to follow oral and written instructions is required. High schoolgraduation is preferred.
Prior experience is not necessary.
Usually 1 to 2 weeks' on-the-job training is required to learn hospital

admitting office procedures and to become f4mlllar with physical loeations
in the hospital.

WORKER TRAITS

Ap itudes: Verbal ability required to follow ins ructions in escorting pa-
tients to designated hospital rooms.

Eye-hand-foot coordination is required to push wheelchair or stretcher
through hospital corridors and in and out of elevators without jarring thepatient.

Interests: Preference for routine, organized activities performed accord-
ing to predetermined hospital policies.

Temperaments: Worker must adjust to performing routine, repetitive
asks under spoJcific supervision, without independent judgment.

117
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Phgs cal Demands and Working Condition a: Work is medium.
Worker is required to be on his feet most of the day.

Assists in lifting patients from stretcher or wheelchair to bed.
Reaching and handling required to carry patient's luggage and push

wheelchair and stretcher when transporting patients to rooms.
Depth perception and field of vision required to avoid collisions and bump-

ing into things with the wheelchairs and stretchers.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Woirkels supervised: None.
Supervised by: ADMITTING OFFICER or by the head of department to

which assigned.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. This may be an entry job.
Promotion to : No formal line of promotion.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIAT. S

None.



Financial Management Department Insurance Clerk 210.368

INSURANCE CLERK

billing clerk, group insurance
third party officer

JOB DUTIES

Verifies hospital coverage of insurance companies or agencies financing
all or part of patient's hospital care and computes hospital bill showing
charges to be paid by the insurance company or agency :

Reviews hospital admitting records of new patients to ascertain type of
hospital coverage and financing agency (insurance company, government
agency, or any agency financing part or all of patient's bill). Records
patient identification data (physician's diagnosis, and agency information
such as agency narne, policy number, and name of policyholder) on as-
signment forms and obtains signature of patient or responsible party. Con-
tacts agency representative by telephone or letter to verify coverage and
obtain information regarding extent of agency benefits. Answers patients'
questions regarding statements and agency coverage.

Computes hospital charges to be paid by the financing agency and the
patient. Types and mails itemized statements or claims to financing agency
for covered expenses. Mails statements to patients for remainder of charges
not covered by financing agency.

If there is delay in replying to statements, insurance clerk contacts
Dancing agency and Patients by telephone to determine reason. Records re-
sults of mail and telephone contacts on control cards. Refers hospital ac-
count to credit department when account becomes delinquent or when unable
to contact patient or responsible party. Types and mails correspondence.
Prepares forms outlining hospital expenses for government, welfare, and
other agencies paying bill of a specific patient May receive payments; may
post amounts to ledgers or refer these to accounts receivable section for
posting.

May be lead wo ker and be classIfied as insurance supervisor.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Adding machine, calculating machine, insurance forms, medical records,
office supplies, schedule of rates, telephone, and typewriter.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school graduation is required, with emphasis on commercial courses,
particularly typing, bookkeeping, and English.

Usually 6 months' to 1 year's experience in clerical work related to
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health insurance la required. Some employers accept a general clerical back-
ground without snecific insurance experience.

Usually 3 months' on-the-jcb training is required.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes : Verbal ability is required to answer telephone, initiate corre-
spondence, and understand medical and insurance terms.

Numerical ability required to compute hospital accounts.
Clerical perception required to avoid and detect clerical errors when corn,

puting accounts.
Motor coordination and finger dexterity required to operate the adding

machine and typewriter.
Interests: A preference for business contacts to conduct inquiries regard-

ing policies and payment.
A preference for activities that are routine and concrete such as comput-

ing hospital bills, typing and mailing statements, and answering patients
questions regarding statements and agency coverage.

Temperaments : A sense of discipline, since work requires adjusting te
situations involving repetitive or short-cycle operations carried out accord-
ing to established standards and procedures, to review patients' records and
verify insurance coverage.

Required to work closely with patients and agency representatives, and
with associates.

Physical Dem.ands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary.
Worker handles and fingers telephone, records, correspondence, and officeequipment.
Talking and hearing is essential when exchanging information with pa-

tients, agency representatives, and staff members.
Near-visual acuity required in fast and accurate copy of statistical and

bibular material_
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers suvervised: None.
Supervised by: BUSINESS OFFICE MANAGER, ACCOUNTANT, or

MANAGER, CREDIT AND COLLECTION.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. May be an entry job.
Promotion to: No formal line of promotion. Promotion may be through

increased supervisory duties.

PROFESSIONAL AFFIL ATIONS

IEIospitaI Financ al Management Associatio
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. 60611



Financial Management Department Invoice-Control Clerk 5-,09.488

INVOICE-CONTROL CLERK

accounts-payable clerk

JOB DUTIES

Verifies accuracy of invoices from vendors for hospital purchases, pre-
pares authorizations for disbu...sements, and performs related duties:

Compares infornmtion on invoices with that on purchase orders and re-ceiving reports to verify accuracy of charges. Verifies price extensions oninvoices, using calculating machine. Computes trade discounts, taxes, and
net amounts payable. Confers with vendors and purchasing section personnelby telephone to reconcile any differences butween invoices and purchase or-ders. Records code number on invoices to identify specific type of expendi-
ture or chargeable department account, using coding manud.

Types accounts payable voucher showing information such as date, in-
voice number, pl_rchase order number, vendor account number, end depart-mental charge code. Subrrits voucher to supervisor for approval, or to dataprocessing unit or other personnel for the preparation of a check for pay-ment to vendor. May tyne. checks payable to vendors. Keeps files of vendor
accourgs, canceled checks, and invoices. May keep record of petty cash fundused in paying freight charges and miscellaneous expenses.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Adding machine, calculating machine, invoices, purchase orders, tyl:le-writer.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND E -PERIEN

High school graduation with courses in typing, bookkeeping, and other
commercial subjects is required. One to 2 years' additional course work in
accounting-bookkeeping at the business college level is highly desirable.Usually at least 1 year of accounting-bookkeeping experience is required.

On-the-job training for 1 month, given by the immediate supervisor, isrequired.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Numerical ability required to perform mentally rapid and acurate arithmetic computations.
Clerical ability required to detect and avoid errors in copying and corn-putating figures.
Motor coordination and finger dexterity required to rapidly manipulate
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keys of adding machine and typewriter when copying data in tabulated
form.

Interests: A preference for routine and organized activities, to follow de-
fined procedures for processing accounts payable.

Temperaments: Worker must be able to adjust to carrying out duties
under specific instructions.

Must attain precise standards of accuracy when verifying statements.
Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary.
Worker frequently handles and fingers correspondence, records, and keys

of adding machine and typewriter.
Near-visual acuity required to read invoices, journals, purchase orders,

and other verbal and tabular material quickly and accurately, and to post
figures in sms.:1 spaces.

Works ingide.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers 31Lpe7vised : None.
Supervised by: BUSINESS OFFICE MANAGER or ACCOUNTANT.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. This may be an entry job.
Promotion to: No formal line of promotion.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Hospital Financial Management Association
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. 60611



Financial Manage ent Department Manager, Credit and Collection 168.168

MANAGER, CREDIT AND COLLECTION

accounts manager
business accounts manager

credit manager
patients' accounts manager

JOB DUTIES

Directs and coordinates activities of per onnel engaged in credit and col-
lecLion functions of hospital:

Interviews patients or responsible individuals to arrange methods of nay-
ment or extension of credit. Secures ;nformation relative to patient's finan-
cial status, such as type of employment, salary, references, and financial
obligations. Evaluates credit history and determines payment dates based on
patient's ability to pay and policy of hospital. Approves or disapproves ex-
tensions of credit. May secure assignment of benefits in cases where patient
carries insurance. May recommend other sources of credit, such as banks,
insurance companies, and credit unions to patients unable to establish hos-
pital credi b. May confer with representatives of various welfare agencies
to acquire information regarding financial assistance for patients unable to
pay for hospital aervices.

Collects accounts that are not paid in full at time of discharge or at
promised date. Supervises mailing of followup letters when statements do
not bring response. Attempts to collect delinquent accounts himself or turns
accounts over to attorney or collection agency. Recommends to administra-
tive personnel cancellation 'of accounts for hardship cases. May attempt to
locate patients whose accounts are delinquent and who have moved without
leaving forwarding address. May be responsible for patient billing, par-
ticularly in larger hospitals.

Supervises and trains workers performing cleerail tasks incident to credit
and collection. Initiates and answers pertinent correspondence. Prepares re-
ports showing numbers and amounts of collections, delinquent accounts, and
related matters . May be representative for hospital in conferences of credit
associations.

Participates in discussion with other department heads to resolve prob-
lems encountered in collection function. Evaluates adequacy of collection
procedures and recommends possible changes to management. Consults with
management and initiates changes in credit procedures after approval. In
some hospitals the duties of this job may be combined with those of BUSI-
NESS OFFICE MANAGER.
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EDUCATIOY RAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school graduation is required. Employers strongly prefer, and in
some cases require, at least 2 years' additional education in accounting or
business administration.

Two years' experience in credit and collection work, preferably in a hos-
p tal or similar institution, is required.

Worker usually receives from 3 to 6 months' on-the-job trairu g to be-
come fam:liar with hospital policies and procedures.

WORKER rritA I TS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability required to discuss personal and financial mat-
ters with patients and/or their representatives and to discuss hospital
credit ane. collection policies and procedures with other hospital personnel.

Numerical ability required to review statistical data on various financial
records.

Clerical ability required to detect arithmetical, and accounting errors in
hospital-financial records.

Interests: A preference for business contacts, in discussing charges and
financial arrangements with patients, members of family, and insurance
company representatives.

A preference for prestigious activities in order to direct the credit and
collection processes.

Temperaments: Versatility to perform variety of duties in planning ac-
tivities, evaluating financial responsibility of patients, scheduling workload,
and reviewing and modifying procedures.

Administrative ability to be able to direct credit and collection functions
for the hospital as well as the varied activities of individual workers in the
department.

Must deal effectively with patients, insurance company personnel, and wel-
fare representatives in carrying out credit and collection procedures.

Required to make decisions regarding credit and collection matters based
on judgmental criteria.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary. Worker
is generally seated at desk during the day; occasional standing and walking
required.

Talking and hearing essential in conferring with patients, departmental
personnel, and insurance company representatives, both in person and by
telephone.

Works inside. Worker usually has own office. May be frequently outdoors
when ëollecting accounts in person.

Workers ised: COLLECTION CLERK; ma also supervise AC-
COUNTS-RECEIVABLE CLERK and INSURANCE CLERK.

Supervised by: CONTROLLER.
Promotion fron0 No 'formal line of promotion May be promoted from

COLLECTION CLERK or ACCOUNTS-RECEIVABLE CLERK.
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0: No forma line of promotion. May be promoted to BU I-
E MANAGER or CONTROLLER.

PROPESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Hospital Financial Management Association
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. 60611



Financial Management Department Payroll Clerk 215.488

PAYROLL CLERK

JOB DUTIES

Computes wages of hospital employees and posts wage data on payroll
records:

Computes earings from timecards, using adding or calculating machine.
Operates posting machine to compute deductions, such as income tax with-
holding, social security payments, insurance, and hospital services charges
incurred by employees. Posts net wages, hours worked, tax exemptions, and
other data on payroll control sheet, master file cards, pr&yroll distribution
records, or timecards. Transmits payroll records to tabulating section or
to private, accounting firm for preparation of payroll checks. May prepare
and issue payroll checks, using typewriter or checkwriting machine; or in-
sert correct amount of cash in envelope marked for individual employee.

Keeps monthly record of sick, vacation, and other leave accrued by em-
ployees. Answers inquiries from employees concerning payroll deductions,
wage rates, and vacation and sick leave balances. May keep records con-
cerning employee retirement and insurance renewals and terminations.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Calculating machine, employee records, office supplies, posting machine,
typewriter.

UCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school graduation is required, including courses in bookkeep ng, typ-
ing, mathematics, and English.

Usually 1 year of prior clerical or payroll experiznce is required.
Worker receives about 1 month's on-the-job training in hospital r utine

and procedures.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes : Numerical ability is required to perform arithmetic calcula-
tions quickly and accurately.

Clerical ability-is required to recognize pertinent details in tabular form,
observe differences in copy, proofread names and numbers, and avoid per-
ceptual errors in computations.

Motor coordination is required to coordinate eyes and fingers rapidly and
accurately when typing or operating calculator.

Finger dexterity is required to move fingers rapidly and accurately when
operating typewriter and calculator.
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Interests: A preference for routine and organized work is required in
order to compute earnings.

Temperaments; Ability to adjast to job situations which involve comput-
ing and recording wage information according to established standards and
procedures, requiring little or no independent action or judgment.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary.
Reaches for and handles records, correspondence, and telephone. Fin

ledger sheets, time cards, and typewriter and calculating machine keys.
Near-visual acuity is required almost constant review of records and

in operating typewriter and calculator.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

-Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by : BUSINESS OFFICE MANAGER or ACCOUNTANT.
Promotion from,: No formal line of promotion. This may be an entry job.
Promotion to: No formal line of promotion. Promotion may be through

addition of supervisory duties.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Hospital Financial Management Association
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. 60611



GENERAL CLERICAL DEPARTMENT*

ADDRESSING-MACHINE OK-ERATOR
CLERK, GENERAL
CLERK GENERAL OFFICE
CLERK-TYPIST
DUPLICATING-MACHINE OPERATOR
FILE CLERK
MAIL CLERK
MEDICAL SECRETARY
MEDICAL STENOGRAPHER
MESSENGER
RECEPTIONIST
SECRETARY
TRANSCRIBING-MACHINE OPERATOR
TRANSCRIBING OPERATOR, HEAD
TYPIST

*These jobs. or combinat _ _me jobs, are , found '_, in almq . ; department '-of - the_ _- .. - .-_.- -,.. . - =-= ,_.-, w_ . .boepital . They .are:at:sambled here ,ao, ar-. fairly homogeneous .group"--. v id- : repetition in, each"-
of the-: daPartinente; 'eine r' _die.rdo :zioi iiiiieiii'in" itilY: organization



Clerical Department Addressing-Machine OpCtor 234.582

ADDRESS1NG-MACHINE OPERATOR

JOB DUTIES

Operates machine to print names, addresses, and code pumhem,
such as envelopes, newspapers, timecards, and hospital literature:

Positions plates, stencils, or tapes in magazine of addressing machine,
places articles to be addressed into loading rack, and inserta file tvay under
discharge chete of machine. A djusts flow of ink and guides to fit size of
paper and sets stops and selectors using pliers and wrenches no that only
certain plates will be printed. Assembles materials to be printed on table of
machine. Starts machine that automatically feeds' plates, stencils, or tapes
through machine mechanism. Stops machine and removes file tray contain-
ing processed plates. Bundles printed materia',. Records number of items
printed and processing time on work orders.

Maintains plate file and operates embossing machine or tsrpewriter to
make corm actions, additions, ane changes on plates. May type statistical lists
of plate files.

MACHINES, TOOL5 EQUIPMENT, AND WO K AIDS

Aderesee aph, embossing machine, and materIals t addressed.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school graduation preferred, including courses in typing.
One to 3 months' on-the-job training is given by a member of the staff.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability to perceive details listed on inforinationpl rec-
or,-s for conversion to addressing machine plates, and to uPderstand written
or oral instructions.

Clerical ability to perceive errors in records submitted, in completed ad-
dressograph plates, and in printed information on forma and envelopes to
be mailed, and to avoid errors in alphabetical or departmental arrangement
of plate files.

Finger dexterity is required to file thin, small plates quickly, to sort and
range bulletins, charts, and correspondence for stuffing and rnailing, and

o manipulate keys on embossing machine.
Interest e: A preference for detail work that involves operating mail room

mnachines and handling paper forms 'and plastic cards.
A preference for routine activities aceoniplished accoriflg to established-

procedures.
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Temperaments: Satisfaction with routine work; work assignments are re-
petitive and carried out according to set procedures that must meet estab-
lished standards.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions : Work is light.
Reaches for and handles a variety of records, cards, correspondence, and

other papers.
Near-visual acuity is required for embossing information un plastic plates

and in filing plates.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by : Head of department to which assigned.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. This may be zn entry job.
Promotion to : No formai line of promotion. May be promoted to another

clerical position for which ability is demonstrated.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

None.



Clerical Department Clerk, General 209.588

CLERK, GENERAL

JOB DUTIES

Performs a variety of routine clerical tasks that do not require knowledg.!
of systems and procedures:

A worker in this category spends the majority of time performing rou-
tine, recordkeeping tasks, either by hand or with a typewriter. This is a
beginning-level clerical job, similar to that of CLERK-TYPIST, but without
extensive typing requirements. The CLERK, GENERAL will work with
various kinds of records, depending on the department to which be is as-
signed, but will usually perform a combination of the following or similar
duties.

Transfers information from one record to another, such as writing pa-
tient identification taken from medical records on the outside of file en
velopes or folders, Prepares lists of activities in the department, such as
posting on a standardized form the names of patients admitted to the hos-
pital. Cross-indexes documents and records by following a prescribed cod-
ing system and copying information on file cards. Other duties include sort-
ing requisitions, invoices, census reports, and other records according to
subject matter, ar.41 arranging them in alphabetical, numerical, or chrono-
logical order. Proofreads work.

Files old and new materials, looks up information or retrieves materials
from files as requested Maintains files by making appropriate entries when
materials are added or 7 .i-moyed.

Answers telephone, takes and relays messages, makes appointments, a d
gives owl- limited factual information. Stamps, sorts, and distributes mail.

Ope-s-stes duplicating equipment; sorts and assembles departmental bulle-
tins; and stuffs, addresses, and stamps envelopes.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Typewriter, duplicating
supplies.

and rec rd office equip en and

EDUCATION TRAINING AND EXPERIENCE

High school or conunercial school gradu tion with cour es in typing and
,nglish required. .

Freldons experience is not required.
From 1 tO 3 months' on-the-job training, depe _ding upon complexity of

duties.

132
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WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability is necessary for reading comprehensicin in filing
or when answering the telephone.

Clerical perception is necessary to sort and file reports and records and
to avoid errors in transposition when posting information irom one record
to another.

Manual dexterity is necessary to operate office machines, to stuff and
stamp envelopes, and to handle work aids such as handpunch and stapler.

Interests: A preference for performing routine activities, involving
hospital reports and records such as copying material, on the typewriter,
filing, and posting information.

Temperaments: Suited to preparing records, files, and reports in repeti-
tive and short-cycle operations.

Works under close supervision.
Physical Demand,' and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary. Most of

time. is spent at a desk.
Reaching, handling, and fingering are necessary when typing and filing.
Near-visual acuity to avoid perceptual errors when posting data and

proofreading transcript.
Talking and hearing for telephone conversations.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

W"rkers supervised: None.
Supervised by : Head of department where job is

pervised by a senior clerical worker.
Promotion from: This is usually an entry job.
Promotion to: CLERK, GENERAL OFFICE or othe

which abillty is demonstra d.-

None.

ed . May be -

clerical position for

PROFESSIONAL AFFIL ATIONSI



Clerical Department Clerk, General Office 219.388

CLERK, GENERAL OFFICE

administrative clerk

JOB DUTIES

Performs various responsible clerical tasks, under general supervision,
utilizing knowledge of office systems and procedures, qospital regulations,
and interdepartmental functions :

A position of this kind can be distinguished from other or lower classi-
fications in the clerical field by the variety of specialized duties performed,
and the use of judgment in making decisions according to established proce-
dures and regulations. Although guidelines exist, the CLERK, GENERAL
OFFICE is expected to apply independently general instrum.ions to specific
problems. This often requires the development of individual work proce-
dures and routines. The range of specialized responsibilities will vary ac-
cording to the hospital department to which worker is assigned, but will
usually consist of a combination of the following or similar duties:

Compiles and prepares periodic records and reports, types technical manu-
scripts, budget reports, and other materials from rough draft; and classifies
and files correspondence and records. Performs minor bookkeeping and ac-
counting functions such as posting information and verifying accuracy of
invoices, requisitions, budget reports, inventory records, and payroll data.

Takes dictation. Opens, routes, or answers routine correspondence. An-
swers telephone and gives nonmedical information. May perform as a SEC-
RETARY.

Occasionally operates duplicating and other office machines.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

T r, duplica
ment, and supplies.

ng and transcribin chines, ndard office equip-

ED CATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

igh school or commercial school graduation with courses in typing, busi-
ness machines and English required A course in medical terminology is de-

.

sirable.
Six months' to 1 year's experier in general office work.
From 1 to 3 months' o aining depending on complexity of duties

and technicality of terms used.

1
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WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability is necessary to understand department bulletins
and documents; and to consult with various staff members within the de-
partment and throughout the hospital.

Numerical ability is necessary to quickly detect computational errors or
inconsistencies in statistical reports.

Clerical perception is necessary to proofread typewritten reports, to cross-
index and file various documents and correspondence, and to avoid errors of
transposition when posting information to various records and reports.

Form perception is necessary to interpret shorthand symbols.
Manual dexterity is necessary to operate a variety of office machines.
Interests: A preference for contacts with people, whether in person, by

telephone, or by correspondence.
A preference for routine activities in preparing r( Torts and correspond-

ence.
Temperaments: Adaptability to plan and carry through a complete cycle

of activities.
Physical Demands and Working Conditions: This is light work.
Reaching, handling, and fingering are necessary for operating office ma-

chines or handling records and files.
Near-visual acuity to proofread tran cript and statistical and technical

documents.
Talking and hearing for contacts with people and for taking dictation.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by : Head of department where job is performed.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. May be pro ()fed from a

subordinate clerical job.
Promotion to: No formal line of promotion. May be promoted to SEC-

RETARY or other clerical job for which ability is demonstrated.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS



Clerical Department

CLERK-TYPIST

JOB DUTIES

Clerk-Typist 209.388

Types letters, forms, reports, and cards from rough draft and correctedcopies; files records and reports; and performs general clerical work de-pending upon department to which assigned :Compiles and types reports, bills, application forms, and other matterfrom clerical records. Posts medical, surgical, clinical, and other pertinent'nformation from medical and laboratory reports to permanent record. Closescharts of dismissed patients by transferring medical diagnoses and dates ofdischarge to face sheet. Searches files to obtain records and reports. Typescorrespondence, and medical and surgical reports based on information fromtranscribing machines and rough drafts. Prepares tables, index cards, caserecords, birth and death certificates, and special forms. Answers telephoneand takes messages. Cuts stencils on typewriter and may operate varioustypes of duplicating machines. May sort and distribute mail. May operatetelephone switchboard. Performs a variety of related clerical duties wheretyping is a primary requisite.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK A DS
Typewriter, transcribing machines, duplicating machine tandard officeequipment and supplies.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE
High school or commercial school graduation with courses inEnglish. Six months' to 1 years' previous experience is preferred.From 1 'to 6 months' on-the-job training depending uponduties and degree of technicality of language.

_lig and:

p exity of

Aptitudes : Verbal ability Is necessary to be aware of gramm r and speling rules in copying material, and for reading comprehension.Numerical ability is necessary to tally and compile variousrecords.
Clerical perception is necessary to proofread typewritten records, to cross-index and file various documents and correspondence, and to avoid errorsin transposition when posting information transferred from one record toanother.
Motor coordination and manual and finger dexterity are necessary for typ-ing and to set up and use duplicating machines.

stical
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Interests: A preference for performing routine activities, which are con-
cerned with hospital reports and records, such as copying material on the
typewriter, filing, and posting information.

Temperaments; Suited to the preparation of records, files, and reports in
repetitive and short,cycle operations.

Works under close supervision.
Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary. Most of

time is spent at a desk.
Reaching, handling, and fingering are necessary when typing and filing.
Near-visual acuity to avoid perceptual errors when posting data and proof-

reading transcripts.
Hearing, when listening to transcribing machine.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by: Head of department where job is performed. May be su-

pervised by a senior clerical worker.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. This may be an entry job.
Promotion tr,.: May be promoted to SECRETARY, STENOGRAPHER

or other clerical position for which ability is demonstrated.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS



Clerical Department jiicating-Machine Operator I 207.884
Duplicating-Machine Operator H 207.782
Duplicating-Machine Operator III 207.782
Duplicating-Machine Operator IV 207.885

DUPLICATING-MACHINE OPERATOR

ditto-machine operator
mimeograph operator
multigraph operator
thermofax operator

xerox-machine operator

JOB DUTIES

Operates one or znore of the various types of dupl-cating machines to
reproduce handwritten or typewritten materials:

Reviews work order to determine number of copies, type of master copy
to use, color, size, and weight of paper required. According to type of dupli-
cating machine to be used, prepares master copy and the machine by ad-
justing controls for speed, size of paper, number of copies, and if necessary,
flow of ink. Positions master copy, places blank paper on loading tray, and
starts machine that automatically feeds paper. Observes operation and copy
for signs of jamming, skipping, or misprinting. Removes finished material
from discharge hopper.

Prepares invoices showing quantity of paper stock used, type of work
performed, and time spent on each work order. Orders supplies.

May operate other machines such as collator, paper cutter, or hold puncher.
May clean and repair machine.
May be designated by trade name of machine operated such as Ditto-

Machine Operator; Mimeograph -..Iperator; Multigr ph Operator; Thermofax
Operator; or Xerox-Machine Operator.

MACHINES TOOLS, EQUI MENT, AND WORK AIDS
Duplicating machine master copies, and paper

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE
High school graduation is usually required, but the equivalent in edu

tion plus experience is acceptable by some employers.
An average of 3 to 4 weeks' break-in time.

WORKER TRAITS
Aptitudes: rm percep ion is requ d to detect blurr ng,

and flaws on master copy or printed material
mears, blol 7
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Clerical percepti q is required to proofread and correct errors in master
copy.

Manual dexterity is required for adjusting machine controls and handling
paper.

Interests: A preference for activities that deal with handling things and
objects such as copying machines, paper stock, and master copies.

Temperaments: Ability to evaluate work performed against verifiable cri-
teria such as work orders, master copies, and sample forms.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: This is light work.
Lifting and c9.rrying paper stock usually weighing no more than 10 to

15 pounds.
Reaching for and handling paper and work orders.
Fingering machine controls.
Near-visual acuity to detect errors in printing.
Works inside.

JOB RELATI -HIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by: Head of department to which assigned.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. May be an en 1y job.
Promotion to: No formal line of promotion. May be promoted to other

clerical position for which ability is demonstrated.

one.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIO



Clerical Department File Clerk I 206.388

FILE CLERK

JOB DUTIES

Files correspondence, invoices, cards, or other records rescribed n-
ner, depending upon the department to which assigned:

Reads incoming material and sorts according to particular file system in
use by department. Classifies and cross-indexes materials according to a
standardized coding chart and labels folder or envelopes with specified iden-tification data either by hand or asing a typewriter. Places materials in
file cabinet, drawers, boxes, or in special filing cases.

Locates and removes requested information. Keeps records of materials
removed, stamps materials received, and traces missing records by searchingfiles or contacting person to whom record is assigned. May enter data onrecords.

May clear files at designated intervals under the direction of a supervisor.Few departments in most hospitals accumulate sufficient volume to sus-tain specialized, routine filing on a full-time basis. For this reason, other
clerical workers do the filing for their departments in addition to their other
responsfbilities. A number of these filing jobs filled by part-time work-ers and students.

See also FILE CLERK, Medical Rec rds Department.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

iter, records, files.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school or
preferred.

Employers will accept applicants without experience.
Up to 3 months' on-the-job training in exact details of

procedures.

school graduation with some bu

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability Is required for reading comprehension in order
to understand subject matter for identification and classification of filingmaterials.

Clerical perception is required to perceive differences in copy, to proof-read words and numbers, and to avoid perceptual errors; also in locating
names and numbers in index files, in retrieving records, and refiling n cor-
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Finger dexterity is requircd to move fingers rapidly in checking and filing
index cards and records.

Color discrimination is required if color-coding system is used.
Interests: A preference for organized and routine activities.

emperaments: Adaptability to routine; job is marked by repetitive filing
operations, under specific instructions, and carried out according to estab-
lished coding and filing systems.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: This work is light. There is
some walking and standing, but mostly sitting.

Frequent stooping and crouching to file and pull records.
Handling, reaching, and fingering involved in processing index cards and

record files.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by: Head of department in which job is performed, or senior

clerical worker.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. This is an entry job.

omotion to: No formal line of promotion. May be promoted to other
clerical job for which ability is demonstrated.

None.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIO



Clerical Department Mail Clerk 231.588

MAIL CLERK

JOB DUTIES

Receives, sorts, opens, and distributes incoming mail and interoffice cor-
r spondence; dispatches outgoing mail and performs simple clerical duties:

Opens and sorts incoming and interoffice mail according to department or
individual addressee. Delivers mail to designated individuals or stations.
Readdresses mail to former patients. Weighs outgoing mail and affixes re-
quired postage to letters and parcels, using postage metering ,A,achine. May
use automatic envelope sealing-and-stamping machine. Bundles outgoing bulk
mail according to city or locale and places mail in sacks for pickup. Visits
various hospital departments and floors on regularly scheduled rounds to
pick up outgoing and interofhLz mail.

Keeps files of home addresses of present and former patients. Keeps rec-
ords of postage charges for billing purposes. Records cash receipts from
prepaid postage and stamp machine sales. Maintains a petty cash fund and
supply of postage stamps to sell for the convenience of- hospital patknts or
employees. Keeps records of registered mail.

Sorts reports and test results from hospital departments, such as labora-
tory, X-ray, and technical services, according to name of individual medical
staff member. Inserts reports Into preaddressed envelopes and mails. Orders
supplies of preaddressed envelopes as needed.

May be hired on part-time basis, and be responsible only for patients'
ail.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, A D WORK AIDS

Various types of mailroom quipment.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, ANT) EXPERIENCE

A high school education is preferred but s me employers will allo
ited substitution of experience for education.

Two to 4 weeks' on-the-job tra:ning is required for the worker to attain
adequate job proficiency, most of which involves learning hospital stations
and procethires for pickup and delivery.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability required to read names and addresses on mall
and to understand postal regulations and verbal job instructions.

Clerical perception is required to avoid errors in addressing, sorting, de-
livering, and a ing postage to mail and routing mail to patients' rooms.
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Motor coordination is required to rapidly and accurate y sort mail.
Interests : A preference for the handling of things and objects, to sort

and deliver mail.
A preference for routine and organized activities, to follow and comply

with detailed procedures outlining the methods of sorting, packaging, and
routing mail for hospital patients.

Temperaments : Suitability to sort, route, and deliver mail in accordance
with hospital procedures.

Follows specific instructions in regard to methods of sorting, packaging,
and routing mail.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: This
and walking to sort and deliver mail.

Pushes filled mailcart through hospital to various stations.
Reaching for, and handling mail to sort, stamp, and deliver it.
Near-visual acuity and accommodation required to accurately read names

and addresses.
Works inside.

k is light; St ndin,_

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by : Head of department in which job is performed.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. This may be an entry 3ob.
Promotion to : No formal line of promotion.



erical Department Medical Secretary 201.368

MEDICAL SECRETARY

JOB DUTIES

Prepares case histories, medical records, and reports; utilizes knowledge
of medical terminology, ; and performs general clerical work to relieve med-
ical, professional, and techn; cal personnel of minor administrative and busi-
ness detail:

May be assigned in the medical records or clerical depa Zment or directly
to a department head.

Transcribes dictation, taken in shorthand or from recording machine, into
ewritten records such as patient résumés, surgical-procedure documents,

and miscellaneous correspondence ; types special records, reports, and min-
utes of staff conferences from rough draft. Duplicates reports, letters, and
other documents, using copying equipment, and Mails or distributes copies
within organization and to outside agencies. Composes and types routine
correspondence.

Maintains medical and admiristrative ffies, cross-indexing according to
numerical, alphabetical, or coding systems. Sorts records; enters prescribed
data on file cards or pertinent documents ; and prepares periodic reports on
various medical or administrative activities, such as number and types of
cases treated, budget expenditures, and personnel actions.

May act as SECRETARY in particular department, perforrnng such du-
ties as : Scheduling appointments; and greeting and routing visitors; answer-
ing telephone and giving factual information according to nature of questions
and within guidelines of hospital regulations, or referring major ad-
ministrative "or technical questions to appropriate officials; opening and
distributing mail; making travel arrangements for staff; typing confidential
correspondence and repo and maintaining department library. May su
pervise clerical workers.

MACHINE% TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Copying equipment; recording or transcribing machine, other
ce machines, such as typew tr, adding machine, and calculator.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIEN E

Graduation from high school plus 1 year of business
phasis on medical terminology is preferred.

One to 3 years' former experience as a MEDICAL STENOGRAPHER
or MEDICAL SECRETARY is preferred.

Approximately 6 mon a' on-the-job training is usually provide&

schoo , with em-
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RKER TRAITS

Aptitudes : Verbal ability is required to understand medical terminology,
prepare reports, and to answer inquiries.

Clerical perception is needed to proofread typewritten recoris and to ac-
curately identify numbers, letters, and words when cross-indexing and filing
medical records Lard z eports.

Form perception is needed if sho thand is used, to perceive minor differ-
ences in shape and size of symbols.

Motor coordination and finger dexter ty required to operate typewriter,
other office machines and equipment.

Interests : A preference for routine, organized activities having to do with
scientific and technical subjects as well as business matters.

A preference for contacts with people and the communication of ide
both requiring considerable tact and diplomacy.

Temperaments : Job involves variety and change, from typing technical
reports to performing filing duties.

Ability to prepare case histories, reports and records accurately and
cording to standard forma

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary.
Reaching, handling, and fingering are necessary to operate recording ma-

chine, typewriter, and other office machines.
Good hearing is required for taking dictation person-to-person and lis-

tening to dictation from a machine.
Near-visual acuity to proofread escript, and fiexibil"

just from copy material to printed forms and other records.
Works inside.

vision to ad-

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers au rvised: May supervise one or more MEDICAL TENOG-
RAPHERS and other clerical personnel.

Supervised by : Head of department in which job is perform d
Promotion from: No formal line of prcmotion.
Promotion to.: No formal line of promotion. May be promoted

MINISTRATIVE SECRETARY.
- _

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

American Registry of Medical Assistants and Medical Secretaries
Post Office Box 601

4Enid, Okla. 73701



Clerical Department Medical Stenographer 202.388

MEDICAL STENOGRAPHER

JOB DUTIES

Takes dictation for correspondence, reports, and other matter from med-
ical and technical personnel, and transcribes dictated material using a type-
writer

May use shorthand, a stenotype machine, or transcribe information from
sound recordings. Proofreads typewritten material to verify typographic
accuracy and coherence of content, using knowledge of medical terminology
and referring to medical dictionaries or other references when necessary.
Prepares file folders, files duplicate correspondence and reports, and per-
forms related clerical tasks as indicated in recorded instructions or accord-
ing to established procedures. Reviews patients' files for accuracy and com-
pleteness of entries, and notifies person responsible to secure corrections or
additions.

Classifies technical material, using indexing system or coding charts, ar d
copies indices and other data such as patient identification and diagnosis,
on departmental records to provide cross-index of medical files.

May tabulate statistical reports using adding machine. May answ le-
phone and give routine information. May duplicate documents and fo ms,
using photocopy machine, and mail copies to outside individuals or a encies.

MACHINESi TOOLS UIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Adding, photocopy, recording machines, and typewri

'EDUCATION; TRAININGi AND EXPERIENCE =,

High school graduation and 1 year of business school, with emphasis on
ed cal terminology required. Experience preferred but not mandatory.
One to 6 months' on-the-job training.

_ -

WORKER T AITS

Aptitude Verbal ability is needed to I understand medical terminology,
rules of grammar and spelling.

Clerical perception is needed to proofread typing and to accurately identify
numbers, letters, and words when cross-indexing and filing medical records .

otor coordination and finger dexterity are needed when operating adding
machine, recording machine, and typewriter.

ereats &preference for routine and organized activities to facilitate
anscribing niesaages organized and prepared_bi eihers.
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A preference for sc entific and technical activities to adapt to work with
medical case histories, records, and reports.

Temperaments: Must be able to work in short-cycle operations carried
out according to set procedures and sequences; and to maintain precise
standards of accuracy.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary.
Reaching, handling, and fingering to operate adding and recording machines

and typewriter.
Good hearing is important since accurate typing is dependent on hearing

dictation accurately.
Near-visual acuity to proofread typescript, and flexibility to adjust vision

from copy material to printed forms in typewriter and other records.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: None.

Supervised by: MEDICAL SECRETARY
hich job is performed.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion

job.
Pr matt

head of department in

. This may be an entry

senior clerical position.



Cerical Department Messenger 230.878

MESSENGER

JOB DUTIES

Del vers orders, messages, medical records, reports, and supplies among
offices end departments in the hospital, using a pushcart or in a small
motori=ed carrier:

Delivers order slips to designated departments, picks up articles or sup-
plies and returns to offices and departments according to an established
priority. Frequently responds to calls for delivery of emerge:tcy supplies.
May keep log of items received and delivered and may obtain receipts for
articles delivered.

Performs errands and simple clerical duties. Picks up and sorts letters,
messages, packages, records, interoffice memoranda, and other items, and
delivers them to various offices and departments,. Runs errands for patientsor hospital staff, making trips to and from outside establishments todeliver and obtain messages and small articles. May mail outgoing letters
and packages, operating automatic stamping machine, weighing and stamp-
ing heavy mail, and keeping records of envelopes and stamps in stock.May escort newly admitted patients to their rooms, discharged patients to
hospital exits, or patients to clinics and other areas for appointments.

Performs a variety of related tasks, such as cleaning office machines
and assisting in stockroom or file room.

Driver's license may be required to drive car or light truck for pickupand delivery.

MACHINES, TOOLS EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Pushcarts, niotor2ed carrier, mail stamping and weighing equipment.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Usually completion of eighth grade with some high school edumtlon
desirable. No specific courses are required.

Experience is not required. Worker may learn duties in brief, on-the-jobtraining.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitades: Verbal ability is required to understand oral instructions.
Clerical perception is required in reading orders to assure that supplies

and records are delivered to the proper department or unit of the hospital.
Manual dexterity and motor coordination required to operate motorized

carrier and handle supplies.
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Interests : A preference for routine, organized activities involving contact
with people, especially when making deliveries and running errands.

Temperaments: Job involves a variety of duties with frequent changes
and some personal contact with patients and hospital staff members.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is light.
Standing and walking most of the workday.
Lifting and carrying relatively light packages.-
Handling office materials and equipment.
Most of the duties are performed amide but may make occasional trips

to outside establishments.

JOB RELAT ONSHIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by: Head of department in which job is performed.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. r his is usually an entry job.
Promotion to : No formal line of promotion.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

one.



Clerictd Department Receptionist 237.368
Info mation Clerk 237.368

RECEPTIONIST

appointment clerk
clinic clerk

information clerk

JOB DUTIES

Receives visitors or patients, ascertains their needs, and directs them
accordingly; answers telephone, makes appointments, and performs related
clerical duties according to the department or clinic to which assigned:

Greets visitors and patients, determines their needs, checks appointments
and directs or escorts to proper person, office, or clinic. Answers questions
and gives information, directly to person or on telephone or intercom, based
on knowledge of hospital or department organization and regalations. Makes
appointments and gives routine instructions to patients for preparations
prior to the next call, such as special diet, or explains posttreatment care.
May collect fees or prepare charge forms for the business office. May give
nonmedical information regarding patients.

Performs a variety of other clerical duties, depending upon department
to which assigned, such as: Orders supplies; cross-indexes and files records;
posts data from one record to another; compiles and types reports of the
department's activities; sorts and distributes mail and delivers messages;
types envelopes and file cards.

This job may be combined with other clerical jobs such as CLERK,
GENERAL; CLERK-TYP1ST; FILE CLERTC; TYPIST; or TELEPHONE
OPERATOR.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Appointment book, files and recorlis, typewriter.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school graduation with courses in English and perferably in
Some previous public contact work is desirable.
UP to 3 months' on-the-job training is given.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability is r quired in giving accurate and tactful
explanations to visitors, patients, and hospital employees; and in recording
exact information for messages.

150
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Clerical ability is required to detect and avoid perceptual errors in
recording messages and in keeping appointment records.

Interests: A preference for activities involving contacts reflected in duties
of greeting people and giving information requested.

Temperaments : Tact and diplomacy required for contacts with people
under stress conditions.

Ability to make decisions based on urgency of the situation and
accordance with work procedures and hospital policies.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is light, usualiy seden-
tary.

Reaching for and handling documents and files.
Talking and hearing to give information and relay messages, in erson

or on the telephone or intercom.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by: Head of department in which job is performed.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. This may be an entry job.
Promotion to: No formal line of promotion. May be promoted to SECRE-

TARY or other clerical job for which ability is demonstrated.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

None.



Clerical Department Secretary 201 68

SECRETARY

JOB DUTIES

Performs secretarial and general office work to relieve hospital officialsof administrative and clerical detail; specific duties vary considerablyaccording to the department to which assigned; assists in carrying outresponsibilities of the department head as directed; extent of duties maydepend on experience of the individual employee :
Generally all secretaries y erforrn the following duties : Take shorthandand transcribe dictation, which relates to such matters as correspondence,reports, and records; make appointments, screen visitors and telephonecalls; read and route incoming mail; locate and attach appropriate file orrecord to correspondence to be anawered by department head; compose androute routine correspondence; file correspondence and records; prepare con-fidential and special reports including periodic statistical reports; attendstaff meetings and record minutes; greet and escort visitors and give routineimformation, within the policies of the hospital. May train and superviseclerical staff,
The experienced secretary has considerable knowledge and judgment re-garding hospital and departmental regulations, procedures, and policies,as well as an understancling of special programs and individual endeavorsof supervisors. Makes decisions on minor administrative matters and completeclerical detail of the department Devises new procedures, schedules activities,and supfirvines and coordinates the work of clerical personnel to meetdeadlines for departmental projects. Maintains recordkeeping and accountingfor research contracts or department budgets, and writes progress reports.May make travel arrangements and audit expense reports; may gatherinformation; and may type documents and correspondence concerning staffemployment, promotions, and other personnel matters.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WO K AIDS

Standard office equipment and supplies.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

imum requIrements are graduation from high school including coursesin shorthand, typing, English, and some mathematics. For higher levelpositions, come college as well a commercial courses are required. Courseein medical terminology desirable.
Six months' to 8 years' secretarial or general clerical experience isquired.
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On-the-job training, of varying lengths of time, in hospital and depart-
ment routioe and procedures is given.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability is necessary to perform administrative and
clerical duties, including composing correspondence and reports.

Numerical ability is necessary to make simple arithmetic calculations
when compiling and auditing budget reports and expense accounts.

Clerical perception is necessary to proofread typewritten materials, to
index and file correspondence, records, and reports, and to organize daily
work.

Form perception is necessary to interpret shorthand.
Motor coordination is necessary when operating office machines, handling

supplies, or filing.
Interests: A preference for activities concerned with contacts in person,

on telephone, or by correspondence.
A preference for the communicatiwi of ideas, in preparing reports of

activities.
Temperaments: Work involves a variEty of changing activities from

taking dictation to making decisions on minor administrative details.
Ability to supervise and coordinate work of subordinate clerical workers.
Capable of communicating with people of various educational levels and

backgrounds.
Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is light.
Reaching, handling, and fingering to operate office machines.
Near-visual acuity to proofread transcript.
Talking and hearing for taking dictation a d supervising other clerical

workers.
Works inside.

JOB RE ATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: May supervise subordinate
and messengers.

Supervised by: Usually supervised by the head of the department in which
job is scheduled, or by ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY (see Executive
Departiaent).

Promotion om: CLERK, GENERAL OFFICE ; CLERK-TYPIST.
Promotion : ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY.

ecretaries, clerks, typistE

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

National Secretaries Association (International)
1108 Grand Avenue
Kansas City, Mo. 64106



Clerical Department Transcribin--_ achine Operator 208.588

TRANSCRIBINGMACH INE OPERATOR

JOB DUTIES

Transcribes routine letters, reports, and other recorded data, using tran-
scribing (voice reproducing) machine and typewriter ; work assignments de-
pend upon departrnent to which assigned :

Operates transcribing machine through the use of dials and peda to
control quality of voice reproduction and speed of dictation, and uses ear
devices to listen. Follows prescribed procedures for using various forms
with one or more carbon copies in typing particular reports. Follows speci-
fied procedures for dispatching finished reports to designated persons for
approval, for signature of dictator, and for dispatching cprbon copies to
designated persons or offices. Responsible for verifying accuracy of the
dictator by identifying patient's name, hospital number, location in hospital,
and any address which may involve the use of patient-name files. Makes
entries on prescribed control forms indicating report that was transcribed
on a particular patient, dates dictation was received and transcribed, and
name of dictator.

Job may involve use of electric or manual typewriters as well as disk,
belt, or tape-driven dictating and transcribing equipment.

May be designated according to trade name of transcribing machine
such as: Operator of Audiograph, Dictaphones, Ediphone, IBM, Soundscriber,
or Stenocord.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Trans!ribing equipment which may be individual machines or remote con-
trol consoles; and typewriters, dictionizries, and text references.

EDUCATION, _RAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school graduation with I or 2 years of business éourses including
typing, business English, and office Rrocedures.

On-the-job training includes a programed course in medic l
and approximately 3 months on the job.

`nology

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes : Verbal ability is ne,2essary to comprehend medical te minology
and its relationship to sentence structure, to properly transcribe involved
messages and technical reports.

Finger dexterity is necessary to type rapidly and accurately.
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Intere ts : A preference for activities that are routine, concrete, and or-
ganized, for transcribing messages composed by others.

A preference for nonsocial activities, adaptable to the use of machines;
and listening to a transcribing machine and reproducing the material on
a typewriter.

Temperaments: Work involves renetitive procedures, such as typing ac-
cording to definite formats that requires very little independent judgment.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary and light.
Finger dexterity is important for speed an-' ceuracy in typing.
Hearing is important since accurate typing depends on hearing transcrip-

tion accurately.
Works inside.

.101 RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by : Head of department in. which job is scheduled.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. This may be an entry job.
Promotion to : TRANSCRIBING OPERATOR, HEAD.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

None.



Clerical Department Transcribing Operator, Head 208.138

TRA SCRIBING OPERATOR, HEAD

typist supervisor

JOB DUTIES

Supervises and coordinates the activities of workers typing medical rec -d

forms, reports, and cards from rough drafts, corrected copies, and dictated
recordings ; work assignments vary depending on department:

Obtains recordings and reports for typing and distributes them to typists
for transcribing from proper machine. Answers questions concerning form,
style, and medical terminology, based on knowledge of hospital policy and
medical records procedure. Establishes work schedules based on workload
and available personnel. Reviews completed assignments for technical ac-
curacy. May train new employee&

At times of peak workload, may type medical, surgical, and obstetrical
information on permanent record forms from rough draft of medical and
laboratory reports. Types index cards, case records, birth and death cer-
tificates, and special forms for patients' permanent records.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUI2MENT, AND WORK AIDS

Transcribing machine, typewriter.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXP RIENCE

High school graduation with business courses in typing, office machines,
English, and office procedure. One to 2 years' co7.lege training preferred, or
2 years' experience as TRANSCRIBING-MACH1NE OPERATOR or TYP-
IST in a doctor's office.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudela: Verbal ability in necessary to comprehend medical terminology
and its relationship to sentence structure, to properly transcribe involved
messages and technical reports.

Finger dexterity is necessary te operate typewriter rapidly and accurately.
Interests : A preference for routine, concrete, and organized activities

adaptable to transcribing messages organized and prepared by others.
A preference for nonsocial activities relative to the use of machines, intening to a transcribing machiae and reproducing the material using a

writter.
peraments: Ability to plan, assign and direct work oJ. others doing '

essentially the same work.
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Work involves repetitive procedures of typing according to definite for-
mats.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions : Work is sedentary and light.
Finger dexterity is important for speed and accuracy in typing.
Hearing is important since accurate typing depends on hearing transcrip-

tion accurately.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: TRANSCRIBING-MACH1NE OPERATOR.
Supervised by: Head of department in which job is Located.
Promoted from: TRANSCRIBING-MACHINE OPERATOR.
Promotion to : No formal line of promotion.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

None.



Clerical Department Typist 203.588

TYPIST

JOB DUTIES

Types a variety of materials such as laboratory report forms, letters,
patient record cards, and monthly statements, depending upon the department
to which assigned :

Data from one record is copied to another, medical information is posted on
permanent record cards, types correspondence or copies directly other mate-
rial from rough draft or corrected copy. May transcribe materials from a
transcribing machine. May verify totals on report forms, requisitions, or
bills. May cut stencils for duplicating machine. Keeps typem riter clean and
maintains supply of necessary forms. Performs various related clerical duties.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Typewriter, transcribing machine, duplicating machine; standard office
equipment and supplies.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school or commercIal school graduation with courses in English and
typing.

Experience is desirable but not essential.
Short period of on-the-job training in hospital and department routine

and procedures.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudee: Verbal ability is necessary to be aware of rules of grammar
and spelling in copying material and for reading comprehension.

Clerical perception is necessary to proofread typewritten records, to cross-
index and file various documents and correspondence, and to avoid eTrors
in transposition when information from one record is posted to another.

Motor coordination, manual and finger dexterity are necessary for use of
typewriter and for setting up and using duplicating machines.

Interests: A preference for performing routine activities adaptable to
hospital reports and records, such as copying material on the typewriter,
filing, and posting information.

Temperaments: Adaptability to prepare records,
repetitive and short-cycle operations.

Works under close supervision.
Physical Demanas and Working Condit2ona Work is sedentary, most of

time is spent at a desk. Work is light.

and reports in
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Reaching, handling, and fingering are necessary for typing and filing.
Near-visual acuity to avoid perceptual errors when posting data and

proofreading transcripts.
Hearing is essential in operating transcribing machine.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by : Head of department in which job is located. May be

supervised by senior clerical workers.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. This usually is an entry

job.
P: ()motion to: May be promoted to SECRETARY or STENOGRAPHER

or another clerical position for which ability is demonstrated.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

None.



PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

PURPOSE: To coordinate the needs and in crests of the in-
stitution with those of the employees in a manner so as to provide
the community w!th efficient, economical hospital service, and to
staff the hospital with qualified, productive employees.

RESPONSIBILITY: Pe sonnel administration is characterized by
the philosophy, motives, and methods of organizing and treating
people so that they will consistently perform at the highest levels
of which they are capable, while obtaining the greatest degree of
satisfaction.

The number and kinds of functions assigned the Personnel
Department will vary greatly depending upon the needs, size,
and goals of the hospital.

The department is responsible within delegated authority, -Frir
planning and administering a comprehensive personnel pro-
gram, including participation in development of an overall per-
sonnel policy. It is responsible for developing techniques and
procedures to assist line supervisors in improving the personnel
aspects of their jobs. It serves as advisor to the ADMINIS-
TRATOR on personnel problems, proposes changes in established
personnel policies, and consults with and assists supervisors on
a continuing basis. The major functions of this department may
be classified as (1) developing sources of qualified employees,
(2) recruiting and retaining competent personnel, and (3) in-
creasing employee productivity and job stability.

Specifically, the Personnel Department performs some or all
of the following functions : Recruits and screens job applicants;
inducts and orients new employees ; advises on methods of train-
ing and may plan and conduct training programs ; develops pro-
cedures and policies to promote employee stabilization ; develops
procedures for position control through job analyses and job
evaluations; establishes and maintains programs of wage and
salary administration, and employee benefits ; assists in planning
and establishing lines of communication; may take part in col-
lective bargaining procedures; establishes health and safety pro-
grams ; advises the administration on legal problems relating to
employment ; does reiearch to determine causes of and solution
to personnel problems ; advises on heemital organization and
helps establish employee budgetary controls ; maintains complete

(c. 0/ 161
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personnel files on all employees ; and maintains organization
charts and staffing patterns.

AUTHORITY : Final authority _.3r applying sound personnel pol-
icies rests with the ADMINISTRATOR. The PERSONNEL DI-
RECTOR exercises line authority only over employees in the
Personnel Department. Personnel administration is a staff func-
tion. As such, it has no direct authority over operating or line
supervision.

INTERRELATIONSHIPS AND INTRARET, TIONSH IPS : Because ad-
ministrative officials recognize the need for specialized knowledge
and careful planning to insure sound personnel relations, per-
sonnel administration has become a separate department. Since
the PERSONNEL DIRECTOR, as a specialist, is chief ad v iser to
the ADMINISTRATOR on all matters involving employee re-
lations, he should report directly to the ADMINISTRATOR. As
a staff officer, he works in cooperation with each department
head to secure the maximum in employee efficiency and morale
within the hospital.

Sound employee relations tend to be reflected in employee con-
tacts with the public; therefore, the Personnel Department is a
key to good public relations. Through direct contacts with other
departments, job applicants, employment agencies, social agen-
cies, sAlools, public officials, and many other groups and indi-
viduals, the Personnel Department is in a unique position to
create a favorable impression of the hospital and promote pro-
gressive public relations.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES AND STAFFING : The personnel offices
should be easily accessible to job applicants and hospital per-
sonnel. They should be attractive and impress visitors favorably.
Provision should be made for privacy in employment interviews
and discussions with employees.

The Personnel Department is normally under the supervision
of a PERSONNEL DIRECTOR, who has mature judgment,
leadership, and specialized knowledge of personnel administra-
tion. No exact ratio has been established between numbers of em-
ployees in the Personnel Department and total personnel in the
organization. The needs of the institution and functions assigned
to the Personnel Department will affect the _number of employees
required. In smaller hospitals, personnel functions are often
combined with other administrative responsibilities. With such
combinations, there should be a clear division of time and
responsibility, so that the personnel function is not subordinated
to another function.
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Both the professional and clerical staffs of this department art.
subject to combinations of job duties. Depending upon the size
and organizational makeup of the particular hospital, each job
shown on the organization chart may merit standing alone as
described in the JOB DUTIES, or be broken into additional job
titles (not shown), or be combined i4to any one of the job titles
listed.
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PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

EMPLOYMENT
MANAGER

INTERVIEWER

TRAINING
OFFICER

JOB
ANALYST

PERSONNEL
ASSISTANT

STATISTICAL
CLERK

NOTE: This chart is for illustrative purposes only and should not be con-
sidered a recommended pattern of organization.

A

.1



Personnel Department Manager, Personnel 166.118

PERSONNEL DIRECTOR

JOB DUTIES

Plans, coordinates, and admInisters policies relating to all phases of hospital
personnel activities:

Plans and develops a personnel program and establishes methods for its
installation and operation. Develops the techniques and procedures for and
directs the activities of recruitment, induction, placement, orientation and
training. He may also be responsible for the safety and security programs.
Interprets hospital policies and regulations to new employees, arranges for
their physical examinations, and conducts or advises on training programs.
Establishes uniform employment policies and confers with department heads
and supervisors to discuss improvement of working relationships and condi-
tions. Assists in development of plans and policies related to personnel
and advises supervisors and administrative officials regarding specific per-
sonnel problems. Initiates and recommends policies and procedures necessary
to achieve objectives of the hospital and insure maximum utilization and
stability of personnel. Initiates and directs surveys related to turnover,
wages, benefits, morale, and other personnel considerations. Prepares training
manuals and directs job analysis program, including preparation of job
descriptions and specifications. Acts as liaison between employees and ad-
ministrative staff. Investigates causes of disputes and grievances and recom-
mends corrective action. Supervises workers engaged in carrying out per-
sonnel department functions.

Plans and sets up system of recordkeeping. Devises forms relative to the
personnel functions. Organizes system for maintenance of central personnel
files that will provide ready analysis of all personnel management functions.

Administers benefit services and other employer-employee programs, in-
cluding recreation, pension and hospitalization plans, credit union, vacation
and leave policies, and others. Initiates and implements employee suggestions
and performance evaluation systems.

Informs employees of hospit43 activities and administrative policies by
means of handbooks, house organs, bulletin boards, and other media. Per-
forms research as a basis for recommending changes in procedures and
policies. Interviews all terminating employees to determine causes of ter-
mination. Represents hospital at conferences relative to personnel activities.
Prepares budgets.

M &CHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPME: T, A D WORK AIDS

Office supplies and equipment.
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EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Graduation from a recognized college or university with a degree in per-
sonnel management, industrial relations, or business administration.

Courses should include tests and measurements, statistics, applied psy-
chology, personnel and business administration, economics, labor relations,
and cost accounting.

Experience as Assis ant Personnel Director is recommended. Receives
inservice indoctrination in hospital policies and regulations.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability is requ red to discuss personnel programs with
administraLive staff and employees of varying levels of verbal ability, te
effectively promote the personnel program, and to explain hospital policy
to individuals and groups. Capability also required to prepare manuals.

Numerical ability is required to evaluate personnel statistical data, to
make various computations of departmental operations, and to prepare bud-
gets.

Clerical ability is required to avoid and decect -rrors in verbal and
tabular material prepared for submission to administrative personnel.

Interests : A preference for technical activities in order to develop and
administer personnel policies.

A preference for activities that involve working with people in order to
make the personnel policy effective and satisfactory to all hospital employees
and to administrators.

Temperaments: Ability to direct and plan the activities of the entire
Personnel Departme at.

Ability to communicate with hospital staff and outsiders as well as
workers within his department, in making and carrying out personnel policies
and regulations.

Must be able to make decisions.
Physical Denuviida and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary, requiring

lifting and handling personnel records and files, seldom exceeding 10 pounds.
Frequent talking and hearing when conferring on personnel matters,

interviewing, or assigning work to subordinates.
Works inside. Usually has own office.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: EMPLOYMENT MANAGER; INTERVIEWER;
TRAINING OFFICER; JOB ANALYST; and clerical staff.

Supervised by: ADMINI STRATOR.
Promotion rom: Assistant Personnel Director or EMPLOYMENT M

AGER.
Promotion to : No formal line of pro otion. May be promoted to an

ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR.
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PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

American Soc ety for Personnel
Administration

52 East Bridge Street
Berea, Ohio 44017

Public Personnel Association
1313 East 60th Street
Chicago, Ill. 60637

State and local personnel associati n

American Personnel and Guidance
Association

1605 New Hampshire Avenue, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20009

American Society for Hospital
Personnel Directors

840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. 60611

and societies.



Personnel Department Manager, Employment 166.168

EMPLOYMENT MANAGER

JOB DUTIES

Supervises recruiting, interviewing, employing, and indoctrinating new
employees of the hospital ; supervises and assigns duties to INTERVIEWERS
and interviews job applicants referred by them:

Receives requests for additional or replacement personnel from depart-
ment heads and obtains approval of requisitions for unbudgeted positions
from PERSONNEL DIRECTOR. Reviews applications on file or contacts
various sources (professional organizations, public and private agencies,
newspapers) for qualified applicants. Interviews applicants for additional
information, evaluating personality, education, and experience against re-
quirements of the job vacancy. Administers, scores, and interprets psycho-
logical tests and skill tests such as typing and shorthand pertinent to the
specific job openings. Provides orientation for qualified applicants in regard
to hospital personnel policies, wages, hours, employee benefits, and duties
and responsibilities of the position. Refers selected applicants to department
heads for final approval. May Suggest alternate position for which applicant
is qualified. Checks references listed by applicant to verify work history and
character. Arranges for physical examination of accepted applicvnts.

Confers with department heads relative to personnel needs and problems
of individual employees. Recommends transfers of qualified employees to
other positions. Assists in development of worker ar d job specifications.
Reviews recommendations for discharge of employees. Interviews all te
nated employees to determine whether hospital screening, placement, or other
practices require revision. Recommends changes in policies, procedures, and
benefits to maintain high employee and job stability.

Prepares periodic reports relative to employment activities. Develops and
directs use of personnel forms. Arbitrates employee grievances or refers
problems to PERSONNEL DIRECTOR. May counsel employees on personal
and work problems.

The duties of this job may be combined with those of INTERVIEWER,
JOB ANALYST or TRAINING OFFICER.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Office supplies and equipment; test for

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Graduation from approved college or university with cou ses in personnel
or business administration and psychology.

Experienced as INTERVIEWER desirtf...1e.
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Inservice training in hospital policies and personnel procedures and routines
is provided.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes Verbal ability is required to communicate with applicants
and department heads, and to administer and evaluate tests in order to
make successful placements of workers in connection with available jobs.

Numerical ability is required to prepare and interpret periodic reports on
placement functions such as recruitment, interviewing, and selection.

Clerical perception is required to organize pertinent detail of verbal and
written material.

Interests : A preference f-77 business contacts, in placing present or future
employees in satisfying and satisfactory jobs.

A preference for activities concerned with communicating, in order to
explain the policies and regulations of the !-..Dspital to candidates for
employment.

Temperaments : Ability to comralmicate with applicants, to understand,
and provide help for their employment problems.

Ability to collect, organize, and interpret data from personal interview,
application forms, test results, and letters of recommendation, to assist in
making proper placement.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary,
some lifting and carrying of personnel files, seldom exceeding 10 pounds.

Reaching for and handling records and reports.
Frequent talking and hearing with applicants and other hospital workers.
Works inside.

with

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers snpervised : INTERVIEWERS ; clerical workers.
Supervised Ay : PERSONNEL DIRECTOR.
Promotion from: No formal lines of promotion. May be promoted from

INTERVIEWER.
Promotion to : PERSONNEL DIRECTOR.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

American Society for Personnel
Administration

52 East Bridge Street
Berea, Ohio 44017
Public Personnel Association
1313 East 60th Street
Chicago, Ili. 60637

Am rican Personnel and Guidance
Association

1605 New Hampshire Avenue, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20009
American Society for Hospital

Personnel Directors
840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Iii. 60611



Personnel Department Employment Interviewer II 166.268

INTERVIEWER

JOB DUTIES

Interviews and screens job applicants to determine qualifications for
employment with the hospital:

Conducts initial interviews of applicants for employment. Assists appli-
cants in filling out application forms and requests additional information or
clarification of data as necessary. Answers questions and supplies information
regarding employment policies and requirements. Notes appearance, manner,
and experience of applicants and other requirements of hospital employment
policy. Refers qualified applicants to EMPLOYMENT MANAGER. Checks
references on applications to verify work hist-Jry. Peceives requisitions for
personnel from various departments, and refers qualified applicants from
names in file, or contacts various sources to obtain workers.

Prepares reports supplying information on present employees or new em-
ployees, as requested. Maintains personnel records and raakes changes neces-
sary to keep records up to date. May administer and score tests not re-
quiring special education and training.

The duties of this job may be combined with those of EMPLOYMENT
MANAGER, JOB ANALYST, or TRAINING OFFICER.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Office supplies and equipment; test forms.

EDUCATION. TRAINING. AND EXPERIENCE

Graduation from approved college or university with courses in
or business administration and psychology.

Should be skilled in interviewing techniques.
Inservice training in hospital policies and personnel procedures

tines.

WORKER TRAITS

personnel

and rou-

Aptitudes: Verbal ability is required to communicate with applicants and
department heads to successfully place workers in available jobs and to
administer and evaluate tests.

Numerical ability is required to prepare and interpret statistical reports
on job functions, in relation to recruitment, interviewing, and placement.

Clerical perception is required to organize pertinent details of verbal and
written material.
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Interests A preference for business contacts, to place present and future
employees in satisfactory and satisfying jobs.

A preference for activities concerned with communicating to explain the
policies and regulations of the hospital to candidates for employment.

Temperaments: Ability to communicate with applicants, te understand
and provide help for their employment problems.

Ability to collect, organize, and interpret data from personal interviews,
application forms, test results, and letters of recommendation to assist in
making proper placement.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is sedentary with some
lifting and carrying of personnel files.

Reaches for and handles records and reports.
Frequent talking and hearing are required in com unirating with ap-

plicants, and with other hospital workers.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIO- SHIPS

Workers Supervised: None.
Supervised by: EMPLOYMENT MANAGER.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion.
Promotion to : EMPLOYMENT MANAGER.

None.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS



Personnel epartment Job Analyst J10,61.088

JOB ANALYST

occupational analyst

JOB DUTIES

Collects, analyzes, and develops occupational data relative to jobs, including
job requirements and workers qualifications, to serve as a basis for selection
and placement of workers, wage evaluation, c.oemseling, and other personnel
practices:

In cooperation with department heads and PERSONNEL DIRECTOR, de-
termines need for job analysis program, and procedures to be followed. In-
terviews workers and observes tasks being performed in order to identify
job, describe duties, and indicate lt.'quirements for workers. Includes such
pertinent information as use of equipment and tools ; working conditions ; and
requirements for physical skills and knowledge, degree of dexterity, special
sensory acuteness, and personal characteristics. Writes descriptions of each
job emphasizing points of information needed for personnel practices involv-
ing recruitment; placement, promotion, and transfer; job and employee
evaluation; training, full utilization If workers; safety and health research;
improved personnel policies ; and c unseling. Reviews completed analysis
with department head and PERSONNEL DIRECTOR for verification.

Writes hiring specifications to assist in making valid selection of pro-
spective employees. Reviews job duties to reveal duplication of effort and
establish promotion sequence of jobs. Devises employee performance evalua-
tion criteria and job evaluation systems, and recommends changes in job
classifications. May use tests to determine occupational knowledge and skill
of worker. Determines interrelationships among jobs for purposes of transfer,
promotion, and job redesign.

Assists in developing job analysis scheduk , and other personnel forms.
Performs research to determine improved peratimnel procedures. The duties
of this job may be combined with those of 111-\-TERVIEWER, TRAINING
OFFICER, or EMPLOYMENT MANAGER.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Office equipment and supplies; testing and alysis forms.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Graduation from an accredited college or university. Courses in statistics,
tests and measurements, and personnel administration are desirable. Ex-
perience in job analysis or similar phases of personnel work are essential.

Inservice training in hospital routines and procedures is provided.

i'iZ
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WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes : Verbal ability is necessary to communicate with workers
when making job studies, then to express clearly the details, so that the
findings will correlate with the purposes of the job study.

Numerical ability is necessary to prepare wage and rating sc les, statis-
tical charts, and evaluation systems.

Clerical ability is necessary in preparing formats of personnel records
and entering information on them.

Interests: A preference for technical activities, to support knowledge of
equipment, terminology, and processes used by hospital workers.

A preference for activities of an abstract nature, for research to develop
ne .47 personnel procedures, and to alleviate hospital personnel problems.

Temperaments: Aptitude to collect, organize, and evaluate job data gatiTa-
ered from studies of hospital jobn.

Capable of making recommendos for improved use of personnel on
the basis of evaluations made of jt:4 a.

Capability to meet and interview various types of w rkers and to ohserve
duties being performed in all areas of the hospital.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Sits, stands, and walks in-
termittently throughout the working day.

Handles and fingers office supplies and equipment.
Talks and listens to employees when studying jobs.
Worke inside.

JOB RELATI NSHIPS

orkers supervised: None.
Supervised by: PERSONNEL DIRECTOR..
Promoticit from: No formal line of promotion. May be promoted from

INTERVIEWER.
Promotion to : No formal line of pi omotion. May be promoted to PER-

SONNEL DIRECTOR after additional training and experience.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

American Society for Personnel
Administration

52 East Bridge Street
Berea, Ohio 44017
Public Personnel Association
1313 East 60th Stree
Chicago, Ill. 80637

American Personnel and Guidance
Association

1605 New Hampshire Avenue, NW.
Washington, D.C. 20009



Personnel Department Personnel Clerk 205.368

PERSONNEL ASSISTANT

records clerk

JOE DUTIES

Maintains personnel records of hospital employees and ans ers employ-
ment inquiries:

Types personnel forms of new employees, such as employee record forms
and insurance forms. Files employee folders in prescribed manner. Records
changes in status on employees' personnel records, such as name, address,
telephone number, wage chank,2, transfer, and attendance to keep records
current. Remove records of terminated employees, from active file.

Answers inquiries concerning availability of employment opportunities.
May do preliminary screening of applicants by obtaining information about
interests, skills, ability, and experience before referring those with satis-
factory qualifications to INTERVIEWER or EMPLOYMENT MANAGER
for extensive interview. Explains and aeswers questions about hospital
employment policies and re'4uirements. Assigns lockers to new employees
and maintains locked-key control system. -

Schedules job applicant appointments with INTERVIEWER and EM-
PLOYMENT MANAGER. Contacts references listed on application by
telephone or letter to verify applicant's work history.

Reviews departmental reports to determine information, such as number
of vacancies, total number of employees, and compiles data for preparation
of monthly reports. Supplies information concerning present and former
employees. May order office supplies.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

tsr, office fo

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school graduation with commercial courses required. College courses
in personnel administration and psychology are desirable.

On-the-job training in interviewing and office procedures provided.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes : Verbal ability is needed to communicate with applicants and
instruct them in proper preparation of application and in making contacts
in regard to employee references.
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Clerical perception is needed to verify personnel records and informationfor rel.orts.
Motor coordination is needed for typing of forms.
Manual dexterity is needed for sorting and filing application records.
Interests: A preference for business contacts, for suitable intervie wingof applicants.
A preference for routine, concrete, and organized activities adaptable

to keeping records and to interviewing.
Temperaments: Versatile; work involves a variety of duties according to

established format of department.
Communicates with applicants when interviewing them.
Physical Demands and Working Conditione: Work is sedentary, requiring

some lifting and carrying of personnel files not exceeding 10 pounds.
Reaches for, hanules, and fingers records and reports and typewriter.
Talking and hearing with applicants and other hospital workers.
Works inside.

WORK RELATI 17T T
ALA .1.Ir

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by: PERSONNEL MANAGER.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. This may be an entry job.
Promotion to: No formal line of promotion. May be promoted to INTER-VIEWER.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

None.



Personnel Department Statistical C erk 219.388

STATISTICAL CLERK

JOB DUTIES

Compiles data for reports concerning hospital personnel activities for
analysis by administration and as a basis for statistical, studies, using
adding or calculating machine to compute totals, averages, and other
details required :

Compiles statistics from source materials such as number of job appli-
cants, interviews, tests, hirings, transfers, promotions, absentees, injuries,
and turnover 2-tco.r. ds to prepare week-y, monthly, and annual reports.
Makes comparison iqport, by month or year using source data. Calculates
number of employees by department and classification and notes number
of employees terminated and hired under each department and classification.
Makes periodic wage and hour surveys of specified positions to compare
hospital pay rates with those of other hospitals and businesses in the area.
Assists PERSONNEL MANAGER to evaluate these reports.

Maintains employee personnel records by entering additional inform
or removing records from the files for terminated employees.

Types statistical reports and may act as RECEPTIONIST.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Typewriter, adding and calculating machines, statistical forms.

'EDUCATION. TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school graduation with coursea in mathematIcs and use of business
machines.

No previous experience is necessary.
On-the-job training to learn particular statistical procedures.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Numerical ability is necessary to make statistical computations
quickly and accuratel

Clerical perception is necessary to perceive detail in tabular material, to
proofread numbers, and to avoid errors in arithmetical computations.

Manual and finger dexterity to operate typewriter and business machines.
Interests: A preference for working with statistical computations and

repr,zts.
A preference for routine, organized activities, adaptable to preparing rec-

ords and reports.
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Temperaments : Suitability to perform repetitive, short-cycle operations
in preparing statistical charts.

A sense of discipline to follow instructions carefully in computing ta-
tistical charts.

Physical Demands and Working Condition-s: Work is sedentary.
Reaches for, handles, and fingers reports and records. Finger dexterity

also required in operating business machines.
Near-visual acuity to read and write numbers.
Works inside.

SOB RELATIO SHIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by : PERSONNEL DIRECTOR.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. This may be an en
Promotion to : No formal line of promotion.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

None.



Personnel Department Supervisor, Training 166.228

TRAINING OFFICER

JOB DUTIES

Assists in planning, organizing, and directing employee training pro-
grams designed to orient employees, improve job skills, and develop potential
capabilities:

Confers with supervisors and department heads to determine need for
training in order to increase job proficiency or improve morale. Plans new
or special training classeo and demonstrations, writes training material or
adapts existing materials to immediate needs. Prepares and distributes
pamphlets, memoranda, or manuals to be used by trainees. Selk
classes in cooperation with depn,-tment heads, and arranges for lectures,
demonstrations, or on-the-job training. Orients new employees to hospital
policies, methods, and procedures.

Institutes- supervisory-tr. 'King programs to develop more effective rela-
tionships between supervisors and subordinates. Instructs supervisors and
department heads in training methods and use of traininp materials, and
assists other members of the department with specific training or personnel
problems.

Instructs employees relative to nature and hazards of equipment and
materials handled, responsibilities of specific positions, and hospital safety
rules. Conducts or arranges for sessions for iatroducing new procedures or
equipment. Follows up program to evaluatn effectiveness of training and to
determine need for revision of methods or materials.

Selects and edits training materials such as educational films and books
for training purposes. May prepare handbooks outlining personnel policies
of institution, including information relative to salary and promGtion; in-
surance, vacation, sick leave, and other benefits; standards of what is ex-
pected of employees and what they can expect from the hospital.

Designs training charts and.other visual aids.
The duties of this job may be combined with those of INTERVIEWER,

JOB ANALYST, EMPLOYMENT MANAGER, or PERtEONNEL DIREC-
TOR. _

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Audiovisual equipment, training manuals, and other aids.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Graduation from accredited college or university with courses in educa-
tional methods, personnel administration, applied psychology, 'English, and
posIbiy journalism.
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Teaching experience or experience in personnel work is essentIal.
Inservice training in hospital procedures and routines.

WORKER TRAITS

Apiitudes Verbal ability is needed to communicate (on a teacher-student
basis) with workers of varying cultural and educational backgrounds and
to prepare manuals and training materials.

Clerical perception is needed to organize and prepare manuals and train-
ing materials.

Interests: A preference for activities concerned with people and the com-
munication of ideas to th

A preference for activities concerned with creating effective training
terials.

Temperaments: Suitable for work that involves a variety of conditions
to conduct a meaningful instructional program geared to the needs of the
hospital.

Ability to communicate with people in actual Job duties, beyond giving
and receiving instructions, when orienting them to hospital and giving
on-the-job training.

Influences people through ideas of training and accident prevention pro-
grams.

Physical Demands and Working Cofiditions : Work is light. Sitting when
preparing materials and standing when conducting training sessions.

Talking and hearing when conducting training sessions.
Near-visual acuity for reading and wri 'rig training materials.
Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Wor ers supervised: None.
Sun-rvised by : PERSONNEL DMEICTOR.
Promotion from: No formal line of promotion. May be promoted from

INTERVIEWER.
Promotion to: No formal line of promotion. May be promoted to PER-

SONNEL DIRECTOR after additional training and experience.

PRO'ESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

American Society for Personnel
Administration

52 East Bridge Street
Berea, Ohio 44017

Public Personnel Association
1313 East 60th Street
Chicago, Ill. 80687

American Personnel and Guidance
ssociation

1605 New Hampshire Avenue, NW.
Washin n, D.C. 20009



PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT

PURPOSE: To interpret policies and objectives of the hospital
to the public, to foster attitudes of confidence and respect for
the hospital on the part of the community, and to interpret the
public's opinion of the hospital to hospital authorities.

RESPONSIBILITY: Developing a planned course of action that
will keep the public informed of the benefits to be derived from
the hospital.

This deprrtment promotes and develops communi under-
standing of hospital services and stimulates an active in erest of
the hospital staff in community na2ds ; informs the public of hos-
pital achievements as well as its programs ; cooperates with other
health agencies to fulfill health and welfare needs of the com-
munity, ; clarifies controversial health and welfare issues for both
staff ,-0-td community; stimulates willingness for voluntary con-
tributions and public and private endownments ; and interprets
hospital policies and costs to the commun"

Because of the increasing involvement in, and importance of,
hospital-community relationships, a planned public relations
program is vital. Probably the soundest basis for good community
relations is through the spoken word of satisfied patients. There
are many ways within the hospital to accomplish this end, such
as giving special care to selection of -iaersonnel for admitting, in-
formation, telephone, and similar public contact positions ; ad-
justing complaints in a sympathetic manner ; adhering to ac-
cepted codes of ethics governing release of information ; and
developing an awareness on the part of employees, particularly
nursing and medical staff, of the value of good relationships
with patients.

Speeches arranged by the Public Relations Department and
delivered by hospital representatives to business and service
clubs, church, school, and extracurricular groups and addresses
and dram r-tizations for radio and television audiences are ve-
hicles for getting the hospital's story before the communi

Daily newspapers, neighborhood newspapers, school papers,
and local industrial papers offer opportunities fr)r promotiug
good public relations stories. Items can be newsworthy events,
feature articles and picture stories, editorials, and regularly pub-
lished hospital news or announcement columns. This material
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may be written by the publications staff ir hospita1 Public Re-
lations Department.

Regularly issued hospital bulletins for the hospital staff, bul-
letin boards, special editions of annual reports, and other reports
along with patients' handbooks and brochures provide means of
contacting both staff and patients with the written word.

Posters and exhibits for the public displayed either within
the hospital or n other community establishments and hospital
tours conducted for various groups also have proven successful.

Other responsibilities of the Public Relations Department may
include surveying public opinion and planning special events.

AUTHORITY': Public relations is a management function. The
DIRECTOR, PUBLIC RELATIONS, therefore, should report di-
rectly to the ADMINI3TRATOR. The Public Relations Depart-
ment, however, operates in a staff capacity and has no authority
over operating or line activities or personnel_ The DIRECTOR,
PUBLIC RELATIONS has line authority only over those in the
Public Relations Department working directly under him.

INTERRELATIONSHIPS AND INTRARELATIONSHIPS : Public rela-
tions has become a separate department hecause of the need for
specialized knowledge and careful pla v_iing to increase public
understanding of hospital objectives. The department plays the
gding role in developing the hospital's image in the community.
The DIRECTOR, PUBLIC RELATIONS works closely with all
hospital officials. Conferences and decisions pertaining to em-
ployee relations, and hospital policies and procedures, are of con-
siderable interest to, and can have a direct bearing on, public
relations. Frequently, the DIRECTOR, PUBLIC RELATIONS,
works closely with a speciol committee of the governing board.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES AND STAFFING: The Public Relations De-
partment should be easily accessible to the Executive Office of
the hospital.

The department is usually supervised by a DIRECTOR,
PUBLIC RELATION3. Public relations functions, however, may
be combined with other administrative responsibilities. In this
case, there should be a clear division of time and responsibility
so that public relations aspects are not subordinated to other
activities and responsibilities. In small hospitals, the function is
handled frequently by the ADMINISTRATOR or a committee of
the governing board. Even with a full-time DIRECTOR, PUBLIC
RELATIONS, it is advantageous to form an advjsory coii_mittee
of civic-minded persons in the community familiar with public
relations techniques, in order to promote community interest and
understanding.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS DEPARTMENT

DIRECTOR, PUBLIC'RELATIONS

PU LIC INFORMATION SPECIALIST

NOTE: This chart is for illustrative purposes only and ski-gild not be con-sidered a recommended pattern of orgartization.



Public Relations Department Dir, Public Reiabons 165.038T

DIRECTOR, PUBLIC RELATIONS

community relations director

JOB DUTIES

Organizes and directs hospital public relations programs to develop public
interest, understanding, and good will and to pro ride a central source of
information for the public that will comply with hospital policies :

Confers with ADMINISTRATOR and Governing Board to formulate
public relations policies, and to develop programs that will result in a
close community identification for the hospital, satisfy the publicity require-
ments of the community, and comply with hospital and medical codes of
ethics. Plans public information programs and carries out such programs
by working with all news media. Plans and arranges for press conferences,
open houses, publicity brochures and displays, and solicits cooperation of
medical ef-ff and patients in these efforts. Plans, organizes, and directs
volunteer participation in public relations programs, such as staffing of
speakers' bureau and staffing of displays at the hospital and elsewhere.

Gathers information from hospital staff, physicians, and patients; writes
news releases, and assists in press conferences, radio and television pro-
grams, to disseminate information regarding hospital admissions, surgical
techniques, research activities, new equipment and facilities, and unusual
medical or surgical c ies that would be of general interest.

Conducts visitors on tours of hospital; addresses civic, business, and
service organizations; and represents hospital in community activities.
Writes articles for publication and prepares graphic materials and special
reports.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Office equip ent and machines; news media.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

degree with courses in English, social studies, and the humanitIes.
. t() years' experdence in journalism and/or public relation&

.3 months' orientation in a hosplcal.

WORMER TRAITS

Aptitudes : Verbal ability that it, particularly articulate is needed for
public speaking; to participate in executive planning conierences; to COM.-
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rnunicate with people of varying backgrounds and education; V:- write
articles and news releases; and to direct activities of others.

Organizational ability with an eye for detail is needed to perceive perti-
nent detail in narrative reports; to avoid perceptual errors in compiling; and
to pro:tread material for publication.

Interests: An interest in people and the communication of ideas.
A creative interest, manifested in design and preparation of brochures,

publicity materials, and displays.
Temperaments: Leadership qualities for work involving control of pro-

grams, working with administrators, employees, volunteers, and representa-
tives of the community in varying situations. Makes decisions based on
experience regarding 13rogram best suited to type of publicity to be used for
each campaigkl.

Facility to interpret feelings, facts, and ideas in an interesting, info
tive manner when writing and preparing publicity material.

Physical DemandR and Working Conditions: Work is primarily sedentary,
but requires walking when conducting tours, and standing when addressing
ci%lc, business, and servir.e organizations.

Talking and hearing are reqaired when performing most of job duties
and when speaking before audiences.

Frequently reaches for and handles papers and writing implements.
Near-visual acuity and color discrimination in preparing publicity ma-

terials and proofreading.
Works inside. Usually has own office.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: PUBLIC INFORMATION SFECIALIST. May have
clerical help also.

Supervisedby: ADMINISTRATOR.
Promotion from: None.
Promotion to: ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Public Relations Society of
America, Inc.

845 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

erican Society for Hospiial
Public Relations Directors

840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. 60611



a
Public Relations Department Public-Reintion Man I 165.068

PUBLIC INFORMATION SPECIALIST

editorial assistant

JOB DUTIES

Participates in hospital public relations activities, usually assuming re
sponsibility for one or more continuing programs, to interpret objectives of
the hospital:

Confers vAth DIRECTOR, PUBLIC RELATIONS to plan details of as-
signed program, such as program limits, involved hospital policies, format,
media, and techniques.

Writes news releases, stories, and featured articles for newspapers, tele-
vision, radio, house organs, pamphlets, and brochures. Compiles news, pub-
licity, and backgrounfl information by iaterviewing staff, patients, and
visitors, researching subject in medical library, and extracting or clipping
data from publications and reports. Prepares layouts and edits department
publications, such as house organs, brochures, and special reports. Writes
daily news bulletin for distribution to patients.

Conducts visitors on hospital tours; assists families of patients, reassuring
them, arranging for temporary housing, and explaining hospital policies,
procedures, and facilities to them. Answers inquiries regarding patients by
telephone or letter. Obtains signatures authorizing release of information
and publicity pictures. Maintains historical records and scrapbooks for
future reference. Arranges for facilities and services for conferences and
banquets.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Office sunplies and equipment- news media.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

College degree with courses in English, social studies, and the hu
Two years' experience in public relations work.
Experience in journalism and group organization is desirable.
At least 3 months' orientation in hospital procedures.

WORKER TRAITS

xi' es.

Aptitudes : Verbal. ability is needed to communIcate with people of varying
levels of education and background; to write news items; and to speak
to groups.
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Form perception is needed in preparing brochures and graphic publicity
material.

Clerical perception is needed to detect and/or avoid errors trbal
material and in reviewing and proofreading final copy before submittiyn-g it
to printer or to be duplicated.

Interests: A preference for people and the communication of ideas. A
preference for creative endeavors, manifested in the design and preparation
of graphic materials and layouts for news stories and other articles.

Temperaments : Capacity to communicate with people of varying educa-
tion and background when interviewing ar conducting tours.

Sensitivity to Interpret feelings, facts, and ideas when writing news
items and other releases.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions : Work is primarily sedentary,
with some walking when conducting tours and standing while speaking
to groups.

Reaching, handling, and fingering involved when preparing graphics
and news releases.

Talking and hearing are required when communicating with people, in
interviews or in groups.

Near-visual acuity and color discrimination are required in preparing
publicity materials and proofreading.

Works inside.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: None.
Supervised by : DIRECTOR, PUBLIC RELATIONS.
Promotion from: None. This may be an entry job.
Promotion to: DIRECTOR, PUBLIC RELATIONS.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

Public Relations Society of
America, Inc.

845 Third Avenue
New York, N.Y. 10022

American Society for Hospital
Public Relations Directors

840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, 60611



PURCHASING AND RECEIVING DEPARTMENT

PURPOSE: To provide centralized procurement and control of
all supplies, equipment, and materials used in the hospital.

RESPONSIBILITY: The determination of hospital needs and pro-
curement of all equipment and supplies, consistent with hi h
quality and economy.

The general functions of this department include developing
specifications for commonly used items ; reviewing catalogs and
other informational literature to discover sources of improved
equipment ; promoting standardization and use of laborsaving
equipment and supplies ; conducting inspections to insure that
items are not ov erstocked ; and maintaining numerous records.

Specifically, when a purchase order is to be placed, this de-
partment is responsible for editing orders for completeness and
verifying orders against catalogs, previous orders, and manuals
for specifications such as those established by the American
Hospital Association and the National Bureau of Standards. A
determination is then made of quantities to be ordered based upon
such information as hospital finances, market conditions, time of
delivery, storage space available, anticipated rate of consumption,
and availability of hospital facilities for manufacture of certain
required items as are necessary for some items of Central Supply.
Competitive bids are then obtained, evaluated, and formal pur-
chase orders issued.

The basis of all operations of the Purchasing Department is
the requisition initiated by individual departments. These may
be either stock or purchase requisitions, depending 3ri whether
desired supplies are stocked by the hospital or are to be purchased.
Such forms indicate date, department, quantity of each item re-
turned for exchange, and the quantity and specifications of each
item needed. Requisitions are approved and signed by responsible
departmental or administrative authority, and forwarded to
stockroom or purchasing section for procurement. Supplies re-
quired before scheduled delivery dates are secured by emergency
requisitions following similar procedures with an added notation
stating reasons for emergency.

In most hospitals the Purchasing Department will receive,
verify, store, and issue, as well as purchase, supplies and equip-
ment ; some hospitals assign this responsibility to the Business
Office.
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AUTHORITY: Since purchasing is a staff function, the Pur-
chasing Department exercises no authority over operating per-
sonnel, but exerts line authority over employees within the de-
partment. The PURCHASING AGENT recommends and advises
department heads on quality and availability of supplies and
equipment based on special knowledge and research. He selects
vendors on basis of price, delivery, and quality of merchandise ;
and supervises the storage, control, and issuance of the mer-
chandise upon authorized request. He is responsible to an ad-
ministrator or to a delegated authority_

INTERRELATIONS AND INTRARELATIONSHIPS : Centralized pur-
chasing provides advantages of economy, standardization, con-
trolled accounting, and protection agains C waste. Actual procure-
ment in all departments need not be performed by the Purchasing
Department, but it should control the req uisitions and purchasing
procedures. A medical staff committee usually cooperates with
the PURCHASING AGENT for the standardization of medical
supplies.

The Purchasing Department deals directly with most other
departments of the hospital. Particularly close coordination with
the Business Department is necessary in order to maintain ef-
fective accounting, auditing, and budgetary controls and to main-
tain working contact with the storerooms, unless they are under
the direction of the Purchasing Department. In some hospitals,
purchasing is a function assigned directly to the Business De-
partment. Recently, because of the increase in the variety of
materials both disposable and nondisposable being used in most
hospital departments, the Purchasing Department's personnel has
been increased and it has become a separate department with
its own authority.

STANDARDS: The Committee on Purchasing of the American
Hospital Association has published a series of specifications to
be used as a guide for more economical and effective purchasing.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES AND STAFFING ; The Purchasing Depart-
ment should have an office easily accessible to salesmen and
hospital personnel. Where receiving, storing, and issuing of sup-
plies, equipment, and materials are functions of this department,
storage rooms and warehouse space should be situated conven-
iently to the using departments. The deprtment is usually super-
vised by a PURCHASING AGENT with special knowk Ige and
skills in principles and procedures of purchas'ing. In the small
hospital, the ADMINISTRATOR may perform the purchasing
functions or delegate this responsibility to an ASSOCIATE AD-
MINISTRATOR or to others.
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PURCHASING AND RECEIVING DEPARTMENT

PURCHASING AGENT

SUPERVISOR, STOCK

STOCK CLERK

NOTE: This chart is for illustrative purposes only and should not be con-
sidered a recommended pattern of organization.



Purchasing and Receiving Department Purchas ng Agent 162.158

PURCHASING AGENT

chief buyer
director of purchases

JOB DUTIES

Administers and directs program to purchase materials, supplies, and
equipment for hospital use, and coordinates the activities of workers receiv-
ing, storing, and issuing purchased items:

Reviews requests for medical equipment, furnishings, supplies, building
materials, and other items to assure that requisitions meet with purchasing
policies. Consults with department heads to resolve discrepancies or to assist
them in preparing requisitions for special items. Analyzes market condi-
tions and statistical data, interviaws vendors, and reviews catalogs and
other source material to obtain information on items for purchase. Compares
prices, specifications, and delivery dates, and directs the preparation and
mailing of purchase orders to merchandising firms or their representatives.
Prepares bid instructions on large orders or special equipment. Mey submit
purchase orders on acceptable bids. to administrative personnel for approval.
May arrange with vendors for discount prices on purchases of large
quantities of items, such as oxygens, soaps, intravenous solutions, and
other supplies. Examines purchasing records to ascertain that staff has
complied with all procurement procedures. Arranges with vendors for re-
placement of defective items purchased.

Reviews advertising literature, trade magazines, and other publications
to keep abreast of market conditions, cost prices, and new products. Consults
with department heads to determine the quality, effectiveness, and dura-
bility of products purchased.

Establishes procedures for, and assigns duties to, personnel engaged
receiving, storing, and issuing purchased items. Directs the taking
periodic inventories. Examines inventory records for accuracy and adherence
to inventory control procedures. Reviews inventory of stock items to insure
that level is consistent with usage. Initiates purchase orders on depleted
stocks. Confers with. department heads authorized to negotiate own pur-
chases to assure that purchases are made within cost limits and are not
overstocked in department.

Interviews and hires new employees and --Assis them to purchasing
section or stockroom. Conducts periodic staff meetings to inform staff of
changes in policies and procedures. Compiles and prepares monthly reports
on major purchases for inventory and budget purposes. Reviews records of
purchases made over a specific period of time to determine methods for
improving purchasing procedures. May not be required to purchase food-
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stuffs or medicines. May direct hospital's printshop and mailroom. May
direct, and purchase supplies for, hospital-operated commiss ry.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Catalogs, inventory records, office supplies, price lists, purchase orders,
purchase requisitions.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

College degree in business a iministration or allied field is usually re-
quired. Some employers will a ccept high school graduates who have taken
courses in purchasing, merchandising, accounting, and marketing at the
college level.

Usually requires 2 years' experience in a phase of purchasing, either
for the hospital or another institution. Some hospitals will select and train
a potential candidate, from a lower classification within the hospital, who
has acquired thorough knowledge of hospital policies, procedures, and de-
partmental activities.

Usually 1 month's on-the-job training is required.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability is required te communicate effectively with
vendors, to obtain the most reasonable prices, and to arrange for deliveries;
to communicate with hospital staff to satisfy their purchasing needs; and
with subordinate workers to motivate them and expedite their actions.

Numerical ability required to mentally calculate prices, price ranges, dis-
counts, and other factors relating to purchasing, and to arithmetically
estimate, measure, or determine footage in floor coverings, draperies, and
other housekeeping or building materials.

Interests: A preference for business contacts with sales representatives,
department heads, and associates.

A preference for the communication of ideas, to help in improving pur-
chasing procedures.

Temperaments: Aptitude to direct, control, and plan the hospital pur-
chasing program which requires frequent contact with vendors and members
of the hospital staff.

Capable of sound business practices that may influence sales representa-.
tives to the advantage of the hospital's purchasing program.

Capacity to exercise judgment in contracting for purchases where fre-
quently no specific benchmarks or precedents have been established.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: Work is light. Involves fre-
quent handling and fingering of records, printed matter, and correspondence.

Talking and hearing essential when conferring with vendors, department
heads, and associates.

Works inside. Usually has own office.
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JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers eupervised: SUPERVISOR, STOCK; STOCK CLERK; and
clerical workers.

Supervised by: ADMINISTRATOR, ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR
or delegated authority.

PromotZon. from : No formal line of promotion.
Promotion to: No formal line of promotion. May be promoted to an

ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR.

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

American Association of Hospitai
Purchasing Agents

840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. 60611

National Association of Hospital
Purchasing Agents

840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. 60611



Purchasing and Receiving Department Stock Clerk 223.387

STOCK CLERK

receiving and delivery clerk
storekeeper assistant

warehouseman

JOB DUTIES

Receives, stores, and issues materials, foodstuffs, supplies, and equipment,
takes inventories; and compiles stock records in hospital stockroom or in
department to which assigned:

Unpacks or uncrates items received, using crowbar, clawhammer, knives,
scissors. Inspects items for damage or defects, such as spoilage, torn

wrappings, scratches, or breakage. Verifies accuracy of shipment by count-
ing, weighing, or measuring items sale comparing size, weight, deseription,
and code numbers with information on invoice or packing slip and purchase
order. Records or reports discrepancies or damage in sNipment and signs
invoice. May forward invoice to the accounts payable office. Marks identi-
fying information, such as unit code, cost, date received, and other data
on items. May post quantity received on a perpetual inventory card. Carries
or conveys by handtruck items from receiving area and stores perishable
items in Pefrigerator or others on shelves according to established proce-
dures:-

Takes items from stock to fill requisitions and carries them or delivers
by handtruck to requesting hospital sections or departments. Obtains au-
thorized signatures for accepted supplies and routes signed forms to pur-
chasing section personnel. May deduct items from perpetual inventory card.
Periodically takes physical count of stock on hand and verifies count with
inventory control totals.

Adjusts inventory record to agree with physical count. May post prices
of items on inventory sheet from established price list for audit. Requisitions
additional supplies, as needed, from Purchasing Department.

Performs related duties: Maintains storeroom in orderly manner. May
weep and mop floors of refrigerators and storerooms. May devise improved

storage arrangements, utilizing knowledge of hospital storekeeping. May
construct additional pallets, using hammer, saw, and nails. May make minor
repairs on data-writers, staplers, and other office equipment, using handtools.
May compile and submit special reports to Purchasing Department, as
required, such as amount of specialized items used during a specific period
of time. May train new assistants in receiving and issuing supplies and
maintaining Perpetual inventory. May perform duties in various hospital
departments; may be concerned only with foodstuffs, or with other hos-
pital equipment and supplies, or with maintenance materials and supplies.
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MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WORK AIDS

Adding machines, brooms, charge records, dollies, handtrucks, inventory
forms, invoices, knives, ladders, mops, handtools, requisitions, scales, rules.

EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Most employers require high school graduation. Some employers will ac-
cept workers with the ability to follow oral and written instructions and
perform simple arithmetic calculations.

Some stockroom experience is desirable but not essential. Occasionally
employers require 1 to 2 years' experience in stockroom and general clerical
work.

Workers will usually receive 1 to 2 months' on-the-job training'.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability is required to communicate effectively with
other hospital staff members and delivery personnel.

Use of simple arithmetic is required to add and subtract quantities or
units of Ltock items when posting perpetual inventory records.

Clerical perception is required to detect errors on requisitions, purchase
orders, and inventory records.

Manual dexterity is required to move boxes, packages and other items
in a rapid and skillful manner so as to avoid damage to containers and
contents.

Interests: A preference for working manually with things and objects to
work well in receiving, storing, and issuing stock, according to a rautine
and organized procedure.

Temperaments: Ability to adjust to routine s,.ockwork, carried out under
direct ,aupervision.

Physical Denuxnds and Working Conditions: Work is of medium physical
demand, frequently requiring lifting and carrying articles weighing up to
25 pounds for conaiderable distances when delivering supplies

Frequently stoops and crouches when storing supplies on shelves or
pallets near the ground.

Works indoors. 'Workers dealing with perishable commodities are expo ed
to extreme cold from walk-in refrigerators. Subject to strains due to
lifting heavy objects and to bruises from falling objects. Carelessness in
handling heavy items could result in serious injuries to head and ex-
tremities.

.JOB RELATIONSHIP-S

Workers supervised:,None.,,
Supervised 1-)Y.:- SUPERVISOR, STOCK.
Promotio o formal line of pro o ion. This may be an entry
Promo No fmJ line co promotion. May be promoted to

SUPERVISOR, STOCK.
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PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

None.



Purchasing and Receiving Depart ent Supervisor, S ock 223.138

SUPERVISOR, STOCK

storekeeper
warehouse manager

JOB DUTIES

Supervises and coordinates the activities of hospital storeroom personnel
engf.ged in receiving, storing, and delivering materials, equipment, and
supplies to various hospital departments:

Receives advance notice of arrival of goods from purchase orders and
communications from shippers and carriers. Assists in clearing space forstock and assigns to assistants such tasks as unloading, unpacking, and
storing shipments. May direct worker to deliver certain items directly to
using department. Signs receipts for materials received, reserving right toreturn them later in case of damage or if order has been incorrectly filled.
Enters data such as order number, weight, condition, carrier, and shipper
on receiving sheet and verifies contents with delivery sheet submitted bycarrier. Verifies stock identification numbers and specifications againstoriginal purchase order. Examines materials for damage and defects, andaccepts or rejects goods. Notifies transportation companies of damaged
goods and fills out damage reports. Directs storage and issuance of materials.

Makes periodic reports listing such data as shipments received, contents
and condition of shipments, names of shippers, and trade names and
quantities crf materials issued on requisitions. Assists in keeping current
inventory of materials by filing cards for goods received and issued, andposting such transactions in a ledger. Determines amount of supplies on
hand and notifies Purchasing Department when stocks are low.

Performs related duties : Trains new workers assigned to storeroom. May
interview and hire new employees. M24y assist Personnel Department in
preparing job performance evaluations of assistants. May recommend pro-motions and transfers. May make minor repairs to articles carried instock. May initiate correspondence with commercial establishments con-cerning damaged and unsatisfactory articles. May drive li ht truck to
pick up supplies and equipment.

MACHINES, TOOLS, EQUIPMENT AND WORK AIDS

Floor plans,
requisitions.

inventory cards, invoices, ledger, purchase orders,
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EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

High school graduation or equivalent is required, including courses in
business arithmetic and often in bookkeeping.

Worker must have a minimum of 2 years' experience in all phases of
hospital stock-control work.

A 3 months' break-in period is required.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes : Verbal ability is required to schedule, assign, and supervise
workers.

Numerical ability is required to verify quantities of incoming items and
prepare reports of stock on hand.

Clerical ability is required to detect and avoid errors in checking stock-
control records.

Interests : A preference for business contacts, which are with subordinates
and other hospital employees.

Temperaments : Versatility to perform a wide variety of duties when
supervising the stockroom.

Capability to plan, control, and direct the receiving, storing, and delivery
of stocks for a hospital storeroom.

Capacity to deal effectively with subordinates, superi and other
hospital personnel where storeroom is concerned.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions : Work is light. Lifts and
carries stock items weighing 5 to 10 pounds.

Reaches for and handles stock items.
Talking and hearing requil-cd for work instructions and assignments to

subordina tes.
Near-visual acuity is required to -read records, invoices, packing slips,

and reports.
Works inside.

ors,

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supervised: STOCK CLERK and clerical assistants.
Supervised by : PURCHASING AGENT.
Promotion from: STOCK CLERK.
Promotion to : No formal line of promotion.

PROFESSIONAL AFFIL ATIONS

American Association of Hospith
Purchasing Agents

840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, flL 60611

National Association of Hospi
Purchasing Agents

840 North Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, nL 60611



TRAINING DEPARTMENT

PURPOSE: To coordinate all training prog-rams within the hos-
pital in such a way as to prepare qualified, well-adj usted personnel
to provide efficient hospital service.

RESPONSIBILITY: The Training Department may be assigned
as many functions as needed ta realize an equitable return on
the hospital's investment in its employees. These functions will
vary greatly depending upon the training needs and size of the
hospital.

The department has responsibility, within delegated authority,
for planning and administering comprehensive training pro-
grams. These programs may encompass all phases of hospital
job training, from the employee who needs only brief on-the-job
training to perform satisfactorily, to the professional interns
who need academic training as well as extensive practical ex-
perience to meet professional standards. If the hospital is con-
nected with a teaching institution, then practical, theoretical,
and technical training is provided -Lc. students. Refresher courses
for returning professional personnel as well as advanced courses
for personnel interested in upgrading and promotion are pro-
vided. This department is responsible for on-the-job training and
orientation of every person employed by the hospital. Training
of volunteers may also be a function.

While the personnel of the department may not take part in
each training program, the department is responsible for plan-
ning, organizing, supervising, and carrying out all the pl-ograms
for the hospital. It coordinates its policies and programs with
community programs that may have resources for recruiting
potential employees.

AUTHORITY: The department ,is undei% the direction of a DI-
RECTOR, TRAINING PROGRAMS, who is responsible to the
ADMINISTRATOR or ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR de-
pending on the organizatioru of the, hospital. If the program in-

.volves ha, utiliza ion,of specialized training personnel -assigned
, ,

to other departments, it must. have, the- support of the gOverning
board and---the fullest-COoperatiiIn of 'adininistration-'ind cooperat-

dePartments. While ;the DIRECTOR, TRAINING PRO-
AMS requests an ,instructors raining duties and

_ . . _ _ . ..

function, such indi-responsible °for niecy,
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viduals are supervised by those in cha ge of the department to
which they are regularly assigned.

INTERRELATIONSHIPS AND INTRARELATIONSHIPS The Training
Department has become a separate department because adminis-
tration real:zes the need for specialized knowledge and careful
planning to insure well-trained, efficient personnel. The education
and training functions of the hospital require careful organiza-
tion and followup of all training programs to insure that stand-
ards are achieved and maintained. Members of this department
come in contact with personnel from all departments of the
hospital. The head of the department cooperates with heads of
all departments in establishing methods and techniques of train-
ing and training course content, in selecting personnel responsi-
ble in each department for training functions, and in providing
facilities for classrooms, and for supplies and equiwnent. Sched-
uling of formalized training courses should be programed to
coincide with recruitment and hiring drives, as well as with the
acceptance of students and interns from schools and universities.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES AND STAFFING: The physical location of
an office for the DIRECTOR, TRAINING PROGRAMS should
be in close proximity to both the Personnel Department and the
adminiative offices. Classrooms and storage space should be
available for visual aids and other training materials.

Every supervisor, director, or coordinator of a department
performs a training function for that department; some depart-
ments have their own specialized training person. The DIREC-
TOR, TRAINING PROGRAMS cooperates and coordinates with
all other training personnel and has the authority to call up pn
them to supplement his program. Among the specialized instruc-
tors in this group are:

TRAINING OFFICER (personnel department) who assists
in planning, organizing, and directing training programs to
orient employees in hospital policies and routines; to provide ef-
ficient training programs for supervisors; and to provide on-the-
job safety instruction.

DIRECTOR OF STAFF DEVELOPMENT (nursing service)
who plans, develops, and directs programs for professional de-
velopment of hospital nursit.g staff and coordinates staff develop-
ment with nursing service program.

INSTRUCTOR, ANCILLARY NURSING PERSONNEL
(nursing service) who plans, coordinates, and instructs inservice
orientation and educational programs (theoretical and practical
aspects of nursi g ):.to train ancillary nursing personnel.
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INSTRUCTOR, NURSES, INSERVICE (nursing service) who
plans, directs, and coordinates inservice orientation and educa-
tional programs for professional nursing personnel. Included are
refresher cour..,es for returning professional nurses.

CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR (nursing education) who teaches
theoretical and practical aspects of patient care to nursing
students in a hospital school of nursing.

DIETITIAN, TEACHING (dietetics) who plans, organizes,
and conducts dietetic educational program

Further information about these jobs can be found in their
job descriptions elsewhere in this volume. Hospitals connected
with teaching institutions will have access to numerous in-
structor% in medical education. (Instruction of medical interns
is not included.)
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TRAINING DEPARTMENT

DIRECTOR, T AINING PROGRAMS

E----Supervisors and Training Specialists

NOTE: This chart" is fo iI1ustfrive purposes only and should not be con-
d red arecornmendedpattern of organization.



Training Department Director, Educational 166.118

DIRECTOR, TRAINING PROG AMS

educational supervisor

staff-training officer

training coordinator
training specialist

JOB DUTIES

Organizes, administers, said conducts t aining and laducational programs
in a hospital for purposes of management and promotional development,
on-the-job training, and orientation of employees regarding hospital policy
and routine:

Confers with management and line supervision to determine outline and
scope of programs. Applies knowledge of hospital 1,rocedures, job break-
downs, safety rules, supervision techniques, and related information to
formulate training curriculum. Makes sure that curriculum for professions,'
trainees adheres to standards established by professional organizations.
Organizes lectures, training manuals, examinations, visual aids, reference
libraries, and other training implements. Trains instructors and super-
visory personnel in proper training methods and techniques and assigns
them to specific programs. Co9rdinates established training courses with
technical and professional programs offered in public schools and univer-
sities. Prepares budget for training needs and determines allocation of
funds for staff, supplies, equipment, and facilities. Maintains records of

aining activities and evaluates effectiveness and application of programs.
Represents institution at vocational and educational meetings. May screen,
counsel, test, and recommend employees for inservice educational programs
or for promotion or transfer.

Utilizes a variew of audiovisual aids and training techniques such as
e study, role play, and management games.

Calls upon training personnel of various departments to teach their
specialties such as DIETITIAN, TE ACHING; CLINICAL INSTRITCTOIr;
INSTRUCTOR, NURSES, INSERVICE ; INSTRUCTOR, ANCILLARY
NURSING PERSONNEL; and the general TRAINING OFFICER. Also
has the authority to- schedule supervisors and personnel from other de-
in, e ts to give on-the-job or refresher training to recr

audiovisual aids, and other equipment as neces
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EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Graduation from an accredited college or university with courses in
educational methods, personnel administration, applied psychology, English,
and possibly journalism. Mar Ater's degree in education and personnel man-
agement is preferred.

Teaching and personnel manageme t experience is essential.
Inservice training in hospital procedures, routines, policies, and organi-

zation.

WORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes : Verbal ability is required to discuss training pleograms with
administrative staff and instructors; to effectively coordinate the training
program; to prepare manuals and training materials; and to evalustereports.

Numerical ability is required to evaluate statistical training data, to
make various computations of departmental operations, and to preparebudgets.

Interests: A preference for technical activities to develop and administert aining programs.
A preference for people and the communication of ideas with others anti

to evaluate tbe various training changes or extensions to meet needs of re-cruits and the hiring departments.
Temporaments : An aptitude to direct, plan, and coordinate the activities

of all the training programs in the hospital.
Ability to form generalizations or conclusions on basis of measurable

or verifiable criteria and sensory or judgmental criteria, such as the re-
lationship between existing training programs and the anticipated needo
of the hospital and the community.

Ability to relate to people in a mannei- to win confidence F4 nd establish
support.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: This is light work. Sitting
tAnd walking throughout workday.

Handling reports, manuals, and other desk items.
ralking and hearing to converse with instructors,

sonnel, hosiital staff, and outsiders.
orks inside. Usually has own o ce.

JOB RELATIONSHIPS
,

dministr tive per-

.orke.-3 ed Gener superv over ins uc 1 d to
teach specific courses.

Supervie by: ADMINISTRATOR or an ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRA-
TOR.

,Pr a n inst r with admmi reeve ability.
Pro o: No formal line of promotion.
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PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

American Society for Training and Development
313 Pric. Place
P.O. Box 5307
Madison, Wis. 53707



VOLUNTEER SERVICES DEPARTMENT

PURPOSE: To provide desirable services supplemental to es-
sential services, which contribute to total patient care ; to help
create and promote in the community an understanding of the
hospital and its services through the volunteer who becomes a
part of the hospital family; and provide to the community a

_ns of giving service to meet the human need.
RESPONSIBILITY: To develop, in cooperation with department

Leads, a program of coordinated activities to determine where
the services of volunteers can be used to advantage. After initiat-
ing and conducting a survey of all hospit-1 activities where
volunteers might be used, the department is then responsible for
establishing and carrying out a program that will augment and
supplement the regular hospital program.

Volunteer services may be utilized in almost every department
of the hospital, but close integration of hospital activities and
volunteer functions is essential. While volunteers perform duties
and pro-vide services without pay, such workers must be oriented
and trained to work on a scheduled basis that fits into the
hospital program.

The Volunteer Services Department is concerned with recruit-
ing workers ; classifying them in terms of interests, experience,
abilities, and availability, ; initiating training programs ; and re-
ferring workers to departments where they are assigned duties
on the basis of matching worker's qualifications and job demands.
The capacity of the department to supplement and augment the
work of the regular hospital staff is limited only by the number
and training of volunteers.

The department maintains records of applications and of per-
formance for all volunteers and makes periodic reports covering
work of the department and effectiveness of services rendered.
Volunteer Services must be, organized and maintained on the
same basis as other essential services.

AUTIIORITY: The department is under the supervision
DIRECTOR, VOLUNTEER SERVICES responsible either to the
ADMINISTRATOR or an ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR,

on the organization of the hospital. If a program
ation of volunteers is to succeed, it must have

approval of the governing authority and fullest
on of alministr i. While the DIRECT LUN
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TEER SERVICES assigns workers to duties and is responsible
for their efficiency, individual workers are supervised by those in
charge of the department to which the volunteer is assigned.

INTERRELATIONS HIPS AND INTRARELA TIONS HIPS : Members of
this department are in contact with personnel in all departments
of the hospital. The head of this department cooperates with heads
of all departments utilizing volunteer workers ; is accessible to the
general public ; and, in cooperation with Public Relations Depart-
ment, contacts numerous community civic and social groups. If
there is a women's auxiliary, the DIRECTOR, VOLUNTEER
SERVICES should work closely with this group as a source of
obtaining volunteers and as a means of expanding the program.

Close contact with administration is vital, since it provides a
continuing source of encouragement and prepares the regular
hospital staff for effective use of volunteers. It is also helpful to
organize an advisory committee from other segments of the hos-
pital family and from the community which can render con-
siderable assistance through recommendations concerning pur-
poses and policies to the DIRECTOR, VOLUNTEER SERVICES
and to heads of departments using volunteers.

Within the department itself, the DIRECTOR. VOLUNTEER
SERVICES must be continuously aware of the need for c'_evelop-
ing and maintaining the interest and cooperation of the group.
Assignment to higher level jobs and rotation from routine, repet-
itive tasks should be the reward for excellent service.

Periodic meetings are also helpful to provide opportunities
for members to express themselves, meet socially, and learn of
progress in service.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES AND STAFFING : An office for the depart-
ment head, and dressing rooms and locker room space for the
use of volunteers should be provided.

The DIRECTOR, VOLUNTEER SERVICES, who may be a
volunteer or paid employee, should have a bachelor's degree with
a- suggested major, in the behavioral sciences, have had some
previous, administrative experience, understand hospital routine
and procedures, and be familiar with the communi and its
potential sources of volunteers.

The staff of volUnteers may be composed of individuals with
a range of skills as varied as those of the regular staff. Many of
the duties require pnly minimum training and can be readily
performed by a person willing to serve. For others, duties such as
laboratory s volunteers -with special aptitudes or experience
must be recrui d. The number of volunteers etoends on the, A

size
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of the institution, ty-pes of services rendered, and number of
patients treated. Volunteers must be dependable, to provide a
minimum of service each week, and should approach their duties
as conscientiously as they would paid occupation.
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VOLUNTEER SERVICES DEPARTMENT

DIRECTOR, VOLUNTEER SERVICES

V lunteers

NOTE: This chart is for illustrative purposes only and should not becon-
sidered a recommended pattern of orgaaization.



Volunteer Services Departmer Dire tor, Volunteer Services 137.168

DIRECTOR, VOLUNTEER SERVICES

coordinator of volunteers

JOB DUTIES

Plans with administrative staff the objectives and scope of the volunteer
services program to augment the services of regular hospital staff ; re-
cruits and orients new volunteers, arranges for their train:- and place-
ment, and supervises the program:

Confers with hospital administrative staff to plan volunteer program
consistent with institution's needs. Recommends establishment of policies
and procedures for inservice training of volunteers, work hours, types
of services to be performed, and argignment of volunteer workers. Meets
with department heads to determine volunteer service needs and to interpret
service policies and procedures.

Recruits and interviews applicants to determine their aptitudes, abilities,
and other qualifications. Classifies applicants according to qualifications,
interests, age, time available for duty, and other characteristics.

Arranges for formal orientation of new volunteers which should include
a description of the institution, its purposes and organization, the place
of the volunteer service program within that organization; the policies of
the Volunteer Department; and the responsibilities of the volunteer. In
cooperation with the staff of the hospital, organizes training courses to
instruct voltinteers in techniques and procedures of duties to be per-
formed and arranges for or conducts preservice training classes and on-
the-job training.

Receives requests for services of volunteers from various hospital de-
partments and cooperates with department supervisor to define services to
be performed by volunt.4 ancr-to outline duties for each" aisignment. in
cooperation with department superVisorsi- plaaes volunteers according to
their aptitudes and interests. Conducts periodic reorientation for all volun-
tears.

Conducts surveys and meets with department heads to evaluate the
e ectiveness of the volunteer service prOgram. Periodically' counsels with
and evaluates individual volunteer. Devises _methods for improving, modi-
fying, or, expanding the program and recommends -changes in established
policies and procedures. Arranges for appropriate recognition of the
volunteer,

Prepares manuals, handbooks, and gwdes covering policies, procedures,

MAPHINE,: TOOLS, EQUIPMENT, AND WO

dard -office equipnien
,
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EDUCATION, TRAINING, AND EXPERIENCE

Preferably a bachelor's degree with suggested major in the behavi al
3ciences, including management

Experience in a supervisory or executive capacity, or extensive hosp-tal
volunteer organization work.

ORKER TRAITS

Aptitudes: Verbal ability is required to discuss volunteer program with
administrative and volunteer personnel, to effectively promote the volun-
teer program, and to explain hospital policy to individuals and groups.

Interests : A preference for contact with people is necessary for duties
involving coordination of efforts of volunteer workers with those of staff
members, and meetings with other civic, social, and service organizations
of the community.

Temperaments: Ability to direct, control, and plan entire activities of
volunteer service functions.

Able to deal with people in actual job duties when interviewing, orienting,
and following up volunteers.

Able to evaluate reports, surveys, and volunteer perforrnan
against both judgmental and veilfiable criteria.

Calmness and efficiency needed to perform activities involving manp
details and frequent change.

Physical Demands and Working Conditions: This is light work.
Sits and walks throughout working 'day.
Talking and hearing to 12onverse with hospital staff, volunteers, and

audiences.
Handles office equipment and supplie
Works inside. Usually has own o ce.

records

JOB RELATIONSHIPS

Workers supet-vised: All volunteer workers and departmental staff.
Supervisad by: ADMINISTRATOR or ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR.
ProMotion from: No fermal lines of promotion.
Promotion to: No formal lines of Promotion.

-s_

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

American Society of _Directors of Volunteer Services
American Hospital Associa -on .

840 North_Lake Shore Drive
Chicago, Ill. . 60611



PROFESSIONAL CARE DIVISION

ANESTHESIOLOGY
CENTRAL SERVICE
CLINICAL LABORATORIES
DENTAL
DIETETICS
MEDICAL LIBit.ARY
MEDICAL RECORDS
NURSING EDUCATION
NURSING SERVICE
OUTPATIENT
PHARMACY
PHYSICAL MEDICINE & REHABILITATION
RADIOLOGY-NUCLEAR MEDICINE
SOCIAL SERVICE
SPEECH AND HEARING
TECHNICAL SERVICES



ANESTHESIOLOGY DEPARTMENT

PURPOSE: To provide for the administration of all anesthetics
in the hospital, to contribute to treatment of patients, and to
increase knowledge of the use of anesthetic agents and related
techniques.

RESPONSIBILITY: To provide anesthesiology services in surgical,
obstetrical, and related medical procedures. The Anesthesiology
Department is responsible for obtaining a physical examination,
including clinical laboratory findings, of each patient before an
anesthetic is administered, recording kind and amount of anes-
thetic administered, patient's condition before, during, and after
anesthesia, and preoperative and postoperative medications ; ob-
serving patient's condition until all effects of Ue anesthesia
have passed ; evaluating effectiveness of anesthetic used ; estab-
lishing and carrying out safeguards in administration of anes-
thetics ; and caring for equipment.

AUTHORITY: A physician trained in anesthesiology usually di-
rects the activities of this department. He reports to administra-
tion for his administrative responsibilities, to the chief of the
medical service for his professional practices, and has full aa-
thorny over anesthesiology services in the hospital. In the absence
of an ANESTHESIOLOGIST, the surgeon is responsible, and
the division of duties between him and-the NURSE ANESTHE-
TIST is at 'his discretion. Legally the PHYSICIAN or SURGEON
is responsible for choosing the anesthetic agent and the techniques
to be used. In practice, they often -defer to the recommendations
of the ANESTHESIOLOGIST or NURSE ANESTHETIST Who
has been chosen to administer the anesthesia.

-TERRELATIONSHIPS AND INrRA TIONSHIPS : Personnel in
6 department must work closely with suthical, obstetric, -ray,

lation therapy, emergency room, pediatrics, and psychiatric
services, and in reeoVery rooms anil intgilsii4 care- area& The
department head attends- regular medical staff meetings, partic-
ipates in discussions, and presen s records

a contribution to clinical research.
STANDARDS Mininium stan i-ds have been formulated by the

American College of Surgeons the American Osteopathic As-
sociation, and the American College of Anesthesiologists for the
safety and efficiency of anesthesiology services in the hospi

the department
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Requirements included pertain to organization, personnel, pre-
anesthetic examinations, records, followup, and safeguards.

PHYSICAL FACILITIES AND STAFFING : In a large hospital, the
office of a full-time ANESTHESIOLOGIST should be near the
operating room. Space for storing anesthesiology equipment and
supplies should also be located in or near the operating room.

Due to hazards involved in improper use of anesthetics, it is
necessary to insure the safety of all personnel and patients in
accordance with precautions recommended by the National Board
of Fire Underwriters. Explosive anesthetics are stored in a fire-
resistant room, on the roof, or in a locked enclosure several feet
from the hospital. To prevent accumulation of static electricity,
which is a major hazard of anesthesiology, operating-room equip-
ment and personnel should be grounded through suitably con-
ductive floors and all-cotton uniforms. The possibility of sparks
from electrical connections and switches must be eliminated.
Open flames should be prohibited within the area, as well as the
practice of smoking near the operating room.

An organized Department of Anesthesiology should be under
direct supervision of a physician. In the smaller hospital, this
service may be assigned to a staff physician who has had special
training in the field. NURSE ANESTHETISTS who are qualified
to administer anesthetics should be available to assist in carrying
on the work of the department, and the NURSE ANESTHETIST,
CHIEF may be assigned administrative duties. In some instances,
an ANESTHESIOLOGIST may devote t!me to two or more hos.
pitaIand supervise NURSE ANESTHETISTS where the volume
of work does not justify employment of a full-time ANESTHE-
SIOLOGIST or NURSE ANESTHETIST, CHIEF.

MISCELLANEOUS: Tliere have been no major technological
changes in anesthesiplogy for many years. Good, steady research
has produced new anesthetic agents, but usually_ these do not
require major changes in traditional_ techniques. The research
rend on agents is toward producing multifiinetion agents ; that

is, agents- to serve as both anestheticS and muscle relaxants, with
fewer ufidesirable'si e 6 ects.


